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ABSTRACT

This research study aims to explore the concept of motivation from the Islamic perspective, which is explored to a poor extent. It seeks to shed light on Islām and how it motivates its followers to behave appropriately while fulfilling their needs and desires, guided by the Holy Qur’ān and Hadīth. A comprehensive literature review is conducted to study and understand the various perspectives presented by other scholars on human psychology and motivation specifically from the perspectives of Islām, Christianity and Jewish cultures.

This study adopts a qualitative approach and focuses on gathering secondary data from a broad range of sources. The data collected is then analysed in an interpretative yet subjective manner. To achieve the aims of this research, the emphasis is laid on gathering both comprehensive secondary data from the religious journals and academic books. The evidence was gathered from the holy books of these religions which include Holy Qur’ān, Bible and Torah. From the findings of the research, it was concluded by the researcher that Islām significantly highlighted and differentiated from Christianity and Judaism in endorsing motivation among its followers.

It is identified that Allāh created mankind to spread His word and to perform His actions. He motivated humans by offering them certain rewards and making them fearful of the consequences in case they fail to follow His commands. This thesis provides greater insight into the role played by Islām in motivating human beings to live a life in a way that is beneficial here on earth and in the afterlife. This study is expected to contribute further to the collective knowledge and understanding of motivation and human behaviour.

Keywords: Islām, Holy Qur’ān, Ḥadīth, Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.), Motivation, Ṣaḥīḥ Bukhārī, Riyāḍ Uṣ-Ṣāliḥīn, Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim, Imām Nawawī, Motivation Theories, Maslow Theory of Needs, Drive Theory, Intrinsic and Extrinsic Theory, Christianity, Judaism, Bible, Torah
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The following system has been followed in the transliteration of Arabic words used in the text:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic Letter</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Trans.</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ﺒ</td>
<td>حمزة</td>
<td>Ḥ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>ﺃ ل</td>
<td>Alīf</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺒ</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺕ</td>
<td>tā’</td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖ</td>
<td>thā’</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>The sequence ﺖھ is written t’h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺞ</td>
<td>jīm</td>
<td>j</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺞ</td>
<td>hā’</td>
<td>ḥ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺒ</td>
<td>khā’</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>The sequence ﺒک is written k’h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>د</td>
<td>dāl</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖ</td>
<td>dhāl</td>
<td>dh</td>
<td>The sequence ﺖد is written d’h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖ</td>
<td>rā’</td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖ</td>
<td>zāy</td>
<td>z</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>س</td>
<td>sīn</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺒ</td>
<td>shīn</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>The sequence ﺒس is written s’h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ص</td>
<td>sād</td>
<td>ş</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ض</td>
<td>dād</td>
<td>ḍ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ط</td>
<td>tā’</td>
<td>ẓ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ظ</td>
<td>zā’</td>
<td>ẓ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖ</td>
<td>‘ayn</td>
<td>‘</td>
<td>Different from hamza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>غ</td>
<td>ghayn</td>
<td>gh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ف</td>
<td>fā’</td>
<td>f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ق</td>
<td>qāf</td>
<td>q</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic Letter</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Trans.</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ك</td>
<td>kāf</td>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ل</td>
<td>lām</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>م</td>
<td>mīm</td>
<td>m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ن</td>
<td>nūn</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ه</td>
<td>hā’</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>و</td>
<td>wāw</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ي</td>
<td>ya’</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ة</td>
<td>tā’ marbūtah</td>
<td>ah or at</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Short Vowels**

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>َ</td>
<td>fatha</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ُ</td>
<td>damma</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ِ</td>
<td>kasra</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Long Vowels**

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>َ</td>
<td>‘Alīf maddah</td>
<td>ā, ’ā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ُ</td>
<td>damma wāw</td>
<td>ū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ِ</td>
<td>kasra yā’</td>
<td>ĭ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Diphthongs**

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>َأُ</td>
<td>‘Alīf wāw</td>
<td>aw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>َأَيُ</td>
<td>‘Alīf yā’</td>
<td>ay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ِيُ</td>
<td>(yā’)</td>
<td>īy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>َؤُ</td>
<td>(wāw)</td>
<td>uww</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### GLOSSARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Aql</td>
<td>Intelligence, intellect, mind, understanding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Ibādah</td>
<td>Act of worship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Umrah</td>
<td>Islamic ritual; the “lesser” Mecca pilgrimage. Unlike Hajj, this journey to the Ka’abah can take place during any day of the year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Ajr</td>
<td>Rewards given by Allāh to a Muslim for good deeds or actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Uḥud</td>
<td>A north Al Madīnah mountain. The second battle between Muslims and the Quraish army in the third year of Hijrah (625 C.E.) was fought here. Muslims were defeated in this battle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A‘māl</td>
<td>Deeds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad-Ḍurarīyat</td>
<td>Fundamental survival needs. These needs are basic in nature, without which human survival becomes impossible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Ākhirāh</td>
<td>The After-Life, and it concerns the Islamic “Day of Judgment”, and faith in said day, is one of the Pillars of Īmān (Faith).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Anṣār</td>
<td>Literally means helpers or supporters. In Islamic history, the people of Al Madīnah (who accepted the Prophet’s Islamic preaching’s) became Muslims, and welcomed him to Al Madīnah, when he emigrated there from Makkah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Ḥājiyāt</td>
<td>Complimentary needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Madīnah</td>
<td>A city located on west side of Saudi Arabia along the Red Sea coast, and is Al Madīnah Province’s capital. It is considered Islām’s second holiest city, and it is also the place of Prophet Muḥammad’s (P.B.U.H.) burial. Al Madīnah is historically significant for being Muḥammad’s (P.B.U.H.) home after he performed the Hijrah from Makkah. Before Islām’s rise, it was called Yathrib, but renamed afterwards by Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) himself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Qadar</td>
<td>Allāh’s decree, predestination, fate or destiny. Believing in Al Qadar, including the positive and the negative, and is amongst Īmān’s (Faith) pillars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At-Taḥṣīnyāt</td>
<td>Extra needs without which humans can survive but after achieving a certain level these needs get aroused in humans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Āyah</td>
<td>A Qur’ānic verse. Its literal meaning is “signs” and also refers to the sign that one sees in Creation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badr</td>
<td>Al Madīnah Province town, towards the west of Saudi Arabia. It was the location of the famous Battle of Badr; the first actual militaristic confrontation that pitted the Muslims against the nonbelievers. The battle was fought between the Muslims and the Quraish in the second year of Hijrah (624 C.E.). Although the Muslims were easily outnumbered by the Quraish, they won this critical battle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dīwān</td>
<td>The word is of Persian origin, and was borrowed by Arabic. It originally meant” a written sheets bundle”, hence it evolved into “book”, especially “accounts books,” and therefore “office of accounts”. The word first appears during Caliph ‘Umar Bin Al Khaṭṭāb’s time. As t he state became bureaucratic, the term penetrated all the official bureaus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiṭrah</td>
<td>The first nature; mankind’s primal condition when it was harmonious with nature. It is an Arabic word describing the innate orientation of every individual towards Allāh. Muslims have the belief that the Creator bestowed upon everyone an inclination towards piety and consciousness about god, and that one’s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
environment, upbringing. They believe that the enhancement or obscurity of this tendency depends on circumstances.

**Hadīth**
Reported traditions and adages of Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.). They also report things he witnessed and those that he approved. They are real interpretations, explanations and examples from practical things that took place in the Prophet’s (P.B.U.H.) life to help perceive different teachings of the Qur’ān. These pieces of explanation can be found in books compiled specifically to encapsulate Hadīth and are known as Hadīth books.

**Hajj**
Pilgrimage (journey) to Makkah that the Muslims undertake to commemorate Islām’s Abrahamic roots. It’s from the set of Five Pillars that govern Islamic tradition. Believers should complete pilgrimage at least one time during lifetime, if they stay healthy and can financially afford it.

**Hijrah**
Emigration for Allāh’s cause. Islamic dating begins with the Hijrah of the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) from Makkah to Al Madīnah in 622 C.E.

**Imām**
Imām generally refers to the individual who is the leader of congregational prayer. However in a broader horizon, the term also implies religious leaders that are within the community of Muslims. Even though Imams are meant to lead prayers, they have to devise and deliver sermons along with fulfil other responsibilities, for instance, they officiate weddings. Imams aren’t ordained clergy nor do they come from any hierarchy. Imām doesn’t in any way serve as an intermediary connecting believers and Allāh.

**Īmān**
Faith and belief in Allāh and acceptance of his messenger. Faith including not just the belief in a Supreme Deity, but also the prophets, books, angels and day of judgement. Along with that there’s also the core belief that all things – good or evil – are according Allāh’s decree.

**Islām**
Submission to Allāh’s will, the life personified by the prophets, shaped up in its finality by the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) and his teachings.

**Jannah**
A Qur’ānic term often referred to as heaven, showcased as a realm of joy, happiness, and vitality. It is the reward for those that are virtuous and fear God. Jannah has mostly been taken as a place full of bliss, which oozes with lives of eternal joy and comfort.

**Jihād**
An Arabic word that means “exerting oneself” or “striving”. Other connotations include strain, endeavour, diligence, effort, and struggle. Usually understood to be personal enhancement, Jihād may also imply fighting in defence of one's (or someone else’s) life, faith and property. Jihādis a nuanced concept, and should not be misunderstood as “Holy War”, which is a common misrepresentation.

**Jihādīn**
Religious warriors who focus on armed Jihād.

**Ka‘bah**
The stone building which has a cube shape and whose foundations were laid by angels and completed by Sa‘īyidina ‘Ibrahīm in the city of Makkah. Ka‘bah, also known as the “House of Allāh”, is the first building which was dedicated to the Allāh’s worship. It is towards the Ka‘bah that Muslims face when praying.

**Kalām**
Talk or speech. It has also had the connotation of logic or philosophy.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Khalīfah</td>
<td>Caliph, The leader of the Muslim community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kufr</td>
<td>Not believing in Allāh and His Messenger, whether that is accompanied by denial or it is not accompanied by denial but rather doubt, or turning away from faith out of jealousy or arrogance, or because one is following whims and desires that restrain one from following the message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makkah</td>
<td>An ancient Saudi Arabian holy city where Saīyidīna ʾIbrahīm constructed the Kaḇah, and it is the birthplace of the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miʿrāj</td>
<td>Ascension, and refers to the miraculous “Night Journey” and “Ascension” of Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.), respectively, which happened in 619 C.E.. While this journey was underway, directions for proper prayers were sent to the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.), making them Islām’s cornerstone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minbar</td>
<td>A pulpit or steps on which the Imām stands to preach a “Speech” or “Sermon” on Friday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhājirīn</td>
<td>The Emigrants; were the early, initial Muslims, who followed the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) on his Hijrah (withdrawal from Makkah to Al Madīnah to escape persecution). The early Muslims from Al Madīnah are called Al Anṣār (“helpers”).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muḥāsabah</td>
<td>The act of self-evaluation or Self-Inventory, and the assessment of one’s strengths and weaknesses, desires and emotions, and recognition of the presence of spirit to change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mujāhadah</td>
<td>Striving - The struggle and efforts necessary to achieve goals. Mujāhadah’s purpose is to conquer inner temptations to purify their souls. The word is related to Jihād.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murāqabah</td>
<td>Means “to watch over”, “to take care of”, or “to keep an eye”. It refers to the situation where a person is aware that Allāh keeps watch of every act he performs everywhere.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mushrikīn</td>
<td>Polytheists; are individuals who have no faith in the Oneness of Allāh, and worship others along with Allāh, or those who places rivals with Allāh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutābaʿah</td>
<td>The act of planning and scheduling so as to remain focused and determined towards the achievement of goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.B.U.H.</td>
<td>Abbreviations for Peace Be Upon Him which is the translation for [ʿAlaihi As-Salam] – an Arabic expression the believers say when a prophet’s name is mentioned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qubāʿ</td>
<td>The region located in the outlying environs of Al Madīnah where the first ever mosque in the history of Islām, “Quba’ Mosque”, is built. Its first stones were positioned by Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.), during Hijrah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qur’ān</td>
<td>The “recitation”, Allāh’s final revelation to Jinn and mankind before the world’s end, made known to Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.), via Angel Jibril, over a 23-year span.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quraish</td>
<td>One of Arabia’s major tribes in Arabia, which Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) came from, and was a powerful merchant tribe that controlled Makkah and its Kaḇah upon the appearance of Islām.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rrajaz</td>
<td>Arabic poetic genre.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rūḥ</td>
<td>The soul, vital spirit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saʿ</td>
<td>A standard measure (weights scale) that equals 3 Kg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Şadaqah</strong></td>
<td>Charity often is given out of personal reasons to whomever the giver deems suitable. Giving Şadaqah is given irrespective of the compulsory taxes and doesn't count as Zakāh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Şaḥābah</strong></td>
<td>A term that means “companions,” commonly used for people who acted as Prophet Muḥammad’s (P.B.U.H.) followers, who were closest to him, frequently kept him company, and strove hard to emulate his actions and sayings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Şalāh</strong></td>
<td>Şalāh is a word of Arabic origin, which refers to a relationship or link of a spiritual nature between the Creator and the created. Şalāh is one of five Islamic pillars. Muslims perform it five times each day to maintain God-consciousness, to thank Him for all the bounties and blessings, and to seek assistance and support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Şawm</strong></td>
<td>Total liquid and food abstinence from dawn till sunset for an entire lunar month. Those married, have been directed to ensure they remain celibate and abstain from any sexual activity within Şawm. It is practiced while Ramaḍān is underway. Ramaḍān is the 9th month on the lunar calendar. Şawm is one of İslām’s five pillars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Şahādah</strong></td>
<td>To bear witness to the core of one’s faith i.e. “There is no God but Allāh and that Muḥammad is the Messenger of Allāh”. The phrase must be said out loud in front of witnesses to initiated someone as a new Muslim. Shahādah is the first of İslām’s five pillars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Şahīd</strong></td>
<td>Martyr. One who dies in Allāh’s way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Şarī’ah</strong></td>
<td>Plainly meaning “the path,” this word points towards Allāh’s direction meant to standardize Muslims’ affairs, both on a personal and societal level. It comes from Qur’ān and Sunnah and it is a major factor in decisions made on questions and issues raised by scholars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Şilat Al Raḥim</strong></td>
<td>The word “Rahim” in Arabic refers to one’s blood relatives. Şilat Al Raḥim means to maintain cordial relations with one’s blood relatives. This is a “duty” on all Muslims, even if their blood relatives do not reciprocate (i.e. even if they do not keep relations with you in return).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sunnah</strong></td>
<td>The word points towards actions, norms, habits, practices and customs that were officiated through tradition dictated by the life and teachings of the Prophet Muḥammad’s (P.B.U.H.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tafsīr</strong></td>
<td>Understanding and explaining a situation or text, but especially a commentary of explanation of the meanings of Qur’ān.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Taqwah</strong></td>
<td>Linguistically Taqwah means forbearance, fear and abstinence, but in the Islamic terminology, Taqwah has a distinct meaning. Taqwah is a high state of heart, which keeps one conscious of Allāh’s presence and His Knowledge, and it motivates him to perform righteous deeds and avoid those, which are forbidden.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tawbah</strong></td>
<td>Repentance; especially turning to Allāh to seek forgiveness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tawḥīd</strong></td>
<td>The belief of “Allāh’s Oneness”. This is a core Islamic tenet. Other doctrines and beliefs stem from it. Recognizing Allāh’s oneness is the fundamental foundation for one’s deliverance according to İslām.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wājibāt</strong></td>
<td>A necessary part of the Şarī’ah and refers to recommended duties but not obligatory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yaṣīn</strong></td>
<td>Absolute unshakeable certainty and certitude. [‘Ilm Al Yaṣīn] - Knowledge of Certainty; is given by proof or evidence; [‘Ayn Al Yaṣīn] - Source or Eye of Certainty; is given by witnessing and unveiling; and [Ḥaqq Al Yaṣīn] - the Truth of Certainty; is knowledge obtained according to what the witnessed so wills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yathrib</strong></td>
<td>The former name of Al Madīnah in Saudi Arabia. When Prophet Muḥammad’s (P.B.U.H.) emigrated from Makkah to Yathrib, he arrived there, and it was renamed “Al Madīnah Al-Munawwarah”– i.e. “The Light-Filled City” - in his honour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zakāh</strong></td>
<td>Literally meaning, “purification”, Zakāh implies almsgiving tax, which is approximately 2.5% from a Muslim’s wealth, to be paid on an annual basis. Zakāh is one of five pillars that lay the foundation for Islām. Zakāh is distributed to the needy and the destitute and needy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zakāt Al Fīṭr</strong></td>
<td>An obligatory head tax imposed upon every believer who has the requisite means for his dependents and himself. It is paid annually at Ramaḍān’s end before ‘Īd Al Fīṭr.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Human motivation is a power magnet and has attracted the attention of psychologists, sociologists, anthropologists, psychoanalysts, and management thinkers since ancient times\(^1\). Behaviour is based on the motives and motivation of human beings\(^2\). Throughout different cultures, religion forms a foundation of shared values, governs individual behaviour and morals, and sustains a cultural identity\(^3\). Religious philosophy is not rooted in scientific theory, it still greatly influences human motivation, relationships, perceptions, and moral behaviour. It creates an understanding and shapes views on how an individual, in a particular religious belief, perceives the world and the people within\(^4\). Considering Jung’s theory, Islamic principles on creation, life after death, and heaven and hell can be regarded as objective as they are shared by a quarter of the world’s population. Fundamental human needs and desires drive one to act, motivate and influence the behaviours and actions to address those needs, such as hunger, thirst, or the desire to achieve.

1.1. Background of the Research

In general modern motivation psychology, the existence of the soul and its influence on human behaviour plays a lower significant role in motivating an individual, which is an essential concept in Islamic teachings\(^5\). This spiritual dimension is highlighted by Sengupta\(^6\), in her paper, *Growth in Human Motivation beyond Maslow*. She argues that human beings have both, biological and spiritual needs. Scholars in Islamic studies argue that “there are

---

five general categories of needs: physiological, material, psychological, spiritual, and mental (or intellectual)". The first two categories address the physical aspects while the latter three may be related to spirituality and the mental capacity for forming independent thought and perceptions of the world and the people within. This ability is granted solely to human beings by God Al-Mighty.

Unlike God’s other creations, human beings are blessed with dual natures (body and soul), naturally they follow different motives that exist to satiate both natures (biological, and psychological). Biological (or fundamental) motivations include basic human needs such as hunger, thirst, procreation or fornication, to name a few. Whereas, psychological motivations include achievement, desire to succeed, affiliation, curiosity among others. Besides these two types, another motive can be religion, which influences the behaviour of its followers. Based on his studies, Reiss identified numerous basic desires that influence almost all human behaviour, motivates actions and defines personalities, these include:

“Idealism, physical activity, curiosity, power, eating, family, acceptance, independence, honour, romance, order, social contact, saving, vengeance, social status and tranquillity”.

Islām is a way of life given to mankind by Almighty Allāh, and a Muslim is directed to maintain peace in his/her daily life and is promised a reward in the form of paradise if they follow the teachings of Allāh, the creator. These teachings were revealed to mankind through Prophet Muḥammad and have been compiled in the shape of a book, the Holy Qur’ān. Islām offers a complete way of life; there is no aspect of life on which Islām does not provide guidance.

---

not offer guidance. It addresses motives and desires that few researchers claim human beings are governed by. It teaches how one perceives this mortal life and how to live it, from birth to death. It talks about the social and economic aspects, and physical and psychological well-being of individuals.¹²

1.1.1. Islamic Concept of Motivation

There are few non-Islamic concepts of motivation, which argue that all human beings have intrinsic and extrinsic motives and which influence their behaviour is well recognized in Islām. The Holy Qur’ān and Ḥadīth (sayings and actions of Prophet Muḥammad) have in numerous instances where, directly and indirectly, motivation has been provided for followers. Motivation exists in different forms in Islām, both positive and negative. Positive motivation encourages believers to perform certain actions and hence, achieve just rewards in this life and the hereafter, whereas negative motivation refrain Muslims from performing certain actions. The concept of negative motivation in Islām also caters to fear motivation, i.e. the believers are made fearful of the consequences of their actions that negate Islamic teachings¹³.

Allāh has created human beings for a purpose, which He knows best. Allāh has given us life itself is a form of motivation for followers of Islām. Furthermore, followers are motivated by faith in Allāh and His promises for a rewarding afterlife in Paradise¹⁴, love and fear of Allāh, the concept of hell and heaven and love of the Prophet¹⁵. All these aspects act as strong motivation factors for human beings to control and mould their behaviors so that they gain the pleasure and guidance of Allāh and obtain the rewards promised by Him.

¹² Ibid.
An early example of motivation in Islam can be linked to the event of Adam and Eve, as stated in the Holy Qur’ānic where Adam and Eve were warned from eating a certain fruit of a forbidden tree, but they disobeyed Allāh and were consequently punished. That was, of course, a negative motivation by Satan to trick Adam and Eve into disobeying the Lord and do something that they were prohibited to do (this event is discussed in detail in the literature review).

Some of the specific Āyāt and Ḥadīth mentioned below provide an idea to the reader as to how the Holy Qur’ān and Ḥadīth played a significant role in motivating people and influencing their behaviour. A simple example of how Islam through the Holy Qur’ān and the Ḥadīth motivates its followers is presented below with the help of Āyah 160 from the Sūrat Al An’ām (6: 160)\textsuperscript{18,19,20}

\begin{align*}
\text{وَمَﻦ ﺟَﺎٓءَ ﺑِٱﻟﺴِّﯿِّﺌَﺔِ ﻓَﻼَ ﯾُﺠۡﺰَىٰٓ إِﻻﱠ ﻣِﺜۡﻠَﮭَﺎ وَھُﻢۡ ﻻَ ﯾُﻈۡﻠَﻤُﻮنَ ﻓَﻠَﮫُۥ ﻋَﺸۡﺮُ أَﻣۡﺜَﺎﻟِﮭَﺎ ﻣَﻦ ﺟَﺎٓءَ ﺑِٱﻟۡﺤَﺴَﻨَﺔِ}
\end{align*}

The conceptual meaning of this Āyah, as found in different Tafasyr, is that on the day of judgement every human being will be held accountable for his/her good or bad deeds. A person who did good deeds, for each good deed done by him will receive ten good deeds and up to 700 good deeds as Allāh wishes to reward generously. Similarly, those who abstain from committing an evil deed are also rewarded. For the believers, the promise of Allāh is a motivation to refrain from doing evil deeds and to strive to do good as Allāh will reward multi-fold for their good deeds. The rewards announced by Allāh serve as strong motivation for believers and before doing any act, the commandment of Allāh plays a significant role on the minds of the followers and influences their behaviour. If a person acts in a certain

\textsuperscript{16} Al Qur’ān, Sūrat Al A’rāf (7).
\textsuperscript{17} Al Qur’ān, Sūrat Al Baqarah (2).
way, does Allāh become happy with him and reward him for good deeds or will earn the displeasure of Allāh. Will he be punished for his wrong actions? In Āyah 30 in the Sūrat Al-Baqarah21,22 which is as follows:

وَإِذْ قَالَ رَبُّكَ الْمُلْكَ إِلَى جَاهِلٍ فِي الْأَرْضِ خَلَاٰلًا أَنْجَعُ فِيهِا مِنْ يُقَسَّمُ فِيهَا وَيَسْفَكُ أَنْفُسَهُمْ وَنَحْنُ نَسْتَحِيْبُ بِحِمَاتِكَ وَتَفَسّرْنَ لَكَ قَالَ إِنِّي أَعْلَمُ مَا لَا تَعْلَمُونَ

“Behold, thy Lord said to the angels: I will create a vicegerent on earth. They said: Wilt Thou place therein one who will make mischief therein and shed blood? - Whilst we do celebrate Thy praises and glorify Thy holy (name)? He said: I know what ye know not”.

In this Āyah, Allāh talks about sending a guide and a motivator on earth to spread his message and motivate people to do good deeds and earn His pleasure and reward. The angels raised concerns about Allāh’s decision to send a Vicegerent (Khalīfah), but Allāh, the knower of things hidden and visible, past, present and future knows best, sent on earth many a vicegerent (Khalīfah) from generation to generation with the responsibility to spread the message of peace and motivate people to pray to Allāh and do good deeds to earn Allāh’s pleasure and gain rewards from Him. Then there is another Āyah in Sūrat Yūnus (10:2)23 which is listed below. In this Āyah, the Prophet is presented as an inspiration for others to emulate and to follow in his footsteps. The inner meaning derived from this Āyah is that the Prophet is an exemplary role model for human beings, and they should derive inspiration from him and lead a life of faith and Taqwah.

۝ لله ﱠقَانﱠ ﱠلَﮭُمْ ﱠقَدَمَ ﱠصِﺪۡقٍ ﱠعِﻧׇَﺪَ رَبِّﮩُمۡ أَکَﺎنَ ﱠلِﻠﻧَّﺎسِ ﱠعَﺟَبًﺎ أَنۡ آوۡھَـٰیـٰنَ ﱠیَوۡحَـٰیـٰنَا إِلَیٰ رَﺟُـٰلٍ۬ ﱠمِّـٰﮩُـٰمۡ ﱠأَنۡ آنَذَرِ ٱﻟَّذِـٰیـٰنَ ﱠءِﬀَرِ ۚ إِنَّا ﱠلَـٰٓﯨِٕـٰذَا ﱠسَـٰـٰھِرٍ۬ ﱠمُبِـٰینٌ

Al-muhaffazūn ۝ إِنَّ هَـٰذَا لَسَـٰـٰھِرٍ۬ ﱠمُبِـٰینٌ

“Is it a matter of wonderment to men that we have sent our inspiration to a man from among them? - That he should warn mankind (of their danger), and give the good news to the Believers that they have before their Lord the lofty rank of truth. (But) say the Unbelievers: This is indeed an evident sorcerer!”

Another Āyah in Sūrat Al Baqarah (1:148) provides motivation for human beings to strive to do good deeds and vie with fellow human beings in doing good deeds.

“To each is a goal to which Allāh turns him; then strive together (as in a race) towards all that is good. Whosesoever you are, Allāh will bring you together. For Allāh hath power over all things”24.

In Āyah 133 from Sūrat Āli ‘Imrān25,26 Allāh encourages and motivates His followers to compete with one another to seek His forgiveness and pleasure.

“And vie one with another for forgiveness from your Lord, and for a paradise as wide as are the heavens and the earth, prepared for those who ward off (evil)”.

In this Āyah, Allāh encourages people to compete with one another and to seek forgiveness from Him and gain His favour. Through this Āyah, Allāh motivates His followers by highlighting the reward of paradise that is as wide as the heavens and earth. For the followers, these instructions and promises provide an added motivation to do good deeds and seek His forgiveness.

24 Ibid.
In Āyah 21 Sūrat Al Aḥzāb (30: 21), Allāh highlights the perfect conduct of the Prophet. He presents him as a role model and commands people to emulate his conduct if they have hope in Allāh and the final day of judgement.

“Ye have indeed in the Messenger of Allāh a beautiful pattern (of conduct) for any one whose hope is in Allāh and the Final Day, and who engages much in the Praise of Allāh”27.

Similarly, some Ḥadīth also motivates the followers to do well and avoid the path of evil by offering positive inducements and warning of negative punishments. Riyāḍh Uṣ-Ṣāliḥīn, the book compiled by Imām An-Nawawī, presents 1,896 Ḥadīth covering various aspects of the way of life of the Prophet and his teachings28.

In the Hadīth mentioned below, the followers are encouraged to seek knowledge and get rewarded for their efforts.

*If anyone pursues a path in search of knowledge, Allāh will thereby make easy for him the path to Paradise and the angels spread their wings from good pleasure with one who seeks knowledge and all the inhabitants of the heaven and the earth, even fish in the depth of water, will ask forgiveness from Him*29.

In another Hadīth, the Messenger of God says: Give the employee his wages before his sweat dries30. This Hadīth highlights the importance of justice and to respect the rights

---

of people, and when the dues of the people are given to them on time as they become owned then there is no room for discontent, and it will naturally motivate people to work diligently.

The above mentioned Holy Qurʾān Āyāt and Ḥadīth are presented simply as examples to showcase how the Holy Qurʾān and Ḥadīth influence human behaviour through a system of rewards and punishment, and espouse the followers to do good deeds and avoid sinful behaviour.

Good moral behaviour is the basis of a successful life. The Holy Qurʾān describes Muslims as true believers when it says: “Believers are they who fear God and fear nothing else”\(^\text{31}\). However, in real life, sometimes situations arise that put one into a moral dilemma. In such cases the motivation of reward and punishment offered by the Holy Qurʾān and Ḥadīth, helps immensely in influencing human behaviour. It plays a significant role in guiding human behaviour because basic human psyche operates on the basis of reward and punishment. Skinner, one of the most influential modern behavioural psychologist, in his work, Beyond Freedom and Dignity\(^\text{32}\), based on his well-known experimental work on reinforcement and operant conditioning, concludes that behaviours that we call “right” or “wrong” are not due to any real good or bad intentions. Nor, are they due to any innate knowledge of right or wrong but they are simply due to contingencies involving many kinds of positive and negative reinforcements, rewards and punishments. Drawing parallels with Skinner's work, Islām, as a religious agency with a high number of religious rules and norms, uses positive and negative reinforcement to guide and influence an individual’s behaviour.


Skinner’s theory is further supported by Silberman\textsuperscript{33}, who stated that adherence to religious traditions and institutions can influence an individual’s behaviour, thinking, and emotions.

Human beings have free will and are endowed with intellect and with it they can exercise control over material matters and distinguish and discriminate between fair and foul, righteous and unrighteous. The biggest motivation behind every action of a Muslim is the pleasure of Allāh. Allāh knows all and sees all. This very belief transforms the intentions and motivations a Muslim might have for doing things and stops a person from doing anything that will earn him the displeasure of the Supreme Being\textsuperscript{34}. Intention to perform any good deed for the pleasure of Allāh will lead the doer to paradise and keep him away from hell; as narrated by Abū Saʿid, Apostle of Allāh said, if anyone fasts for the pleasure of Allāh, indeed his face will be kept away from fire for 70 years\textsuperscript{35}.

\textbf{1.1.2. Concept of Motivation in Literature}

According to Sage (1977)\textsuperscript{36}, “Motivation can be defined as the direction and intensity of ones’ effort”. The concept of motivation suggests why a person behaves or acts in a certain way. It is motivation which sets a direction for individuals and determines why they act as they do. A person is encouraged to act in a certain way only if there is a driving force for individuals which compels them to direct their efforts in a particular direction and perform actions that will get them the results they are expecting\textsuperscript{37}. The concept of motivation can be studied in any setting where an individual is behaving in a certain way because of some motive. It can be studied in all settings because we, human beings, have an implicit or

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{34} Maqsood, R. W. \textit{Islām}. Oxford: Heinemann Educational, p. 82, 1995. Print.
\end{itemize}
explicit purpose behind our actions. People eat to fulfil hunger; study to get good jobs and economic stability, marry to have a companion and obey God to get the bounties in life now and hereafter.

Few theories of motivation, such as incentive theory\textsuperscript{38}, Arousal Theory\textsuperscript{39}, intrinsic and extrinsic motivation theory\textsuperscript{40}, and Maslow’s Hierarchy of needs theory\textsuperscript{41,42,43} support this view. Needs theory in Islām is known as \textit{Maqāṣid Al Sharī‘ah}\textsuperscript{44}, which is advocated by scholars, such as Ahmad Raysuni and Jasser Auda. This \textit{theory of needs} according to Islamic perspective outlines three distinct levels of needs. The lowest level is known as \textit{Ad-Ḍarūrīyāt} which represents the basic survival needs. Then comes \textit{Al Ḥājīyāt} which are the complimentary ones. The last level of need is \textit{At-Taḥsīnyāt} which outline extra needs without which humans can survive but after achieving a certain level in life, these needs get aroused\textsuperscript{45}. Each of these needs is explored further in the ‘literature review’ chapter, whereas their comparison with the concept of motivation in Islām is given in ‘findings and discussion’ chapter. Few researchers on motivation argue that the notion of motivation ignores spiritual needs in human beings.

Motivation is an important concept in Islām. It offers Muslims a stimulus to worship \textit{Allāh} and perform good deeds. There is a strong stimulus provided by the promise of \textit{Jannah} from \textit{Allāh} that Muslims are encouraged to perform good deeds and get bounties that \textit{Allāh} has promised in the life hereafter. There are contemporary theories of motivation which try

to predict human behaviour as to why people perform certain actions and not others. Some of the preliminary works on motivation includes ‘Drive Theory’ which suggests that humans have a drive to do something and once that action is fulfilled and needs to be sated, they become constant; these drives include inner irritations, such as hunger, thirst, and sex drives. This theory is weak as it only addresses internal irritations and neglects external stimuli that can influence certain behaviour; furthermore, it also does not specify an action. Similarly, this theory also does not talk about guidance which is again a motivation for humans to act in a certain way to achieve a certain state, whereas in Islām there is specific guidance that also suggests actions, i.e. what should be done to satisfy a certain need. Another thing is that this theory ignores the concept of negative motivation and only talks about increased efforts to reduce stimulation or irritation. In Islām, there is a concept of negative motivation as well which stop humans from performing actions that are prohibited to satisfy a need and reduce stimulation.

Modern theories of motivation fail to cater to an important aspect of human life, the soul, and the needs of the soul. All modern theories are focused solely on the worldly needs and their satisfaction; even the need categorization is more or less focused on worldly, physiological and psychological needs. There is no mention of religious/ soul needs and motives. Hence, this is a fundamental and crucial difference between the concept of motivation in Islām and in that of modern motivation theories.

1.2. Problem Statement

Various researchers and psychologists, since the late 18th century, have been developing explanations for human behaviour, elements that affect them and solutions for

the lack of motivation[^47]. Some of these theorists did not consider human psychology as an important factor to be analysed and believed in material gains and control as the only solution to increasing motivation, especially in employees[^48]. However, most of these theories lack real concern for human beings and their inner self. The ultimate goal of all these theories is to motivate a person to work harder, to his or her full potential, to generate profits and other worldly gains. Significant to this, there is also a need to analyse the comparative factors that trigger motivation with the foundation as Islām and supported by the concepts of motivation in Christianity and Judaism. What is lacking in the literature is the deep study and analysis of spiritual elements in human life, across these religions. With religion being a prime facet of life and the key towards motivation, it plays a crucial role in driving the motivation of an individual. In Islām, it is achieved through the concept of a soul. Spiritual elements refer to religious psychology and beliefs that play a significant role in human life.

However, few studies exist on how religious beliefs and faith in a supreme being motivates people. This study intends to present the significance of religious and spiritual motives in the application of principles of motivation in human behaviour by studying the concept from an Islamic perspective, and across Christianity and Judaism. The concept of motivation in Islām will be studied in the light of the Holy Qur’ān, Ḥadīth (Prophet’s sayings), and the Sunnah (the life of Prophet), while in Christianity and Judaism, it will be explored through the Bible. The addition of the comparative element to this study bring value not only in understanding the concept of motivation through multi-religious perspective, but also, widening the scope to integrate critical review on how significant is the role of motivation for a human being.

1.3. **Aims of the Research**

The major aim of the research is to explore the concept of motivation in three major religions - *Islām*, Judaism and Christianity.

1.4. **Objectives of the Research**

The objectives of the research are as follows:

- To explore the concept of motivation in *Islām*
- To identify the similarities and differences in the concept of motivation in *Islām*, Judaism and Christianity
- To identify and examine how Judaism and Christianity address the concept of motivation to its followers in comparison to *Islām*

1.5. **Research Questions**

This research study aimed to answer the following research questions:

1. How does *Islām* endorse the concept of motivation?
2. What is the concept of motivation in Judaism and Christianity?
3. How *Islām* differentiates in motivating its followers from other religions?

1.6. **Significance of the Study**

There are many reasons why this researcher has selected this subject for the study. The first and foremost reason to conduct research in this area is to explore the concept of motivation in the light of *Islām* followed by a comparative analysis of Christianity and Judaism. It will not only provide a deep understanding of the topic but also give the
researcher an opportunity to study Islâm more intricately and from an exploratory perspective. Studying Islâm is important, as it is the religion of a vast majority of people on Earth and also because of its significant contribution to the civilization and development of the world.

Islâm is the divine message to mankind and is the last of the monotheistic religions revealed by God through His chosen messengers, His Prophets. The revelations began with 'Ibrahîm (Abraham) and ended with Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.)49. Since motivation from an Islamic perspective is not widely researched50 and is relatively a new area of research, this study intends to fill the gap in the literature on this subject. It will be implemented through a comprehensive study and analysis of significant motivational instances in the Holy Qur’ān, Ḥadîth and Sunnah.

This research seeks to study in depth the concept of the continuous stimulus offered by Islâm in the lives of its followers, to act as ordained by Allâh. Based on the study, the researcher aims to highlight the positive contributions made by Islâm in ensuring peace through its concept of motivation. It utilizes positive and negative inducements and warnings, promoting equality and encouraging human development for over 1400 years. Human development is possible when peace exists, and Islâm through the Holy Qur’ān, Ḥadîth and Sunnah, has played a significant role in motivating people. It utilised a system of positive and negative incentives to control their instincts and behaviour in a way that pleases Allâh.

Through this study, this research aims to encourage debate on the significant contribution made by Islâm in guiding human behavior. The researcher also analyzes how

this contribution is similar or different in its approach to other religions such as Christianity and Judaism. The concepts of motivation have recently been put forward by modern psychologists like Skinner. However, Islām has addressed these long before in the Holy Qurʾān to motivate and guide human beings on a daily basis to live a righteous life. Positive and negative motivational techniques were time and again stressed in the Holy Qurʾān, Ḥadīth and the Sunnah. Islamic scholars, such as Imām Abū ʾIshāq As-Shāṭibī (1388 AC)51, taught about the different levels of Maqāṣid Al Sharīʿah which is similar to Maslow’s Theory of Needs.

Al Māwardī discussed the hierarchical features of human needs and can be considered as the precedent on which Maslow’s Theory is based52. This study aims to consider and highlight the Islamic intellectual heritage that has not received due importance. Finally, this research study has major implications for the relationship between God and man, on society, as well as in the organisational context.

1.7. Limitations of the Research

Islām, the Holy Qurʾān and Ḥadīth encompass a subject area that is so vast that a single piece of research may not be able to do justice to the subject. It is the endeavour to put in sincere effort and seek the guidance of Allāh. Another challenge is the dearth of extensive resources on the subject of motivation from an Islamic perspective. Due to reasons beyond comprehension this subject has received scant attention from Islamic scholars, even though the Holy Qurʾān, Ḥadīth and Sunnah are full of instances that motivate and guide human behaviour. Books, where available, are mostly in Arabic and translating them is a

challenge.

1.8. **Research Methodology**

The qualitative method was chosen to gather and organize the data used to support the legitimacy, significance and applicability of this dissertation.

1.8.1 **Source Data**

Source data mined from books, magazines, academic databases and electronic libraries formed the root thesis that societal beliefs sponsored by religious motivation are similar in many ways concerning to three (3) monotheistic religions, Islām, Christianity and Judaism with specific attention given to the motivating characteristics that drive Islamic belief.

Since this is an examination on the idea of motivation in Islām, and relative similarities contained in Christianity and Judaism, the primary source data used are verses, in part, or in its entirety, from the Holy Qur’ān, the Holy Bible and the Holy Torah. Research and perspectives of distinctive writers, researchers and institutional published works were also used.

1.8.2 **Core Concepts**

The core concept of this thesis is to first define the meaning of motivation, and then to extract the elements of motivation from the Holy Qur’ān and Holy Hadīth and by example the life of the Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.). This core concept is demonstrated in all of the chapters of this dissertation. This study also promotes the idea that similar motivational strategies are shared by all three primary religions and Islām’s motivation of its followers is of such significance that it warrants independent study.
Objective consideration was given to the extent in which religion will impact social norms, from laws and regulations to cultural values and heritage. The greater the involvement, the greater the motivation required to sustain the faith of that religion. This concept universally applies to all sects and sub-groups of the parent religion.

### 1.8.3 Approach

The methods used to develop the factors and elements of motivation were primarily derived from individual verses of the Holy Qur’ān. Also used were interpretive works such as the Tafsīr to translate the meanings of verses which are related to motivation in the Holy Qur’ān.

Specific verses that talked about rewards like paradise – meaning Allāh is preparing a place for Muslims which defines the motivation of Islamic behavior were thoroughly examined and scrutinized for applicability and contribution to the core concepts of this thesis.

Precise examples from applicable literature were used to qualitatively support the methodology used – particularly examples from the Ḥadīth and its impact on believers as a motivational tool. In the Ḥadīth there are many different types of motivating factors – that help Muslims to follow Islām and the Prophet (P.B.U.H.),

Reference to the pillars of Īmān which represents the whole life of the Muslim were included in the development of this work.

An example of the core concepts examined in part and in whole would be the First pillar: faith in Allāh. When you are having faith in Allāh – you will try to love him and
implement what he said. Dedication to the pillars of Īmān is a result of motivating factors influencing your daily activities.

1.8.4 Non-Islamic Concepts

Some non-Islamic concepts of motivation, which argue that all human beings have intrinsic and extrinsic motives which influence behavior is recognized and noted. The subject of intrinsic and extrinsic motives resulting in positive or negative conduct are demonstrated throughout the thesis.

Considering free will, intellect and the ability to exercise control distinguishing between fair and foul, righteous and un-righteous. The biggest motivation behind every action of a Muslim is the pleasure of Allāh. Allāh knows all and sees all.

Motivation is an important concept in Islām. It offers Muslims a stimulus to worship Allāh and perform good deeds. There is a strong stimulus provided by the promise of Jannah from Allāh that the Muslims are encouraged to perform good deeds and get bounties that Allāh has promised in the life hereafter. There are contemporary theories of motivation which try to predict human behavior as to why human beings perform certain actions and not others. Some of the preliminary works on motivation includes ‘Drive Theory’ which suggests that humans have a drive to do something and once that action is fulfilled and need sated, they become constant; these drives include inner irritations, such as hunger, thirst, and sex drives.

Exploring the concept of motivation, from both Islamic and theoretical perspective, the chapter forms a foreground for the research. It provides valuable insights into the modern concepts of motivation, the motivation theories and its types, types of motivation in Islām.
and introduction to Islām, the life of Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.), and the history of motivation in Islām. The chapter also sheds light on how the concept of motivation is perceived in Christianity and the Jewish culture, and the role it plays in the life of an individual.

1.8.5 Chapter Outline

Chapter one ‘Introduction’ provides the primary concepts that support the thesis and outlines the aim of the research as well as the significance and limitations presented by topic. The introduction also incorporates the main objectives that will be repeated in greater detail throughout the dissertation.

Chapter two ‘Literature Review’ examines several motivating factors and the manner in which they can influence a person’s drive to act. This paragraph also provides an explanation of the theoretical framework used to determine antiquated and modern definitions of needs. Such as need driven motivation that can be either negative or positive, depending on the driving forces and their nature. This chapter explores driving forces that instigate motivation like force, coercion, fear, and need. These forces are also classified by some researchers as pleasant and painful. However, the effect of a negative motivation can result in positive motivation as well. Positive motivation refers to motivation that is the resultant of a positive reinforcement, such as the pursuit of success, achievement of good performance, or creation of good and useful things in life. This concept is explored in great detail in chapter two. Also explored are the consequences imposed, by self or others, resulting from Negative motivation which occur when actions are done because of adverse effects or drivers like fear and coercion. For instance, the fear of losing life can force a person to look for food and shelter. Enforcement by evil sources can result in negative actions like theft, murder, and immoral acts.
This chapter presents an overview of the concept of motivation in Islām, Christianity and Judaism, discussing various theories of motivation. It includes the Drive Theory, Incentive Theory, Arousal Theory, Intrinsic and Extrinsic Theory, and Maslow’s Theory of Hierarchy of Needs. Furthermore, research papers by authors such as Alawneh, Ather and Hoque, Alias and Shamsudin, Abbas Ali, Robert Crane, and Al Qurānī53 on Islamic motivation are discussed and analyzed. The work of Islamic scholars in understanding human behavior, such as the Maqāṣid Al Sharī‘ah, different levels of human existence, as outlined in the Holy Qur’an, are discussed as well. Notably, Islām through the Holy Qur‘ān, Ḥadīth and Sunnah has molded human behavior through Īmān, the life of the Prophet, and through positive and negative motivation. It also includes concepts of love and fear of Allāh, love of the Prophet, the concept of heaven and hell and promises of rewards for good deeds done and punishment for wrong deeds. This chapter also provides a thought-provoking introduction to Islām and the life and teachings of Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.), and it explains the types and history of motivation in Islām.

Chapter three ‘Findings of the Research’ determines how the Holy Qur‘ān, Ḥadīth and Sunnah motivates and guides human behaviour. This chapter presents both, to discuss the results and support it with evidence from Islamic perspectives. Supportive of these results, a comparative analysis will be integrated with the evaluation of the concept of motivation in Christianity and Judaism, analysing the similarities and differences. This chapter is divided into several sections to cover various aspects where the concept of motivation can be studied. It also presents an Islamic model of motivation on the basis of the study conducted on different aspects of Islām.

---
The Pillars of Īmān and the motivation to follow them are outlined here and discussed in detail, particularly the relationship of good versus evil and how the pillars motivate individuals to choose well.

One of the measures of an action, as identified in Islām, is the concept of reward and punishment, which drives the motivation of an individual. However, in Christianity it is categorized into standards that can be acceptable or unacceptable, thereby validating the motivational force and the action made. An acceptable action, as per the teachings of Bible, such as ‘Love thy Neighbour’ motivates an individual to engage in a positive and constructive behaviour with other individuals. In reward, God validates his/her action and is pleased with him/her. This concept of result-oriented action in Christianity is rooted through the motivation an individual had towards Jesus. It drives leaders to link every action with the teachings of the Christ. This linkage is rather fluid.

Chapter four ‘Discussion’, introduces the point of convergence between psychology and religion and the lure of good deeds as related to the promise of Allāh, such as the rewards reaped when helping the poor or exercising compassion and forgiveness. Additionally, this chapter discusses the pitfalls of misguided motivation and the impact on ones beliefs. Specific examples of how Islām has motivated individuals are highlighted such as the Battle of Badr or the great migration from Makkah to Al Madīnah.

Chapter five ‘Conclusion’ summarizes the entire thesis with definitive assumptions. It also presents implications and directions for future studies.
Structure and Flow of Dissertation
CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

“Don’t let anyone tell you that the time spent on motivation is long and fruitless”

Patrick Forsyth\textsuperscript{54}.

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a critical review of the existing literature on the current topic of study. As this research is based on secondary qualitative data, this chapter will reflect upon the basic concepts that contribute to the findings and discussions in the other chapters. Exploring the concept of motivation, from both Islamic and theoretical perspective, the chapter forms a foreground for the research. It provides valuable insights into the modern concepts of motivation, the motivation theories and its types, types of motivation in Islām and introduction to Islām, the life of Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.), and the history of motivation in Islām. The chapter also sheds light on how the concept of motivation is perceived in Christianity and the Jewish culture, and the role it plays in the life of an individual.

2.2 Motivation – An Overview

Motivation is the force that initiates, leads and establishes a goal-oriented behaviour – an action. It is a drive that decides the direction in which humans excel and answers why that particular direction pursued in the first place. Robert C. Beck\textsuperscript{55} wrote, “Motivation is a theoretical concept that accounts for why people (or animals) choose to engage in particular behaviours at particular times.’ It has to do with “why” i.e. why an individual selects a

certain course of action and has preferred it over other courses that could be taken\textsuperscript{56}. This “why” is the motivation; however, this “why” is half answered by motivational theorists\textsuperscript{57}.

In the daily lives, people face motivation and motivating factors constantly. Jobs motivates primarily to earn money to provide sustenance and protection to the family. Even if one gets tired, reward in the form of salary, as well as the well-being of the family, pushes us towards performing well on the job. Motivation requires strong faith in one's actions, ability and mission to pull it off in the end. It also serves as the success factor as the highest level of motivation is observed in great leaders. Great leaders are those that put aside the comforts and luxuries of life to work towards the betterment of their people and followers\textsuperscript{58}. On the other hand, people with a lack of motivation have lower enthusiasm and zest to achieve the higher rank as the leaders and, therefore, remain more concerned with their needs and desires. Such individuals exist at a lower level of the needs hierarchy where motivation is restricted to personal gains with a negative attitude towards life as they keep on pursuing lower level or fundamental needs\textsuperscript{59}.

Early researchers on human behaviour, such as McDougall argued that a set of basic instincts and drives guide human, as well as animal behaviour. His approach is reflected in modern ethological approaches to fundamental behavioural systems, such as aggression and parenting\textsuperscript{60}. Later, Sigmund Freud\textsuperscript{61} developed the psychodynamic theory that focussed on how behaviour is influenced by latent and unconscious drives of the individual. The ability

\textsuperscript{59} Ibid. p. 13.
\textsuperscript{61} Freud, Sigmund. \textit{The Ego and the Id}. New York: W.W. Norton and Company. 1923. Print.
to adjust or change instinctual behaviour to changing environmental conditions is a crucial feature of human conduct.

### 2.2.1 Definition of Motivation

All human beings have their unique set of needs and desires that prompt them towards particular actions. These needs and desires are the factors that motivate a person. The word, “motivation”, is derived from Latin which means “to move”. It represents the psychological processes that are goal-directed in the human beings. Motivation also represents a driving force that propels a human being to achieve an outcome. It can be in the form of an emotional or mental desire for reward, recognition, or inner satisfaction. It is a force/forces that build and increase enthusiasm and persistence to pursue a path of action. There are many factors that determine the actions or behaviours of humans. These include the unconscious intents, skills, and abilities of a human being to perform a certain task or choose a certain course of action.

“Motivated behaviour is goal-directed behaviour”. Motivation is also defined as “the process of instigating and sustaining goal-directed behaviour”. Motivation is defined as, “the driving force behind behaviour that leads us to pursue some things and avoid others”. However, these are simple definitions of motivation. Motivation can further be defined as “the process that determines the reinforcement value of an outcome and renders an on-going support strengthening the will of an individual to achieve a cause or reward”. It is why humans prefer to select one thing over another or one action over another at a particular time.

---


There are various theories of motivation; each of them is briefly presented below under the heading, “Theories of Motivation”.

Some authors have highlighted the role played by religion in motivating human beings and guiding their behavior. Pargament and Mahoney argue that, “the inner search for the ‘sacred’, may direct the activities/relationships found every day, thus giving them significance”65. On the other hand, Silberman argues that “adhering to religious rules can also influence an individual’s behaviour, emotions and thinking”66. Tix and Frazier state that, “there is growing evidence on the role of religious goals in positive human functioning as well as subjective well-being”67. Jung argued “religion has a positive impact” and he specifically encouraged the religious practice68. Gordon Allport also explored how human psychology and religion interacted69.

2.2.2 Meaning of Motivation - Islamic Perspective

The perspective of motivation theories varies considerably from an Islamic viewpoint. Motivation, as defined by contemporary psychologists from across the globe, refers to a driving force that propels people towards an action or behaviour resulting from a particular need, desire or achievement70. Religion is considered as a cultural phenomenon invented to meet social needs, such as the need for moral order, for role models, to belong, and also, the necessity of esteem and self-actualization71. There is no reference at all to the

---

elements of the soul and faith and its impact on motivation. However, the meaning of motivation, as perceived by Islām, includes religious and spiritual motives besides simply biological motives.

When understanding the meaning of human motivation, one must note the dual nature of human beings: the body and the psyche. These can also be studied under biological and psychological motives\textsuperscript{72}. The psychobiological perspective helps to understand the concept in a better light\textsuperscript{73}. The biological motives that can influence human actions are primary motives or basic needs, such as sex, thirst, and hunger. Psychological motives, on the other hand, as per the perspective of motivation theories, include secondary motives, such as achievement, manipulation, affiliation, exploration, curiosity and control. However, according to Islamic or Arabic concept of motivation, the psychological motives must also include religious factors that impact human deeds and behaviour\textsuperscript{74}. The inclusion of spiritual and religious motives can only make understand the true meaning of motivation, this being an area of research where researchers fall short\textsuperscript{75,76}. It is true that the impact of religious motives varies from person to person, depending on their level of Īmān\textsuperscript{77,78}.

Islamic perspective provides comprehensive ideas about human behaviour and the reasons for human existence. Information regarding why people exist in this world is enough to understand the concept and importance of motivation in every task that is performed\textsuperscript{79}.

Islam provides a complete model, from birth to death, regarding how individuals should behave and what their responsibilities entail towards their surroundings and with whomever he/she interacts. Islam also sheds light on how important work is for human beings and how he or she should be highly motivated and dutiful towards their job/business and attain both, worldly and divine rewards for that.

Divine sources of motivation, as mentioned above in this chapter, are internal reinforcements that are not temporary but permanent as long as individuals continue performing their tasks, according to the faith. The Islamic perspective, like Hull’s motives, and other biological theories, like Instinct Theory, understands the fundamental motivation of human beings in protecting themselves from hunger or death. However, an additional perspective described in Islamic motivation is the fact that people are not just clay bodies. They are a combination of spirit and clay where the spirit in the body of people is Allāh’s gift that has to be kept clean and genuine to serve Him. Allāh has blessed human beings with free will and choices between variables from which they choose according to the demands of their body and spirit. This superior intellect of people to choose between options using their intellect is what makes them superior to other creatures. Therefore, Islamic motivation in a way denies the hierarchy of needs as presented by Maslow. With the intellect and spirit given to human beings, they can choose the psychological level of desires that they need to satisfy.

Maslow’s perspective specifies that after the initial needs are satisfied, the person moves towards self-actualization. However, Islam prepares human beings from the beginning to be motivated towards the achievement of self-actualization (the highest level

---

of motivation). The maximum level of motivation in Islām is the reward of heaven and pleasure of Allāh that an individual receives from the deliverance of good deeds, hard work, and devotion towards both, worldly and spiritual ends. This fulfils the physiological, spiritual and psychological needs and unlike staying at the level of Nafs Ammārah, the individual tries to reach Nafs Al Muṭmaʾinnah.

Once the person moves on from Nafs Ammārah, he/she reaches the next level of Nafs Lawwāmah. Here, he/she is trapped between the physiological and spiritual needs. If a person is motivated enough to fulfil God’s will, they will move to the level of Muṭmaʾinnah which is the highest degree in the hierarchy of needs. Islām, through its model of motivation and work-related strategies, promotes a balanced approach towards the worldly and spiritual needs. Therefore, it fulfils the need for a comprehensive model that if followed can generate the highest level of motivation that is selfless and beneficial to organizations, society, and the person. Thus, the perspective of motivation theories does not include the soul as a subject matter of study. In their discussion of the concept of motivation, religious motives receive minimal attention. As Muslims firmly believe in the existence of body and soul, the Islamic perspective on human motivation differs considerably from the point of view of motivation theories. The actual meaning of motivation, as observed in Islām, is comprehensive in nature as few motives displayed by Muslims have no explanation in the contemporary motivation theories.

### 2.2.3 Negative and Positive Motivation

Several motivating factors can influence a person’s drive to act. However, these motivations can be either negative or positive, depending on the driving forces and their

---


nature. The driving forces that instigate motivation level include force, coercion, fear, and need\(^{84}\). These forces are also classified by some researchers as pleasant and painful\(^{85}\). However, the effect of negative motivation can result in positive motivation as well. Positive motivation refers to motivation that is the resultant of a positive reinforcement, such as the pursuit of success, achievement of good performance, or creation of good and useful things in life\(^{86}\). Negative motivation results when actions are done because of adverse effects or drivers like fear and coercion. For instance, the fear of losing life can force a person to look for food and shelter. Enforcement by evil sources can result in negative actions like theft, murder, and immoral acts\(^{87}\).

Another definition of positive and negative motivation is presented where negative motivation is considered a drive to do wrong and immoral deeds. On the other hand, positive motivation refers to motivation that is directed towards the achievement of goals that are moral and a source of pleasure for a person. Motivators like fear and enjoyment themselves are not negative or positive motivators as they can result in actions that are otherwise. For instance, a negative drive of fear of failure can make a person work hard which will make the outcome positive. Similarly, a positive motivator of building a house can lead to negative actions like stealing of money. Therefore, negative motivation can be used as a shield against negative consequences and can help a person in avoiding damage.

Smither and Khorsandi\(^{88}\) argue that, “researchers have left out Islām when studying religion and personality”. Researchers who explored Psychology from an Islamic


\(^{87}\) Ibid. p. 370.

Motivation in Islām

Motivation in Islām perspective almost irrevocably write from the context of mental health\textsuperscript{89,90} or Islamic extremism\textsuperscript{91,92}. They do not concentrate on how ideas in Islamic cultural context affect normal personality development. They suggest that conducting research in this field would make potential significance, given the large Muslim population in the world.

2.3 **Theoretical Framework**

2.3.1 **Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs Theory**

The hierarchy of needs, as presented by Ibrahim H. Maslow, suggests a certain sequence of needs. This sequence shows that individuals take on other needs once their basic wants are fulfilled. They then move on to the next level of needs and seek further fulfilment. Maslow explains that only those needs that are unfulfilled motivate humans, and those which are satisfied are no longer sources of motivation\textsuperscript{93}. The theory starts the needs sequence with the basic survival needs of hunger, thirst, and sex, leading to self-actualization, a need that is termed as a higher level need\textsuperscript{94}. It covers the five levels of needs. It includes basic, safety, belonging, ego-status, and self-actualization. Hence, it shows a sequence of moving step by step from the fulfilment of basic needs that leads to the attainment of psychological needs\textsuperscript{95}. The sequence followed in this theory is its major weakness as it suggests that a person on a lower level needs bracket cannot move on to the next level until that need is satisfied. This is its major weakness because it is not always true that a person moves on to the next level


\textsuperscript{95} Ibid. p. 239.
in sequence. There might be a possibility that two or even three needs are active at the same time; hence, adherence to the sequence is a major flaw in this theory\textsuperscript{96}.

Maslow’s Theory of Needs has shortcomings due to few variables, such as self-actualization, and his findings were not based on scientific evidence. Maslow never published actual research. His theory is widely accepted in humanistic psychology. However, his views were not validated through exploring from independent sources of facts, in the normal scientific way\textsuperscript{97}.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{maslow_hierarchy.png}
\caption{Maslow’s Need Hierarchy Model}
\end{figure}

2.3.2 Alderfer’s Hierarchy of Motivational Needs

Alderfer’s hierarchy of motivational needs (ERG), which has been later adopted by Maslow’s theory of motivation, has mentioned that there are three major categories of motivation. The first category of this theory is about the existence needs, which include the psychological and physical wellbeing. It is a fact that these needs are directly associated with the fulfilment of desires by the human beings. The second category of this theory is about the relatedness needs, which are directly associated with the social relationships. It has been evaluated that the social needs will be helpful for the human beings to share a diverse range of feelings and thoughts. The final category of this theory is regarding growth needs, which are directly associated with the development and growth needs. Growth needs are directly associated with the development of productive effects on the environment. Such needs can be easily satisfied when the individuals use their potential for getting through the problems. Alderfer has also mentioned that these three needs are directly connected with the performance of an individual. Moreover, he further stated that a person should decide by himself to overcome the category of requirements. Furthermore, the learning process is directly connected with the development of an individual that will certainly result in the fulfilment of Maslow’s needs in accordance of self-esteem.

Social learning theory is identified as a noted aspect in theoretical perspective, developed by Albert Bandura. This theory is also connected to the development of a human being within the process of learning. Learning is considered as a goal-oriented behaviour; however, this theory has tied between behavioural and cognitive development as Bandura believed that cognitive perspective might not explain the frequencies in behaviours. It is

also a fact that this theory is widely influenced through operant conditioning. Bandura has further explained that the children can learn through the process of observation, which is known as observational learning. This factor has made this theory different from the other theoretical frameworks\textsuperscript{101}. This theory has also indicated that children can easily improve their learning process through observation. Moreover, children have further imitated about their observation in the general environment. Moreover, the study has further found that the children must obtain an absolute level of generosity from the environment for self-development.

Expectancy theory is considered as another major perspective, which is used for measuring different employees and children by the motivation. This theory has declared that the person cannot perform his duties if he had reduced the level of expectancy by the ways for achieving outcomes. This theory has further evaluated that the fulfilment of expectancies has a closer relationship with the better motivation of the individuals\textsuperscript{102}.

2.3.3 Modern Theory of Motivation

Presented by Nohria, Groysberg and Lee, the Modern Theory of Motivation is an advanced approach in comparison over earlier theories. It is based on the studies on modern brain science utilized by psychologists/scientists to understand human psychology through the application of direct brain observation\textsuperscript{103}. The field of neuropsychology, together with biology and psychology, has formulated an experimental approach to reading signs that the brain transmits to the human body and thus, triggers reactions. According to the modern theory of motivation, human beings have four basic drives derived from their evolutionary process that involves the drive to acquire, to bond, to comprehend, and to defend. Focus on

\textsuperscript{101} Ibid.
these four aspects or drives can help the management in understanding employee psychology and thus, improve their motivation towards job performance, as well as corporate social responsibility.

2.4 Motivation from an Islamic Perspective

Some authors have studied different dimensions of motivation in Islām. Some have studied specifically how Islām motivates through the Holy Qur‘ān and Ḥadīth\textsuperscript{104} while others have studied motivation from an Islamic perspective in the organisational context\textsuperscript{106}. Their work and contributions are reviewed below. These authors have specifically contributed to the subject of motivation from an Islamic perspective through reviewing and quoting from the Holy Qur‘ān, Sunnah and Ḥadīth. Motivation from an Islamic perspective is gaining greater attention as more and more authors highlight the role played by religion in shaping human behaviour. Alawneh\textsuperscript{107} has pointed on how humans are born with capabilities that are given by Allāh. It is for him/her to think and decide how to use this free will. Therefore, humans with their free will can choose between Ḥalāl and Ḥarām, i.e. right and wrong. In the following verse of the Holy Qur‘ān, God says: “Have we not shown him the two high ways”.\textsuperscript{108}

In this Āyah God has highlighted that He has shown the right way and the wrong way. He sent Prophets to speak to people about it, and set a system of rewards and punishments to motivate human beings to obey Him and follow the righteous path. It shows how humans were invited to follow the path of Allāh, and how Prophets guide people to

\textsuperscript{108} Al Qur‘ān. Sūrat Al Balad (90:10).
obey \textit{Allāh} and the rules he has set. The invitation set by \textit{Allāh} has always been accompanied with motivation encouraging humans to perform good deeds and to refrain from evil deeds. The concept of reward and punishment is the core-underlying concept in the Holy Qur’ān, and it is designed to address internal needs and provide external incentives. There are numerous instances in the Holy Qur’ān where rewards and punishments are used to guide human behaviour. They are related to every internal need, such as eating, drinking, indulging in luxuries, protection from hell, and self-respect.

Alawneh argues that the fundamental motive in Islām is Īmān (faith). The undying faith to believe in \textit{Allāh}, His angels, His Prophets, His books, the day of judgement, and Al-Qadar. This criteria differentiates the believers from non-believers, and it forms the basis of motivation for believers. When a human has Īmān, the strength in his faith drives his actions. He argues that Īmān can be viewed as the highest level of knowledge, which guides a person to do well and avoid evil. Īmān is not just a simple verbal declaration of belief but a profound psychological belief that reaches the depths of a person and touches all human dimensions, cognitive, affective, and free will\textsuperscript{109}.

Alawneh has highlighted that humans are endowed with free will, and God has shown alternative paths that a person may choose. A person can choose either the path of believers or the path of disbelievers. Driven by the internal free will and the external stimuli of rewards and incentives promised by \textit{Allāh}, human beings can choose the path they wish to take. A believer has a clear aim, and he seeks \textit{Allāh}’s acceptance and this clarity of purpose or goal guides him in his actions and behaviour in all aspects of life. The higher the importance of the goal, the greater the effort a human being will exert to achieve this objective. If the goal is to seek \textit{Allāh}’s acceptance and it is of greater importance, only then human beings will

exert greater effort to achieve this objective. Finally, Allāh knows His subjects well, so He uses both positive and negative motivators as He knows a man is fallible. To address human fallibility, Allāh has opened a window through Tawbah for seeking repentance and correcting one's behaviour.

![Diagram of the Relationship between Īmān and Other Motives and Consequences of Human Behaviour (Alawneh, 1999)](image)

**Figure 2: The Relationship between Īmān and Other Motives and Consequences of Human Behaviour (Alawneh, 1999)**

Ather, Khan and Hoque contend that conventional motivation hypotheses and models of motivation are just part of the way we think about human motivation. According to the

---

researchers, motivation is conceptualized (under Islamic management) through the creators into 4 facets. It includes “total Motivation”, containing Islamic affirmed (Halāl) materialistic addictions, desires, and accomplishment in this world and the great beyond. Taking into account their study, they share that motivation (in Islamic management and conventional management) is distinctive. Hence, the speculations and variables of motivation of customary management are deficient. They have proposed a model of motivation under Islamic management” (Figure 3) which speaks to blend the materialistic and other worldly spurring powers.

![Figure 3: Materialistic and Spiritual Motivation](image)

Individuals, when interacting with their surroundings whether in social or organisational settings, display behaviour according to their drives. According to the total motivation model presented by Ather, Khan, and Hoque\textsuperscript{111}, followers are driven by material, as well as spiritual needs and they display material behaviour in a way that pleases Allāh.

---

Since the intention of a follower is to please Allah, his/her motivation guides him/her to perform tasks (job and business for instance) in an honest manner. He/she is satisfied with “adequate” pecuniary profits or other compensations.

**Figure 4: Indices of Total Motivation**

**Material**
- Reasonable Profit
- Increase the Profit
- Quality Product at a Reasonable Price
- Quality Service at a Reasonable Price
- Islamic Approved (Halal) Product
- Satisfaction with Reasonable Compensation

**Spiritual**
- Love of Allah & His Prophet
- Satisfaction to Allah & His Prophet
- Fear of God
- Absolute sincerity
- Absolute honesty
- Punctuality
- Cheerful & vigorous mind
- Expectation of eternal & unending happiness (Heaven)
- Good behavior
- Good disposition
- Healthy heart
- Obedience to Muslim leaders
- Achievement of Islamically approved [Halāl] objectives
- Adoption of Islamically approved [Halāl] procedure
- Commitment & determination to produce Halāl products & services

*Figure 4: Indices of Total Motivation*
On the other hand, followers are driven by spiritual needs and their actions display their Love of Allāh and His Prophet and fear of Allāh. They are sincere and honest in their dealings; punctual and cheerful, and driven by the reward of Heaven. They display good behaviour; driven to achieve Ḥalāl objectives\(^\text{112}\); adopt Islamic approved (Ḥalāl) practices.

“They are committed and determined to produce Islamic approved (Ḥalāl) products and services. While there are some indices that cannot be instantly quantified, however, they can be observed through indirect measurement by the management. This includes descriptive reports and the use of measurement scales\(^\text{113}\).”

Alias and \textit{Shamsudin}\(^\text{114}\) had reviewed the psychology of motivation from an Islamic perspective by reviewing in detail various primary and secondary needs and presenting an Islamic model of motivation by integrating various motivation theories. They argue that there may be differences, such as the absence of the soul in the motivation theories perspectives, but then there are some areas of consonance as well between the theories and Islamic perspectives on motivation. Their model adopts a different approach from that of other Islamic scholars, such as \textit{Abdul Shakoor}\(^\text{115}\), who proposed, “an Islamic concept of psycho-spiritual motivation, built on the foundations of Tawḥīd”. Also, author \textit{Zinuddin}\(^\text{116}\) explained that “human motivation exclusively from the Sufi (Islamic mysticism) perspective”. Furthermore, Alawneh\(^\text{117}\) made a most comprehensive attempt and proposed, “an Islamic paradigm of motivation based on the understanding of humans’ purpose of creation and Īmān”.

\begin{footnotes}
\end{footnotes}
The model of human motivation suggested by Alias and *Shamsudin* is not based on past research but is a fresh attempt to understand the theories of motivation from an Islamic perspective. This is important, as motivation theories are partially true and when coupled with the Islamic perspective on motivation can be useful in understanding human behaviour. Figure 5 (below) illustrates the model, which shows the integration of the different theories with Islamic perspective (the concept of a soul) and the behaviour at various stages. In all these phases, the soul acts as a moderating force for motivation. The proposed model is based on ideally motivated behaviour. If human beings base their conduct only on reality, reality keeps changing and hence it is prudent to strive for the ideal rather by attempting to alter reality.

Ghauri presents an interesting Islamic perspective on motivation and how it guides the behaviour of Islamic followers, especially in the armed forces\textsuperscript{118}. He argues that there is a constant conflict between the material and spiritual/religious aspects. Material life is visible as well as dominant. It influences human psychology attracting people towards it. On the other hand, there is a more powerful medium motivation, the spiritual aspect, which is a hidden state reflecting the inner self. He argues that spiritual/religious motivation is realistic, and he supports his arguments with the help of evidence from history, such as the acts of martyrs during the battle of *'Uḥud*. Robert D. Crane\textsuperscript{119} in his recent lecture on *Maqāsid Al Sharī’ah* highlighted the work of *Imām Abū Ishāq As-Shāṭibī*. According to him, “the *Maqāsid* are part of the art of *‘Ilm Al Yaqīn*, one of the three sources of knowledge. The others include *Haqq Al Yaqīn*, which is certain knowledge from divine revelation, and *‘Ayn Al Yaqīn*, which is the knowledge derived from observation of the physical world”.


According to Al Shāṭibī, there is no set number of Maqāṣid and no set prioritization among them and, “they are flexible and may change according to changing times and cultures”.

Various authors have presented their views on how Islām, through the Holy Qur’ān, Ḥadīth and Sunnah has motivated followers. Alawneh has highlighted that Īmān is the core element for believers, and all their actions flow through it. Allāh has said in the Holy Qur’ān that man was created for a purpose, and he is given guidance. At the same time, human beings are bestowed with free will. Their belief guides every act they do, and the promises of Allāh motivate them. The promises of Allāh act as a strong motivator and guide the
behaviour of the followers. Since human beings are endowed with free will, they may be misguided and adopt the wrong path\textsuperscript{120}. In such cases, \textit{Allāh} has offered an opportunity to repent through \textit{Tawbah} and all sins committed written off or even converted to the right deeds. Here exists the magnanimity of The Creator that even when one who has sinned can rectify and change course at any time he or she repents. The doors of \textit{Allāh} are open for the sincere and help them to create a new beginning. The greater the strength of faith that believers have in \textit{Allāh}, the greater will be the influence of His ordainments on the followers, and it will exert a strong influence on the behaviour of the supporters\textsuperscript{121}.

On the other hand, Ather, Khan and Hoque argue that traditional models of motivation are not sufficient to understand all aspects of human behaviour. A more comprehensive approach to understanding human behaviour would be to adopt a total motivation model that integrates both, material and spiritual motivating forces\textsuperscript{122}. This approach makes sense, as religion is found to play a greater role in the lives of followers, and adopting the Islamic concept of motivation will provide a more in-depth perspective of human motivation. When followers have a strong faith in \textit{Allāh}, then all their actions, whether in their relationships with others, at work or in business, will be guided by the ordainments of \textit{Allāh}. When followers have a fear of \textit{Allāh}, they may avoid all acts of cheating others\textsuperscript{123}. They are more content with limited income earned in a righteous way, and they are supportive and understanding of other human beings, all done to please \textit{Allāh}. Hence, the influence of \textit{Islām} on its followers is strong, and there is a need for a

\textsuperscript{121} Alias, A. & Shamsudin, M. \textit{Psychology of Motivation from an Islamic Perspective}. Paper Presented at the 3rd International Seminar on Learning and Motivation Organised by Faculty of Cognitive Sciences & Education University Utara, Malaysia, 10-12 Sept. 2005. Print.
comprehensive model of Islamic motivation that incorporates the elements of motivation theories models and integrates Islamic soul perspective.

Whether we accept or not, religion does play a central role in the life of a majority of the world’s population. It makes sense to study human motivation from a religious perspective, as religious teachings contain guidance on all aspects of the human psyche and are found to influence people’s behaviours. There are numerous acts religious followers undertake which are beyond rational thinking, for example giving donations to charitable and religious institutions. During the Holy month of Ramadān, Islamic followers give Zakāt, which is a small part of their annual income. The exact estimates are not available, but it may run into billions of dollars. This Zakāt is obligatory for all who have the financial means and is to be given to the needy. Zakāt provides internal satisfaction for both the giver and the receiver. The former because he/she is doing God’s work, and the latter because he/she is receiving support, according to guides set down by Allāh. The givers of Zakāt also are provided with the protection of their wealth and sources of income all year round. There are numerous stories of ordinary people who have given Zakāt and had miraculous protection from loss in their wealth.

Religious motivation, especially the system of rewards and punishments, positive and negative reinforcements, heaven and hell, guide and motivate people to do righteous deeds and encourage people to avoid evil. Therefore, it can be argued that studying motivation from an Islamic perspective is important and provides unique insights that motivation theories do not provide.

---

2.5 History of Motivation in Islām

Motivation as a concept is not new; it is part of human nature. It is a fundamental human instinct to be guided or influenced to work towards a certain direction if one is warned of the consequences of one’s actions. Therefore, human beings can be motivated to perform an action or motivated to abstain from a certain activity. This concept is similar to the drive theory of motivation, which can be set forth by offering incentives or warning one of the consequences. Holy Qur’ān has referred to the incident of Adam and Eve in Sūrat Al-Baqarah (2: 35-36). It states that Adam and Eve were stopped from eating from the forbidden tree and, since they disobeyed their Lord, they were sent down to earth. Sūrat Al A’rāf (7:19-24) explained the whole incident in detail.

Adam and Eve were tempted by Satan to disobey Allāh. They were tricked into disobeying the Almighty and were consequently expelled from heaven and sent to earth to spend their lives. Though Allāh had forgiven them when they both repented and asked for mercy, they still had to spend time on earth. Every happening in this incident delivers the concept of motivation.

First, when Satan tempted Adam and Eve to eat from the tree they were refrained from approaching, Satan was tricking them into doing something they were not allowed to do. No doubt, which was a temptation for Adam and Eve and Satan tricked them but for mankind, this incident is an example of negative motivation. When Muslims read this incident in the Holy Qur’ān, it conveys to them a message that there exists a consequence for all wrongdoers\textsuperscript{127}. As Adam and Eve were expelled from Paradise for disobeying Allāh, there will be a consequence for all those who do wrong in their lives as they will not secure a place in paradise. This concept of negative motivation stops humans from doing wrong

and encourages them to stay pious\textsuperscript{128}. This incident also communicates positive motivation to mankind, in that \textit{Allāh} forgives those who ask for His mercy. This means there is no despondency in \textit{Islām}, and if a person himself or herself has wronged, there is always a chance to seek forgiveness. This is a sign of hope for Muslims that \textit{Allāh} is merciful, and this is a positive motivation in itself. As stated in the Holy Qur’ān, in \textit{Sūrat Al Mā’idah} (5:39):

\begin{quote}
"But whoso repented after his wrongdoing and amended, lo! \textit{Allāh} will relent toward him. Lo! \textit{Allāh} is Forgiving, Merciful”.
\end{quote}

Another event that shows motivation in \textit{Islām} is during the time of Caliph ‘Umar Bin Al Khaṭṭāb. As he was concerned about the decline in Holy Qur’ān recital, he asked his subordinates to prepare a list of people who recited and understood the Holy Qur’ān. He wanted to recognise and reward them and later make them ambassadors to teach the Holy Qur’ān to others\textsuperscript{129}. These events indicate the strong faith of the Caliphs and their concern for their people to be righteous and do good deeds, which will please \textit{Allāh}. To motivate people, they set up a system of earthly rewards, besides the heavenly benefits they will receive from \textit{Allāh}.

\begin{quote}
\textit{فَلَمَّا جاء السُّحْرَةُ قَالَوْاْ لِفِرْعَوْنَ أَٰٓيَنَّ لَنَا أَجْرًا إِن كُنْنَا نَحْرَاءً إِن كُنْنَا نَحْرَاءً إِن كُنْنَا نَحْرَاءً}\\
\textit{قَالُواْ نَعْمَ وَإِنْ كُنْنَا إِذًا لُقِّبَ بِنَحْرَاءٍ.}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
“So when the sorcerers arrived, they said to Pharaoh: Of course - shall we have a (suitable) reward if we win? He said: Yea (and more), - for ye shall in that case be (raised to posts) nearest (to my person)”.
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{128} Ibid.  
Āyāt 41-42 in Sūrat Al Shu‘arā’ talks about the way the pharaoh motivated his team of sorcerers. He assured them that if they succeed in the task given, he will offer them higher positions and they will be close to him. What he knew was that Moses was on the righteous path guided by God. Pharaoh was living with the wrong notion that he was all powerful and with the help of his sorcerers he can continue his evil empire, defying the will of God. The Pharaoh used extrinsic material rewards and promises of higher positions to motivate his team of sorcerers, which are superficial as compared to the rewards promised by God to the righteous.

2.6 Early Muslim Physicians as a Motivator

Physicians are considered as valuable personnel within a society. A physician refers to the community leader, who has to commence Al Amr Bil Ma‘rūf, Tarbiyyah, and An-nahīy ‘An Al Munkar. A physician is considered as an advocate for the deprived or poor population. Moreover, it is expected from the physicians that he would carry out different researches for making the strong basis of knowledge. Teaching is considered as another role of the physicians for providing appropriate knowledge to the other population\textsuperscript{130}.

It is a fact that there are a significant number of contributions by the Muslim physicians within the domain of education, hardworking, and production. Enormous Muslim contributors have worked hard for achieving various goals within the professional settings. Various physicians have excelled their working in medicine and have achieved diverse range of success. The achievements of ancient Muslim scholars have now become a motivator for medical students. Abū Bakr Al Razī is considered as a major contributor, who has written an excessive number of books on a diverse range of topics\textsuperscript{131}. Some of the common topics for

writing different books were investigated diseases, anaesthetics, surgical sutures, psychological factors for addressing complications, usage of ammonia for controlling diarrhoea. He was also the Director of different hospitals within the territories of Ray and Baghdad.

*Ibn Sīnā* has been considered as another successful and well known ancient Muslim physician, who has contributed enormously in the professional settings\(^{132}\). He has also written various books and articles in the field of medicine, which mainly include the investigation of tuberculosis. Moreover, the symptoms of diabetes mellitus have been also discussed by *Ibn Sīnā*. The discovery of “Ancylostomiasis” was also carried out by *Ibn Sīnā*. Along with the field of medicine, *Ibn Sīnā* has also worked for the domains of philosophy, mathematics, chemistry, and science.

*Al Zahrāwī* is considered as another major Muslim contributor within the field of medicine in the ancient times\(^{133}\). He had his interest level within the domains of pharmacology, surgery, and anatomy. He has designed around 200 different surgical instruments. He has written *Kitāb Al Taṣrīf*, which become the standard textbook for the students of surgery. He was considered as an expert for carrying out the procedures of tooth extraction and cancer surgery.

*Ibn Zuhr* was the relative of Morocco and Andalusia, and has written *Al Tayṣīr*, which was later translated into Latin\(^{134}\). *Ibn Rushd* was another major contributor, who has written *Al Kullīyat*, which was later translated in the countries of Europe. *Ibn Al Nnafys* has described the process of blood circulation along with the process of pulmonary circulation\(^{135}\).

---


\(^{135}\) Ibid.
2.7 *Islām a Way of Motivation*

Since the very beginning of time, *Allāh* has sent His messengers among the people to guide them and to deliver the message of *Allāh*. These messengers are called Prophets and were chosen among mankind because of their piety and virtue. In a Prophet’s life, conduct and behaviour were a perfect example of how a person should behave and live in this world. *Muḥammad* (P.B.U.H.) is the last Messenger of *Allāh*. *Muḥammad* (P.B.U.H.) was born in 570 A.D. in *Makkah*, a city in the Arabian Peninsula. At that time, *Makkah* was a sacred place as it was an important centre of pagan worship. *Al Ka'bah* was the central house of worship, and it is said that more than three hundred idols were housed inside and around this cube-shaped structure.

The noble *Quraish Tribe* were the guardians of *Al Ka'bah*; and *Muḥammad* (P.B.U.H.) was born in this tribe. Being polytheists, Gods were an important part of their lives and were consulted in every issue. Blessings of the Gods were sought when the Arabs embarked on a journey or waged wars against rivals. In the pre-Islamic period, the Arabs indulged in every sin conceivable. The Arabian Peninsula was then inhabited by pagans, Christians, and Jews and was divided into tribes. There was no unity, and they fought bitterly to gain supremacy over water resources and other matters. Sometimes, these feuds continued for generations. Gambling, drinking, and adultery were common. The women, however, were the worst sufferers. The female children were buried alive, and those who made it to adulthood were treated poorly by fathers, husbands, and, later on, sons. Women did not have any rights and were economically dependent upon the male members of the family. Such

---

139 Ibid.
was the condition of Arabia at the time when Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) was born. As stated in the Holy Qurʿān in Sūrat Al Jumuʿah (62: 2):

“It is He who sent amongst the Unlettered an apostle from among themselves, to rehearse to them His signs, to sanctify them, and to instruct them in Scripture and wisdom-although they had been, before, in manifest error”.

Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) was a pious and pure man among the corrupt and misguided Arabs. Through the revelations he received from Allāh about Islām, Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) guided his people towards the path of Allāh. He united the quarrelling Arabs under the banner of Islām. The status of women was elevated, and they were given rights that other religions had also denied them.

2.7.1 Heaven as a Positive Motivator

Most of the works of charity and a majority of good deeds performed by Muslims are because of the allure of a blessed afterlife. Muslims hope to gain entrance to paradise through their belief in Allāh and the fact that Allāh will reward their good deeds. By helping others, a person brings happiness in his or her life and experiences inner peace and happiness. The performance of good deeds suggests obedience to Allāh and His Apostle; it also signifies a significant role in the life of a Muslim. A follower of Islām knows that it is compulsory for Muslims to obey Allāh and follow the teachings of Allāh’s Apostle140. Obedience would lead them to gaining Allāh and His Apostle’s blessings that would, in turn, lead them to Heaven.

As stated in Şahīh Bukhārī and narrated by Abū Hūraīrah, The Prophet of Allāh Almighty once said that when anyone is found to be obeying him, he or she is, in turn, obeying Almighty Allāh. Likewise, whoever is disobeying him is, in turn, disobeying Allāh.

---

Similarly, if Ḥīr’s appointee is obeyed, Ḥīr is being obeyed, and if Ḥīr’s appointee is being disobeyed, then Ḥīr is being disobeyed\(^\text{141}\).

Believing that Heaven or Jannah exists is an obligation on all Muslims. It is essential for the completion of their faith\(^\text{142}\). The beauty and the bounties of Heaven serve as a positive motivator for them to perform good deeds and follow the teaching of Ḥīr and His Prophet. Consequently, motivating believers by the pleasures they will get in the life hereafter. This motivation compels believers to refrain from bad deeds and deter from going against the teaching of their religion. Heaven is like an ultimate reward that is earned by good Muslims.

Among the many ways in which they were blessed, the Companions were informed of their ranking through revelation. The following verse from the Holy Qur’ān\(^\text{143}\) was revealed about Sa’dinā Abū Bakr\(^\text{144}\):

\["But those most devoted to Allah shall be removed far from it. Those who spend their wealth for increase in self-purification"\]

‘Umar Bin Al Khaṭṭāb was given glad tidings in this hadith\(^\text{145}\):

\["I saw a white castle in Paradise. I asked who it belonged to, and I was told that it belonged to ‘Umar Ibn Al Khaṭṭāb’."\]

To further motivate Muslims to be good, Ḥīr describes Heaven as not temporary but something that exists forever. If a Muslim succeeds in reaching Heaven, then there is no question of him or her wanting to be anywhere else and hence, it is everlasting. The

---


\(^{143}\) Al Qur’ān, Sūrat Ā‘lā ‘Imrān (3:146).


\(^{145}\) Ibid.
abundance of beauty and wealth would be available in Heaven, which motivates Muslims for what incentives he or she would end up getting. As Allāh says in the Holy Qur‘ān in Sūrat Al Kahf (18: 31):

“For them will be Gardens of Eternity; beneath them rivers will flow; they will be adorned therein with bracelets of gold, and they will wear green garments of fine silk and heavy brocade. They will recline therein on raised thrones. How good [is] the recompense! How beautiful a couch [is there] to recline on!”

Only those Muslims will be admitted in Heaven who never associate someone with Allāh and truly believe in Shahādah.

2.7.2 Hell as a Negative Motivator

According to Geaves, religious morality is based on two fundamental beliefs: belief in God as the sole Creator of the Universe and belief in the rewards and reprimands of the hereafter. There exists a strong bond between the Creator and the created in Islām. The created includes human beings, jinn, angels, and nature. Although the nature and angels comply with Allāh’s commands and obey His laws by following the fixed pattern designed for them, humans are at a liberty to choose.

While Muslims are given the choice to act, they are also warned about the consequences of their actions. The love a Muslim has for Allāh motivates him or her to earn His blessings and pleasure through good deeds. However, the concept of the existence of hell and the unending dreadful punishments have a deep impact on the behaviour of Muslims. Some punishments are described in the Holy Qur‘ān.
“ Truly hell is a place of ambush for the transgressors, a place of destination. They will dwell therein for ages. Nothing cool shall not they taste therein, nor any drink, save boiling fluid. And a fluid, dark, murky, intensely cold”.

It can be said that the afterlife is a source of motivation too; belief in the life hereafter is one of the fundamental tenets of Islām. Muslims believe that life on earth is temporary, and they have been sent on earth to prepare for the everlasting afterlife. The Holy Qur’ān has instructed Muslims to establish peace and justice and follow the right path as it leads to a rewarding afterlife. Consequently, Muslims are instructed and warned not to go against the teachings of Islām and not to disobey Allāh’s guidance. As narrated by Abdullāh, the Apostle of Allāh once said that Muslims should listen and obey their rules whether they like it or not. However, if the ruler orders to disobey Allāh, then those orders should not be listened or obeyed. Just like Heaven serves as a positive motivator, Hell serves as a negative motivator. The followers of Islām are warned not to consider performing bad deeds as they will be burnt in the Fires of Hell.

“Know them not that whoever opposes God and His Messenger (Muḥammad), certainly for him will be the Fire of Hell to abide within? That is the extreme disgrace”.

Again and again, the Holy Qur’ān talks about how painful and horrible it will be in Hell so as to motivate Muslims to perform well by placing the fear of Hell in their hearts. This motivates them to be good and refrain from going against the teachings of Islām.

151 Al Qur’ān, Sūrat At-Tawbah (9: 63).
2.8 Types of Motivation

The types of Motivation can be studied in this context as they relate to the needs or behaviours of the human beings. There are two broad categories when it comes to types of motivation; one is intrinsic motivation and the other is extrinsic. All needs and behaviours can be grouped under either of these two types when it comes to categorization. However, theorists have divided motivation with reference to needs, i.e. hunger, work, sex\textsuperscript{152}, or behaviours, i.e. socialization, achievement, and fear motivation, etc. as well\textsuperscript{153}. Nevertheless, the most common and broad categories that cater for all types of motivation are intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Both of these types are crucial and are present in almost every situation\textsuperscript{154}. As an individual is constantly working on a task and develops interests, intrinsic motivation to perform that task increases further, and extrinsic rewards or punishments become less important\textsuperscript{155} to motivate the individual to perform that activity. Then, the competence to carry out the task at hand affects the intrinsic motivation\textsuperscript{156}. Hence, activities for which a subject is striving, for the sake of reward or avoiding punishment, transform into means of attaining personal satisfaction instead.

2.8.1 Types of Motivation in Islām

Motivation has the same meaning and function in Islām as the modern day motivations. Both promise monetary and material gains, but Islamic motivation offers more as it offers spiritual incentives as well. A person is constantly rewarded for his good words, actions, and thoughts by the Almighty Allāh. Spiritual incentives are more powerful and

---


efficient than worldly (materialistic) rewards. Spiritual motivation touches the hearts of Muslims and leads them to a better society, as Muslims strive to help their fellowmen. Deeds such as feeding the hungry, helping the poor, being kind to the old and weak, charity, compassion, and forgiveness are spiritually motivated deeds\textsuperscript{157}. Through these deeds, a Muslim gains \textit{Allāh’s} pleasure and blessings as \textit{Allāh} loves those who love their fellow beings. In other words, motivation in \textit{Islām} influences all aspects of human activity, whether it is social or economic, physical or psychological\textsuperscript{158}. The following verse from the Holy \textit{Qur’ān}\textsuperscript{159} best represents how a Muslim is motivated to perform to the best of his or her capabilities:

\begin{quote}
“Lo! This Holy Qur’ān guideth unto that which is straightest and giveth tidings unto the believers who do good works that theirs will be great reward”.
\end{quote}

2.8.1.1 Social Motivations

\textit{Islām} guides humans to the behaviour they should adopt and the path they should follow in their lives\textsuperscript{160}. They are ordered by \textit{Allāh} to perform good deeds and involve themselves and others in righteous activities. There is a social motivation in these commands as well which guides Muslims in extending help and guidance to others. It motivates them to support the poor and weak, give alms to people in need, being kind and humble to others, forgiving and forgetting the sins of other people, as well as being compassionate and loving. Behind the performance of all these actions, there exists the motivation for humans set by \textit{Allāh Almighty}. \textit{Allāh} is the knower, and He knows how humans can be motivated and what their nature is since He is the creator.

\textsuperscript{159} \textit{Al Qur’ān}, \textit{Sūrat Al Isrā’} (17: 9).
Theorists and psychologists have also studied the social and behavioural processes of humans and have divided the research into three parts: physiological, psychological, and self-actualization. These main need brackets encompass several other requirements. Various theories, like the Arousal Theory, Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs Theory, and the Two Factor Theory have defined behaviours of the human beings and what motivates them to act in a particular way. The Holy Qur’ān has categorized human life processes into three levels of growth and development. (i) *An-Nafs Al Ammārah* (12: 53), the first stage that defines the natural needs and desires such as hunger, thirst, sex, clothing, and shelter. (ii) *An-Nafs Al Lawwāmah* (75: 2), the second stage that involves man’s struggle between good and bad, permitted (*Halāl*) and forbidden (*Harām*). The faith of a person plays a vital role in the internal conflict between *should* (*what can be done*) and *should not* (*what must be refrained from*). The last stage of human development, according to Islām, is the (iii) *An-Nafs Al Muṭma’innah* (89: 27). This celebrates the victory of good over evil as human beings choose and follow the right path, which not only gives inner satisfaction to some extent but also brings him or her closer to *Allāh.*¹⁶¹,¹⁶²

Muslims were traders and trade have contributed immensely towards the spread of Islām¹⁶³. Muslims not only traded goods but also spread their religiously motivated values. Non-Muslims were impressed by their fair-trading and tolerance. The conduct and character of Muslims also impressed them and motivated many to convert to Islām. Another important factor that inspired the non-Muslims was the absence of any form of racial discrimination. For centuries, racial superiority has divided mankind. Islām has evolved as a religion in which there is no division on the basis of race or social status. All Muslims are equal, and

---

the only thing that distinguishes one Muslim from another is his or her good deeds and noble actions.

With these words, the Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H.) removed any difference between Muslims and established a strong bond of equality and brotherhood. Through the example of his life, the Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H.) showed people how to consolidate the bond of brotherhood and equality by helping those in need. Being an orphan himself, Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) instructed Muslims to treat orphans with affection. A Ḥadīth narrated by Abū Hūraīrah, a companion of the Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H.) states that¹⁶⁴:

“The best of Muslim homes is the home in which an orphan lives and is treated in a loving and affectionate manner, and the worst of Muslim homes is the home in which an orphan lives and is treated badly or cruelly”.

The Holy Qur’ān too has instructed Muslims to be kind to orphans. “Treat not the orphan with harshness”, says the Holy Qur’ān¹⁶⁵. The Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H.) himself adopted his slave as his son and, in a Ḥadīth, the companionship of the Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H.) has been promised to those who assist orphans. “I and the supporter of orphans (will be) in Paradise like these two (neighbouring fingers)” said the Prophet (P.B.U.H.). This Ḥadīth is an excellent source of inspiration and motivation for Muslims. Muslims are motivated by the ‘Ajr (reward in the afterlife) they would get moreover, so they feed the poor and the needy, contribute towards the education of the poor, and arrange marriages for the poor. In short, Muslims help each other in every possible way as an act to please Allāh.

¹⁶⁵ Al Qurʾān, Sūrat Ad-Duḥa (93: 9).
Every act of a Muslim is motivated by the will to please Allāh, his Creator\textsuperscript{166}. In other words, a Muslim does not give in to whims and does not work for self-interest; rather, his or her whole life and daily actions are dedicated to the service of Allāh. It is the quest of Divine pleasure that makes a Muslim share his or her wealth with the less privileged members of society\textsuperscript{167}. It is obligatory for all well-to-do Muslims to distribute two and a half percent of their wealth among the poor and the needy every year\textsuperscript{168}. This obligation is called Zakāt. Zakāt can only be given to Muslims or used for their benefits. Muslims can help their non-Muslim brothers with Ṣadaqah. Ṣadaqah is not compulsory; a Muslim gives out Ṣadaqah to please Allāh\textsuperscript{169}. There is no fixed level of Ṣadaqah and anyone can give any amount as per his or her resources. However, intentions play an important part in any action of a Muslim; only those deeds performed solely for Allāh (Fi Sabīl-lilāh) and to gain Allāh’s favour will be accepted and rewarded\textsuperscript{170}. Allāh has expressed His displeasure over acts done to gain popularity among people. Any work done with the intention of Fi Sabīl-lilāh (only for Allāh) is met with success.

\textit{Islām} guides humans on the behaviour they should follow when it comes to believers and non-believers. While \textit{Islām} has declared that all Muslims are brothers, it also directs Muslims to respect non-Muslims\textsuperscript{171}. Places of worship of non-Muslims are equally sacred in \textit{Islām} and should not be harmed. \textit{Islām} also strictly prohibits forced conversions\textsuperscript{172}. The actions and mannerism of a true Muslim can, however, inspire a non-believer to accept

\textsuperscript{170} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{171} March, Andrew F. "Islamic foundations for a social contract in non-Muslim liberal democracies." \textit{American political science review} 101.02, 2007: 235-252.
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When dealing with non-Muslims, a Muslim must uphold his or her Islamic values and beliefs and should display honesty and truthfulness in his or her dealings.

2.8.1.2 Economic Motivation

Islām provides a guideline for every action, and every action brings with it the desired and expected outcomes. Islām provides motivation to ensure the deeds as suggested by Allāh and the Apostle of Allāh. These deeds are performed by believers as suggested because they are crucial to maintaining balance and keep the system of the world going. Islām provides motivation for every economic action to encourage the distribution of wealth in society. In an Islamic economy, the distribution of personal income and wealth is not just an obligatory transfer of resources but is very much a part of economic behaviour173. The following verse from Holy Qur’ān 174 explains that:

“That which give you in usury in order that it may increase (on) other people’s property has no increase with Allāh; but that which you give in charity, seeking Allāh’s countenance, has increased manifold”.

Distributing ones’ income and wealth among the less privileged members of society has been promised to bring gains that include bounties in the hereafter175. This action of Muslims brings justice and equality in the country as the proper distribution of wealth is ensured. However, it is possible that having not practiced the above system in the world, the situation today is such that the poor are becoming poorer and rich are becoming richer. Thus, we see that motivation exists in different forms in Islām. Mainly, there is positive and negative motivation, under which different types can be incorporated. Positive motivation

---


174 Al Qur’ān, Sūrat Ar-Rūm (30: 39).

motivates believers to perform actions and attain bounties and rewards in this life and the
hereafter, whereas negative motivation discourages Muslims from performing certain
actions. The concept of negative motivation in Islām also caters to fear motivation\textsuperscript{176}, i.e. the
believers are made fearful of the consequences of their actions which negates Islamic
teachings.

The miracles conducted by the Prophets of Allāh are also a form of motivation.
Solomon could talk to animals, insects, birds, and jinn\textsuperscript{177}. The Red Sea parted to give way
to Moses and his followers\textsuperscript{178}. The birth of Jesus Christ is a miracle in itself, and he was
blessed with healing powers\textsuperscript{179}. When non-believers demanded that Prophet Muḥammad
(P.B.U.H.) had to perform a miracle, like the prophets before him, the Prophet prayed to
Allāh. As narrated by Abdullāh Ibn Masʿud (quoting Buhārī, Manāqib, 27 and Muslim,
Kitāb Ṣifāt Al Munāfiqīn Wa Ahkamihim, 44), the prophet raised his index finger pointing
towards the moon\textsuperscript{180}. The moon split into two halves, with each half appearing on either side
of the mountain. In the Holy Qurʿān, this miracle is stated \textsuperscript{181}as:

\begin{quote}
\textquote{The Last Hour has drawn near, and the moon has split. But whenever they see a sign,
they turn away and say: This is evident magic.”.}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{180} Moon. “Did the Prophet Muḥammad Split the Moon as a Miracle?” \textit{Islamanswers.net}. Web. 3\textsuperscript{rd} Mar.2012. \texttt{<http://www.Islamanswers.net/miracles/moon.html>}. 
\textsuperscript{181} \textit{Al Qurʿān}, Sūrat Al Qamar (54:1-2).
Likewise, Mi’rāj or the journey of Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) to Al Masjid Al Aqṣā\textsuperscript{182} and then his ascension to the skies is also one of the greatest miracles. Through these miracles, the Prophets convinced people that the words and teachings that they were spreading were of the one and true God. Allāh created man and blessed him with numerous incentives, instincts, and motives necessary for his well-being. Motivating forces deeply influence a person’s life and his behaviour\textsuperscript{183}. Motivation is the beginning, continuation, and maintenance of human conduct; it guides human being towards desired goals, which in the case of Muslims, is the pleasure of his Creator. However, the levels and types of motivation vary from person to person. Some Muslims may be intrinsically motivated to work towards the Creator’s pleasure while some may do so to receive promised rewards, i.e. motivation generated via external stimuli. Out of the two, self-motivation or intrinsic motivation is more beneficial. When a person is positively influenced from the inside, he or she is more committed and more at peace with himself or herself and his or her surroundings\textsuperscript{184}.

The good deeds of a self-motivated Muslim are not driven merely by the promise of paradise, but the Muslim does good deeds to please Allāh, his Creator\textsuperscript{185}. Self-motivation is different for different people; what motivates one may not necessarily motivate the other. It is a personal choice and perspective. Extrinsic or external motivation is driven by rewards and gains\textsuperscript{186}. These rewards can be material gains or the life in Paradise in the hereafter. A believer needs the right balance between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Leaders need the motivation to manage while workers need the motivation to perform. For Muslims, the


\textsuperscript{184} Deci, E. L. Intrinsic Motivation. New York: Plenum, 1975. Print

\textsuperscript{185} Al-Ateeqi, Abdulaziz Imad. The Secret (s) and Islām: The Ultimate Law of Change. Dorrance Publishing.

Sunnah and Ḥadīth of the Holy Prophet are the sources of positive motivation as they guide them on the righteous path.

One of the teachings of the Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H.) is that every act of a Muslim is worship\textsuperscript{187}. This is a positive motivator and makes a Muslim perform his or her daily duties diligently because he or she is aware that every act performed well and with a good intention brings him or her closer to Allāh. The beauty of Islām is that worship and duties are blended. A Muslim does not need a specific time or place to worship Allāh; he or she shows his or her gratitude and humility just by following his or her daily routine. A person is accountable for every deed, good or bad, big or small, and will be rewarded and punished accordingly. As stated in the Holy Qur’ān\textsuperscript{188}:

\begin{quote}
“That no burdened person (with sins) shall be ar the burden (sins) of another, and that man can have nothing but what he does (of good and bad). And that his deeds will be seen, Then he will be recompensed with a full and the best recompense [fair].”
\end{quote}

Hence, this is a motivation in itself as knowing that a person is responsible only for what he or she did and not for others’ doings. This motivates people to focus on their deeds irrespective of what others are doing or else there is a fair chance that humans get motivated easily to do wrong if they see others on the same track. However, by making everyone responsible for their actions, God has created motivation in itself. This motivates humans to live a life that follows the path suggested by Allāh irrespective of whether others are following Allāh’s path or not\textsuperscript{189}.

\textsuperscript{188} Al Qur’ān, Sūrat An-Najm (53: 38 - 41).
To surmise, Islâm as a religion together with its cultural and traditional values is the biggest motivator for a Muslim. In the Holy Qur'ân, Allâh has educated the man on the virtues of good works and the rewards attached to such good deeds in this world and the hereafter. Every human being has an evil side and a virtuous side. The firm belief of Muslims that Allâh is Omnipresent is also a positive motivator as it holds back the evil side and exhorts the good side.

2.9 Religious Motivation: An Actual Stimulating Force for Defence

It has been evaluated that the Islamic preaching and methodology has the potential to develop an absolute level of belief system among the followers because of its dynamic, coherent, and practical nature. It is a fact that a well-developed and flawless belief system is directly associated with the development of strong belief among the followers. There are certain predominant traits, which are necessary to be understood for understanding this aspect of religious motivation.

2.9.1 Strong Belief System

An excessive level of morale is usually developed on the basis of complete faith for the attainment of specified goals and success. It is a fact that the stronger nature of the faith will certainly result in the excessive enthusiasm for the achievement of specified goals. The Holy Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H) has also prepared the followers through the common belief that there is only one God, The Almighty Allâh. He further developed the belief that Allâh is only the creator, sovereign, master, and had a complete level of powers over all of the forces. Moreover, nothing in this world and far away is beyond His control and power.

---

He delivered this faith among the followers, which resulted in the seeking of help only from *Allāh* in any matter of life. The Holy *Qur’ān* has stated that\(^{191}\):

“*O you who believe! Seek help with patience, perseverance and prayer; for *Allāh* is with those who patiently persevere*”.

This verse of the Holy *Qur’ān* is directly associated with the development of strong belief among the followers through two major approaches. This verse enjoins the followers to seek complete of assistance by being patient and perseverant. Moreover, Almighty *Allāh* will further equip through courage and control to face entire difficulties and hardship successfully. It is the belief of follower that they will be completely secure in the majesty of *Allāh*. The second part of the verse has assured that Almighty *Allāh* will help the believers, and no one will be left alone. However, *Allāh*’s help will come through patience and perseverance. This promise of Almighty *Allāh* has been resulted in the better struggle of followers within the professional settings. Moreover, this promise has been repeated several times in the Holy *Qur’ān*. The Almighty *Allāh* has further said in Holy *Qur’ān*\(^{192}\):

‘Surely, *Allāh* will defend (from harms) those who believe.’

This promise of *Allāh* is considered as a valuable aspect of the endeavour and belief for the purpose of following. The complete promise of success and absolute level of help from *Allāh* is always considered as conditional; therefore, it is necessary for the followers to take certain initiatives by themselves for seeking the help of *Allāh*. It is a fact that the human beings must develop certain skills and capabilities for fulfilling the conditions of *Allāh* to seek an absolute level of help. This belief of the followers is directly connected with the better motivational level.

\(^{191}\) *Al Qur’ān*, *Sūrat Al Baqarah* (2:153).

\(^{192}\) *Al Qur’ān*, *Sūrat Al Hajj* (22: 38).
2.9.2 Patience

The perspective of patience is also considered as another major aspect within the Islamic preaching. It is a fact that patience is an outcome of excessive belief of followers. The followers usually strive very hard for the attainment of help and love from their Lord because Almighty Allāh has said that He loves those individuals who strive hard in His way. The Holy Qur’ān has stated that:\(^{193}\):

‘How many of Prophets fought (in Allāh’s way), and with them (fought) large groups of godly men? But they never lost heart if they met with disaster in Allāh’s way, nor did they weaken (in will) nor give in. And Allāh loves those who are firm and steadfast (in His way)’

This verse has clearly indicated certain factors, which has a close relevance with the better love of Allāh. The first factor is regarding the hope for seeking the help of Allāh. It has been discussed that when the followers would fight and struggle in the way of Allāh; they would never lose their hearts and would be hopeful to gain the help of Allāh. The second factor is regarding the strong or firm will. When the followers would fight; they should have a strong will to attain and accomplish their tasks without showing any weaknesses. The complete level of determination is considered as another major aspect of this verse. It is said that followers must not accept defeat and should fight till the end. The rationale behind this statement is that the followers would fight for the standards of justice and truth. The followers are aware of the risks and consequences of their defeat as their defeat would be directly associated with the defeat of truth. Therefore, the followers or believers would fight until the victory or shedding of blood. Another aspect or element of the verse is regarding the love of Allāh. It has been discussed that the struggle of believers against their enemies

\(^{193}\) Al Qur’ān, Sūrat Ālī ʿImrān (3:146).
would certainly result in the attainment of love in regards of Almighty \textit{Allāh}. Therefore, the believers should focus on the attainment of \textit{Allāh}’s love. Almighty \textit{Allāh} has said that \textit{Allāh} always loves those individuals who are steadfast or firm. It is a fact that Almighty \textit{Allāh} motivates and encourages the believers by providing them the news that the followers are not alone; \textit{Allāh} is always with them.

Martyrdom is considered as another major perspective of the Islamic teachings, which refers to the rewards of eternal life. It is the belief of Muslims that there nothing better than the attainment of \textit{Allāh}’s love as they are not alone in facing the hardship of world. Martyrdom is considered as the climax of this aspect that it is the belief of every follower that if they would be killed in struggling against the enemies, then they will be rewarded as the happiness and bliss of paradise.

\section*{2.10 Motivation in the Life of Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.)}

To study the concept of motivation in Islām, this research considers the Ḥadīth and Sunnah as well. Both Ḥadīth and Sunnah are related to Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H). It is critical to know about the motivation in the life of Prophet Muḥammad\textsuperscript{194,195}. He was a master motivator and a role model who with his charismatic leadership confronted social evils of his time with foresight and pragmatism. With his direction, he was instrumental in transforming society. This section briefly discusses the life of Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.), starting from the early years to his first marriage, the first revelation, and preaching of Islām.

Andrae states that when Allāh “wishes” to select a Prophet, He first chooses the best family and then the best man\textsuperscript{196}. Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) was born to Abdullāh and Āminah, a pious couple belonging to the noble family of Quraish. Muḥammad’s grandfather, ‘Ābdul Muṭṭalib, was the custodian of Ka‘bah. Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) was born an orphan as his father passed away before his birth. His mother died when Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) was at the age of six, leaving him in the care of his grandfather. At the age of eight, Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) had to bear the loss of his grandfather too and his uncle Abd Munāf, more commonly known as Abū Ṭālib, who took him into his care. Abū Ṭālib loved Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) dearly, cared for him, and protected him from enemies\textsuperscript{197}.

Āminah named her son Ahmed and his grandfather named him Muḥammad, the chosen one, as, indeed, Allāh chose him to be His Prophet. From his birth, it was evident that Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) was not an ordinary child. When Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) was 12 years old, Abū Ṭālib took him to Syria on a trade caravan. In Syria, a learned monk, Buḥyrah, saw the young boy and noticed how a cloud shaded him, and the branches of the trees bowed when he walked past them. Buḥyrah invited the whole caravan to a feast and especially inquired about Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.). Examining him closely, Buḥyrah’s suspicions were confirmed that Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) was indeed the Prophet that Christ had foretold.

2.10.1 Marriage with Khadījah

Abū Ṭālib’s family, though noble, was poor and took other people’s caravans for trading. When Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) was twenty-five years old, he leads the caravan of Khadījah, a rich, distinguished, and noble lady of Quraish, to Syria\textsuperscript{198}. Khadījah was a widow and was looking for an honest man to take her cargo to Syria. Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.)

\textsuperscript{197} Ibid., p. 37.
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had already earned the reputation of being Aṣ-Ṣadiq, the truthful, and Al ʿAmīn, the reliable. Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) earned not only twice the profit but also the admiration of all those who had gone along with him to Syria\textsuperscript{199}.

_Khadijah_ was impressed by his honesty and sent a marriage proposal that the Prophet accepted after consulting his uncle, Abū Ṭālib. Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) was 15 years junior to _Khadijah_ when the marriage took place. In _Khadijah_, the Prophet found an ideal companion. She was a loving wife and a pillar of support when Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) faced bitter opposition from his enemies. She was also the first lady to accept Islām. She bore six children; four daughters and two sons. Both sons died in their infancy. Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) never took another wife for as long as _Khadijah_ lived. Even after her death, he remembered her fondly.

2.10.2 The First Revelation

As _Muhammad_ (P.B.U.H.) matured, he started spending more time in solitude. His favourite place was the cave in _Mount Ḥirā_. The first revelation occurred when Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) was 40 years old. It was the month of _Ramadān_ and Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) was busy meditating when Archangel Gabriel visited him. The Angle commanded him to “Read”, to which Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) replied, “I cannot read”. Gabriel embraced him firmly and repeated his request and Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) gave the same reply\textsuperscript{200}. This happened twice, and then Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) asked, “What shall I recite?” Gabriel recited the following verse, as stated in _Sūrat Al ʿAlaq_ (96: 1-5).

'Read, in the name of Your Lord, who created, created man from a clot. Read! And Your Lord is the most bountiful.'

Terrified and awed by the overwhelming experience, Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) returned home where his wife, Khadijah, saw him shivering from head to toe with his hands and feet gone cold. He asked Khadijah to cover him up with a blanket; after recovering, he narrated the incident to her. Khadijah comforted him and told him to have faith in Allāh. She later went to visit her uncle Waraqah Bin Naifal, who was a wise and learned man and had converted to Christianity after studying the Bible. Waraqah confirmed that indeed Allāh had chosen Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) as His Prophet, just as He had chosen Moses to guide his people. Waraqah, however, warned Khadijah of the bitter opposition and the difficulties that lay ahead of Muhammad (P.B.U.H.). Archangel Gabriel brought Allāh’s Messages to the Prophet (P.B.U.H.) regularly and taught him the verses of the Qur’ān.

2.10.3 The First Muslims

The first person to embrace Islām was Khadijah. Her acceptance strengthened and encouraged the Prophet to spread the word of Islām. Khadijah not only supported him but also stood up against all those who opposed Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.). The Prophet then preached those who were close to him.

The next person to embrace Islām was ‘Alī, the young cousin of Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.). ‘Alī was Abū Ṭālib’s son and was very fond of his cousin. Archangel Gabriel had appeared one day and instructed the Prophet on how to perform ablution and pray. ‘Alī, who used to live with Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.), saw him offering prayers. Upon inquiry, Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) explained that he was the Prophet of Allāh and that was how the

---

201 Ibid.
faithful people thanked their Creator for the numerous bounties. ‘Alī spent the whole night thinking and the next day he came to Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) and accepted Islām. Zaiyd Bin Ḥarithah was a slave who was freed and adopted by Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.); he too embraced Islām\textsuperscript{203}.

The next person to enter the fold of Islām was Abū Bakr. Abū Bakr was an honest and respected merchant in Makkah and people often sought his advice. Abū Bakr was the first person outside the Prophet’s family to embrace Islām. Saʿad Bin Abī Waqqās, Muḥammad’s (P.B.U.H.) maternal uncle, was also one of the early Muslims\textsuperscript{204}. The number of Muslims grew gradually, and many of the followers were poor and weak. Though they were poor, the reason they accepted Islām was not because they wanted freedom from forced servitude but because they had, in their hearts love for Allāh and trust in the Prophet (P.B.U.H.).

The early converts knew they will be tortured and will have to bear pain more than what they were exposed to in slavery by the non-believers. However they still turned to Allāh with the belief that they will be helped by Allāh, as promised in the Holy Qur’ān\textsuperscript{205}:

\begin{quote}
"Unto Him is the return of all of you; it is a promise of Allāh in truth. Lo! He produceth creation, then reproduceth it, that He may reward those who believe and do good works with equity; while, as for those who disbelieve, theirs will be a boiling drink and painful doom because they disbelieved".
\end{quote}

They trusted Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) and were motivated by the character of the Prophet. They knew Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) never lied and would guide them to the right

\textsuperscript{205} Al Qur‘ān, Sūrat Yūnus (10: 4).
path. The nature and personality of Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) were enough of a motivation for people to accept Islām.

2.10.4 Invitation to Islām

Initially, Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) met with little resistance as the number of converts grew. Not many people knew about Islām as the preaching was done secretly but, after three years, Allāh commanded Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) to preach openly and invite everyone to the fold of Islām.206 The Prophet then asked the people of Makkah to gather around the mountain of Aṣ-Ṣaffa as he had something important to tell them. When the people of Makkah had gathered, Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) said, “O people of Makkah if I tell you that there is an army on the other side of the mountain ready to attack you, would you believe me?” The pagans answered in the affirmative as he had never lied. Upon this, Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) told them that he was a messenger of Allāh sent to guide the people towards the right path and warn them of severe punishment if they did not worship Allāh alone. On hearing this, the people of Makkah became furious and Abū Lahab, one of Prophet’s uncles, shouted angrily “O Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) may you perish!”

The Prophet continued to preach and was met with resistance. He was insulted and called names but, at the same time, some influential persons of Makkah, such as ‘Umar Bin Al Khaṭṭāb and Ḥamzah, the Prophet’s uncle, also accepted Islām. Not only was the Prophet (P.B.U.H.) insulted, to deter the people from accepting Islām, those who had converted were tortured. They were murdered, brutally persecuted, and ostracized.207

---

2.10.5 **Bottom Line**

The Prophet and his followers kept the momentum going and soon many people came into the fold of this new religion. In the Holy Qur’ān, Allāh stated many factors not only to motivate human beings but also to motivate the messenger to deliver Islām to mankind. As stated in the Holy Qur’ān:\(^{208}\):

“O Messenger! Make known that which hath been revealed unto thee from thy Lord, for if thou do it not, thou wilt not have conveyed His message. Allāh will protect thee from mankind. Lo! Allāh guideth not the disbelieving folk”.

This Āyah clearly states that Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) was asked by Almighty to deliver His message. Since this is not an easy task due to the immense opposition Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) was facing in preaching, Allāh motivated the Prophet (P.B.U.H.) by promising Him protection from those who opposed him\(^{209}\). This promise by Allāh is, in itself, motivating for the Prophet that he, despite strong opposition, should steadfastly continue to spread the word of Allāh to mankind\(^{210}\). This is what modern theories of motivation fail to explain; these theories fail to explain what motivates humans to believe in someone they cannot even see and perform actions whose outcomes are uncertain and possibly life-threatening.

Furthermore, Allāh is all-knowing and since He knew that non-Muslims may strain the Prophet’s resolve to breaking point, Allāh communicated to Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) through revelation. Allāh ensured him that His promise is true and that the Prophet must not

---

\(^{208}\) *Al Qur’ān, Sūrat Al Mā‘idah* (5: 67).


let actions of non-believers stop him from preaching Islām. As stated in the Holy Qur‘ān in Sūrat Ar-Rūm (30: 60):

“So have patience (O Muḥammad)! Allāh’s promise is the very truth, and let not those who have no certainty make thee impatient”.

Hence, it can be said that motivation holds a strong place in Islām. However, this concept of motivation is not there only from the time of Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.), rather, it existed since the world came into being211.

Wars or battles have been considered as the most serious aspect of the world. It is not the thing to be enjoyed; however, battles or wars are always considered as the game of death. On the contrary, if the individuals or followers have an absolute level of motivation in regards of oneness and truthfulness, then the individuals can easily attain their goals and objectives through their strong belief system. It has been further evaluated that the excessive level of religious motivation will certainly result in the better state of battles or wars in the field.

A significant number of Muslim battles have been identified through ancient books who have made their complete focus on the attainment of Allāh’s love. ‘Amr Bin Al Jamuḥ is considered as a major companion of Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H). He was laid off in the battlefield from participation in the war because of his physical disability. However, He required Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H) for gratting complete level of permission for participating in the battle of ’Uḥud. The prophet (P.B.U.H) did not allow him to participate; however, he had continuously requested for taking part in the war. After His insisting, Holy Prophet allowed him to take part in the battle, and he was martyred by the enemies20.

It is a fact that not only the men, but the women have also asked complete permission for taking part in the battle. This was because of the religious motivation that the women were interested to fight against their enemies. Along with the followers or believers, the Holy Prophet also has a great level of motivation for fighting against the falsehood and enemies. The Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H) has said\textsuperscript{212}:

\begin{quote}
By almighty Allāh, that my soul is in His Hand, this my cherished desire to fight in the Way of Allāh, as a consequence, I may be slain, then I may be revived, and again I may be killed, then I may be revived and (again) I may be slain\textsuperscript{21}
\end{quote}

The above saying of Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H) is a clear and absolute example of religious motivation, which has changed the lives of companions. It has been evaluated that six companions of Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H) took part in getting the religious education for getting request of 'Aḍal and Al Qarah after the time frame of four months from the battle of 'Uḥud.

\textit{Khubayb Bin 'Uday} is considered as another major battle of Islām. In the earlier days, he had killed the Quraish leader, which was named as Al Ḥarith, during the battle of Badr. However, the delegation deceived this companion of Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H) and sold him to Banw Ḥarith as the part of revenge. It is also a fact that when Banw Ḥarith planned to kill Khubayb Bin 'Uday, he requested for arranging a razor to keep himself clean before death. After granting this request, the grandson of Al Ḥarith came closer to Khubayb Bin 'Uday and sat in the lap. \textit{Khubayb Bin 'Uday} said\textsuperscript{213}:

\begin{quote}
‘Do you fear that I will kill him? No, I will not kill him’
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{212} \textit{Bukhārī}, Chapter: 10, Hadīth No.2835, p. 544/3.
\textsuperscript{213} \textit{Bukhārī}, Chapter: 10, Hadīth No.4038, p: 789/3.
After saying this, he sent the child to his mother, who said that she has never seen such a great prisoner who can kill his child; however, he did not attempt such aspect. It was because of the religious motivation that Khubayb Bin 'Uday did not do anything with the child as he knew that Almighty Allah would help him in fighting against the enemies. It was because of the religious motivation that the followers had never attempted anything wrong for achieving their personal goals in front of the religious goals. Therefore, it can be said that the ancient Muslim battlers have faced enormous hardship during battles; however, they never used anything wrong for achieving their objectives.

Religious motivation always plays a significant role in the professional settings for the attainment of different goals and objectives. Therefore, it is extremely necessary to make a proper understanding of the sources of religious motivation. Some of the sources in regards of attaining religious motivation are listed below.

2.10.5.1 Promises and Rewards of Allah for a Muslim Soldier

It is advised to the followers and believers to be patient, calm, and firm in facing different types of troubles and hardship for placing their trust level in Allah. A question usually arises that why a follower act on such advises. The answer is regarding the religious motivation, which is directly associated with the better level of encouragement and boosting up of the moral level. Almighty Allah has asked his slaves to become firm and patient in getting control over their enemies. Almighty Allah has said in the Holy Qur'an that214:

‘How often has a small force overcome a big host by Allah’s Will? Allah is with those who patiently persevere and endure.’

---

214 Al Qur’an, Sūrat Al Baqarah (2:249).
The verse is providing complete knowledge and education from the perspective of support in regards of Almighty Allāh. Therefore, it can be said that the believers can easily raise their motivational level through keeping trust in Allāh. This part of the verse is directly associated with the better religious motivation of the followers and believers.

2.10.5.2 Sense of Association with Allāh

It has been evaluated that the followers should not focus on the numerical strength during the fight and should keep their trust in the power of Allāh. It is a fact that the Almighty Allāh will provide complete help through different means for the support of weaker Muslims. It is also a fact that Almighty Allāh will provide a diverse range of means for the better and enhanced support of the followers. Later on, the ratio was reduced in the next verse from one believer vs. five believers to 1 believer vs. 02 non-believers\textsuperscript{215}. The rationale behind the above two verses regards the development of proper motivational and morale level. However, the ending part of the verse has its absolute level of significance. It has been evaluated in the former verse that this part is quite along with the complete sense, which is directly associated with the feeling of proud and motivation. Moreover, it is also a fact that the factor of motivation has a close relevance to the psychological or mental state of the individuals for keeping an absolute level of enthusiasm and courage. It is an obvious state of belief that the follower must be aware of the previous objective of fighting instead of reduced level of understanding. On the contrary, the individual who has a complete level of understanding in regards of fighting in the way of Allāh will seek the help of Allāh during any battleground. At the same time, such individual will also take proper success and victory during this world and from now on. It is the belief of the Muslim followers that the death during fighting will certainly result in the attainment of paradise in the next phase of life.

\textsuperscript{215} Al Qur’ān, Sūrat Al Anfāl (8:66).
Therefore, it is clear that the religious motivation and control of believers is directly associated with the better understanding of the objectives. However, it is extremely necessary for the individuals to develop a proper understanding about the preaching of Islām for the better attainment of the goals and objectives. At the same time, it is also necessary for the individuals to practice their fortitude to gain and maintain the strength from Allāh. Similarly, the last part of the second verse is also associated with the better motivational level of the believers by referring them to the companionship of Allāh.

2.10.5.3 Absolute Submission to Allāh with Obedience towards the Prophet

The followers of Islām should not develop any the confusion in understanding the most fundamental perspective of Islām and the belief system. It has been indicated that the Muslims should show the absolute level of submission and obedience to the Almighty Allāh and Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H). It is a fact that without paying complete attention to the preaching of Allāh and sayings of Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H); there is no chance of even being a Muslim. Therefore, it is compulsory for the Muslims to keep their complete belief in Allāh and Holy Prophet. The Holy Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) has said to the followers complete obedience of Allāh is required for the attainment of Allāh’s love. It is the core belief of followers that every Muslim is the servant of Allāh. Therefore, every Muslim individual always pays complete loyalty to Almighty Allāh.

The second most fundamental standard of the belief system within the Islamic preaching is regarding the obedience of Holy Prophet. It has been clearly declared that a messenger should be obeyed because He is sent by Allāh for the guidance of human beings. Moreover, it is mentioned in the Holy Qurʾān that216, 217:

216 Al Qurʾān, Sūrat An-Nisāʾ (4:64).
217 Al Qurʾān, Sūrat An-Nisāʾ (4:69).
‘We sent no Messenger, but to be obeyed by Allāh’s Leave’

‘He who obeys the Messenger (Muḥammad), has indeed obeyed Allāh.’

This knowledge and education is directly associated with the development of strong belief and loyalty among the believers. Moreover, an absolute level of the motivation is also connected with these facts and beliefs. Furthermore, such perspectives have also developed a proper sense of unity and oneness among the followers. Moreover, this spirit has been widely strengthen by the Holy Qur’ān as Almighty Allāh says218:

‘The believers are but a single brotherhood.’

This type of preparation in regards of the believers is extremely necessary because this perspective is directly associated with the better motivation level during the struggle. It is extremely important for the followers before fighting, during the fight, and after fighting to develop, strengthen, and maintain their morale, motivation, and belief in Allāh. It is also a fact that the religious motivation is directly associated with the mental and psychological preparation of the followers for getting expected odds with absolute level of conviction in regards of the truthfulness and superiority over the enemies. At the same time, the followers become ready for sacrificing their lives, children, families, and wealth for the attainment of Allāh’s love after the development of this belief system. It is another belief of the followers that Lord will provide them complete sources of victory as a reward of their strong belief. Almighty Allāh has said:

Say, if your fathers, your sons, your brothers, your wives, your kindred, the wealth that you have gained, the commerce in which you fear a decline, and the dwellings in which you

218 Al Qur’ān, Sūrat Al Hajūrāt (49:10).
delight ... are dearer to you than Allāh and His Messenger and striving hard fighting in His cause, then wait until Allāh brings about His Decision (torment).\(^{29}\)

2.11 Role of Teachers in Islām

There are many aspects of one’s life that Islām tends to cover and in accordance to that, there are basic guidelines regarding the rights of teachers. Islām is absolutely clear regarding what must be done and how it must be done. This is one religion that provides complete perspective on just about every problem. Teachers are supposed to respect as much Prophets in the Islām, and there are many commandments regarding their respect. As stated in Qur’ān\(^{219}\).

“Deem not the summons of the Messenger among yourselves like the summons of one of you to another”.

This verse pretty much sums up the respect that teachers have in Islām, and what status they deserve in the society as a whole. The followers are supposed to call their teachers in a way that reflects respect; there must be the factor of self-esteem, which should be placed in the way they are called upon. Even the prophets were supposed to be the teachers for the entire human community. It was one of the prime responsibilities of the teachers to instruct and to become an example for their followers. As it is mentioned in the Holy Book, if the teachers have the same level of the respect as Prophets then one can imagine the respect that they command. The Prophets are loved and followed by their followers; therefore, teachers must be looked upon in the same manner. As per Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.)\(^{220}\),

\(^{219}\) Al Qur’ān, Sūrat Al Nūr (24: 63).
\(^{220}\) Abī Daūd, Al Sunan. Eds. Abdul Hameed M. M., Cairo: Al Maktabah Al Tijāriah Al Kubrā, 3(317): 3641
“You must seek knowledge and train yourself to be dignified and one must be humble towards the people who have made them learn things”.

This statement provides an idea about how must they stay rooted to the ground and be polite with their teachers. They need to control their pitch, lower their gaze when they are talking to the teachers. At other instance, Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) said:

“Oh Allāh, do not let me witness the time when scholars are not respected and there is not enough respect for the people who have honor”. (Ahmed)

This statement illustrates the fact that Prophet (P.B.U.H.) did not appreciate the disdain towards teachers. He does not want to see the time when there is not much respect towards teachers and people with distinction and knowledge. His companion Saīdnā ‘Alī also came up with a very detailed advice about how teachers should be perceived and what is the place for Scholars. In the end, he compared teachers to the palm tree from where fruits are falling from and people are waiting to grab it. It is absolutely clear from this statement about many things that teachers deserve. The way one should talk to them, the way one should sit in front of them and what must be the general attitude of people in front of their teachers. There must be no information about the negative statements; and the negative comments in general must be avoided by them. The reference to the palm tree is a good metaphor as teachers is one that is giving the fruits of knowledge to their students who are approaching them. Another thing that is stated is that the information seeking must be stopped when teachers are tired, and their garments should not be touched. This shows the high statement of the teachers. At other instance, Saīdnā ‘Alī said:

---

“I am slave to the person from which I have learned a single word”.

This is another quote that illustrates that how much admiration they totally need. Thus, one must treat them as their masters, and one must behave like a slave in front of them. This means that one must not speak in front of their teachers as slaves are not supposed to speak in front of them. Even if you know more than them, it is required that they should keep quiet. This is another statement of the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) that shows that whether they are student or people, in general, the contempt for the teachers is not tolerated. It clearly shows that one who wishes to be termed as Muslim or portray themselves as Muslim must show enough respect towards the teacher\textsuperscript{223}. Furthermore, the people who are not respectful are not termed as persons who may be called Muslim. Thus, it is apparent that people whom we look upon have laid great emphasis on the respect of the teacher. People must remain silent in front of their teachers. Slaves are supposed to say nothing in the response. This is in synchronization with the attitude that was witnessed in the past that even when the people were false, they were supposed to be obedient towards.

2.12 The Concept of Rewards and Punishments in Religion

2.12.1 Introduction

The Sunnah after the Qur’ān is one of the main sources of Islamic Law. This is one thing that is still considered as one of the fundamental sources of Islamic legislation. When one looks at the Sunnah, it has more or less covered all the aspects of the Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) life. It is the prophetic tradition that these are the people who not only give direction to the people, but also educating them. There are great rewards for people who make other learn. He (P.B.U.H.) clearly stated that it is the compulsory for every Muslim

men and woman to learn\textsuperscript{224}. One who hides knowledge must go to hell. Herein, the concept of the positive and negative repercussions is needed to be looked at and at the same time; its profound impact on the Western society is also needed to be looked at. The Islamic concept points out that there must be a system of incentive for the teachers and their students. As per Muhammad (P.B.U.H.)\textsuperscript{225}:

“If any one pursues a path in search of knowledge Allāh will thereby make easy for him path to paradise and the angles spread their wings from good pleasure with one who seek knowledge and all the inhabitants of the heaven and the earth, even fish in the depth of water, ask forgiveness for him [2, 4, 5]”.

He said that when a man dies, all his deeds come to end, except for three which are the Ṣadāqah Jariyah, the knowledge from which benefits can be taken, and prayers of an offspring. There is also warning for people who are not part of the educative process, and Prophet has warned about inevitable suffering due to the fact that they ran away from learning and teaching all the time.

\textbf{2.12.2 Punishment and Western Perspective}

This point looks at the western point of view in regards of reward and attempts to provide perspective. The western scholars have a fair idea about the concept of reward and punishment, and how it shapes the human. The human behaviors are programmed in the manner that makes sure that they reap benefits from their environment and at the same time, avoid things that bring punishment. To get the better understanding of this concept, it will be important to look at the way people behave. They either are working for money and their economic wellbeings such as leisure, recreation, health benefits and post-retirement plans.


Then, there are rewards that are not monetary, but more symbolic such as the designation, large working place and access to the parking\textsuperscript{226}. People will work hard when they see their efforts reap the benefit and improve their performance. These people seem to value the rewards that come with the effort that is undertaken by them.

The concept can be better understood by looking at the Skinners Beyond Freedom and Dignity. Being one of the more influential psychologists of his time and termed as the founder of the behavioral sciences. His book challenges the conventional wisdom of values in the western world. As per his deduction, there are certain behaviors that might be perceived wrong and right by the person at that point of time. But, when one looks at the motivation behind these actions, then it becomes sure that there is not anything that can be termed as right or wrong; but instead, they are the result of the contingencies that are related to the positive as well as the negative connotation of that result. This concept was illustrated by Skinner in a more profound manner when he said that\textsuperscript{227}:

\textit{“Whenever there is any group, there seems to be order, like punishing people whose behavior is not in sync with the people of that group, but when the government performs that function, they delegate that task to the people who are more powerful in that social sphere. There are many ways though this decision might be implemented, like the concept of the good and the bad can be termed in a legal manner. The behaviors are more contextualized by specifying the punishments. Then there is religious agency that seems to be working on its own that defined good and bad in the context of being pious and sinful. The contexts then are codified in the example of the religion text that is maintained by the specialists”}.


When the system of the reward and punishment is conceptualized, so that there is a context behind the human behavior; then it implies that the human behavior cannot be molded in any manner or measured for that matter. The results are the one that control the behavior. Thus, the western philosophy talks about the fact that there must be place for learning through controlling the external variables. Moreover, people behavior is dictated by their incentives and interest. For instance, when one learns to ride a bike, or swim for the first time, throw the ball, sweep a floor, etc., all are the responses that are controlled by external impulses. With the passage of time, the unsuccessful responses to the situation are negated. For instance, when one dresses in a certain manner, it brings acceptance from the staff and the employees, teachers, and other social gatherings. Thus, it can be deducted that the approval is something that defines the behavior. The effects of reward and social activities are somehow critical.

2.12.3 Concept of Reward in Islâm

The concept of the reward and punishment in Islâm can easily determine the successful life. Each phase of life is test from Allâh; so that, he can see whether we are his true servant or not, and get away from distractions. As stated in the holy Qur‘ân:

“Believers are the ones that fear God and have fear for nothing else”.

This seems a simple task; however, the things are not that clear many times. Thus, there is a need for additional motivation in the form of reward and punishment. It plays an integral part in the life of human beings. People operate on the basis of this factor; similarly, Allâh also understands the followers through this factor. So, Allâh has given his messenger a fair insight about the benefits that follower are going to achieve during the procession of

---

Miraj, where Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) was taken on an insightful journey of Jannah and Jahannum. The general rule of thumb is that there is a reward for good deeds and repercussions for something undesirable. The man is free to make all of the choices. He has the intellectual capacity and thus can have control over the decisions and can also tell a difference between right and wrong path. The Islām is such a motivation force for people who want to follow the right path. There is a great motivation for the people to follow the code of Islām, and they have to behave according to the Islamic behavior. At the same time, there are many facets to this concept as well. It establishes the bond between man and God; among men themselves; between the elements of the nature and the other belongings of the nature, and the innermost person that reside inside a man. Islām views human life as something that is indispensable. The external impulses of the person and the innermost feelings are, thus, controlled by this concept of the reward and punishment. Therefore, this concept in its core is something that encourages people with enough rewards and reprimands them for wrongdoings. Absolute power is with Allāh and all these things come from him. As a matter of fact, Allāh has the authority to determine what sort of benefits and rewards a person is entitled to every action. Thus, whether there is a punishment or reward, these are dispensed by Allāh only, and no human being has the authority to take this decision into their hand. There is a single authority, which is taking all of these decisions and punishment. These are certain powers that rest with Allāh only, and he is the one that can grant a reward to someone and he is the one that has the end call when it comes to punishing any person. At the end, it is one authority that demands utmost respect and it is one thing that ultimately sets rules and guidelines for every action230.

The freedom though is an integral part of the Islamic way of life. The person is free to make their own judgment, and it is their own judgment that makes them eligible for punishment or reward. It is also important to note that there is not a punishment on the part of the Allāh if there is any compulsion at the first place. There is a reward for good things. The slightest good is appreciated in the eyes of the Allāh. There are two elements of the punishment and the reward. What it does is that creates inspiration among the people as they are inclined to do good deeds and at the same time, push them back with the punishment. The self-interest is the focal point of any decision, and every action is motivated by either positive or negative intentions. It is right pointed out that when the person develops a liking for something then it means; then they are motivated by the self-interest and there is a likeness for that thing. These are the primary motivations for the person to do anything, and they are driven by internal impulses.

This is one thing that is defined in Qur’ān comprehensively as the prism of hell and heaven are used to define the good and evil elements. These are the natural motivations when making a decision regarding Kufr and Īmān. These are related to the positive and negative action of the person, and person relies on the faith to make his judgment and thus they do not make wrong decisions in their life. Qur’ān does not really buy into this idea that there are certain results that are followed by the sins and men are sometimes bound to make sins. This is something that can be termed as wrong as human imagination again is at the central point of decision-making. The sinner though can always have repented for these sins. Thus, there is always a chance for a sinner to improve their state.

When person is dying, as per the commandment from Allāh, his soul is separated from his body. The souls are, then, preserved for one final judgment as they will re-unite with their souls. At that point of time, either they are getting a reward or eternal punishment for their sins. The Qur’ān on the Sunnah on the other hand are very clear about it. They point
out with whether actions are good or bad, the end fate is being sealed by \textit{Allāh}. Thus, the reward might not be a natural result of any good deed, but it is instead \textit{Allāh} is blessing the person and he is the one that is most graceful and beneficial. The decision rests with \textit{Allāh} only undoubtedly. At the same time, the punishment for something also rests entirely with \textit{Allāh}, and \textit{Allāh} has the choice to punish that person.

The idea of the reward is somewhat a promise from God for good deed and at the same time, punishment to get rid of negative impulses. The good deeds though are always going to be rewarded\textsuperscript{231,232,233}.

\textit{“As a grace from us. Thus do we reward those who give thanks”? \textit{“And remember! Your Lord caused it to be declared publicly that if you are grateful, I will add more favors unto you, but if you show ingratitude, truly my punishment is terrible indeed”}}.

Love is something that is left for the followers who are obedient. Love is developed gradually in that way and affection is developed. It is the utmost desire of the followers that they can have the love and attention of \textit{Allāh}. On the other hand, ingratitude is something that might be coming from the acts and words of the person that rejects \textit{Allāh} and goes against his law. Thus, when one looks at the result, then it might mean that people who are guilty are always going to be loser and they will be the part of the hell’ fire and they are losing out on something special. It can be seen that the faith of the person is much stronger than law and order are ever going to be. The effect of the law and order are subdued in front of this force. The believers are the ones that are always going to accept the decision of the \textit{Allāh} and are always open to his commands. At the same time, there is an effort on their part

\textsuperscript{231} \textit{Al Qur`ān, Sūrat Ar-Ra’d}, (13: 25).
\textsuperscript{232} \textit{Al Qur`ān, Sūrat Muḥammad}, (47: 22-23).
\textsuperscript{233} \textit{Al Qur`ān, Sūrat ʿIbrahīm}, (14: 7).
to make sure that they please their God and to do that, they perform everything that is expected of them.

There is humbleness as well, and thus, they can achieve the salvation of the God. What is needed to be looked at is that even though they are not bringing any financial gains to the people who are following them, what they do is that they provide them a strong motive to obey their God as they know that Allāh has promised them that if they pass their life in a pious manner then it is always going to benefit them in a very wonderful manner. There are hardships that are part of this journey though and one has to go through difficulties in the world, but these are temporary in their nature. They also have this idea that people who do not believe will face the wrath of Allāh and eternal pain awaits them. This leads them to have belief in the good things and combine with their strong determination to obey and stay away from immoral life. Their belief is strong, and they know reward and punishment according to their behavior on the day of the judgment. These are the things that tempt them to lead a pious life and even if they face some repercussion in the short run, their after lives are always going to be beneficial and fruitful.

2.12.4 Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) on Reward

At one moment, Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) was asked by his companion that “which is the habit that is liked most by the Allāh”, to that Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) replied: “To offer prayers in the earliest times as possible time? His companion asked “what is the next best act”. To which He replied “Goodness to the parents to one’s parents and be dutiful to their parents? Then it was asked which the thing that is most desirable, to which he replied “To take part in Jihād and to propagate the cause of Allāh. The companion of Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) who asked these things and he was of the point of view that if he had kept asking he would have kept on telling him.
The Ḥadīth that has been mentioned above provides a very clear insight into the fact on the status of parents in Islām. It is the eventual mercy and blessing of Allāh, and it is an act that comes from the deep love of Allāh. There are many instances in which it can be seen that Allāh is kind upon its people from the Ḥadīth. There is an idea about gaining blessings for the day of the judgment, the increase in the one’s resources and eventually saving oneself from the harm’s way. Another beautiful aspect is that Non-Muslims are included in the context. There is a verse in Sūrat Al ‘ Ankabūt that relates rather beautifully to this piece of the information.

“And we have obligated men to be dutiful and good towards their parents.”\(^ {234} \)

After the obedience of Allāh, it is the thing that comes second in the list of things desirable by Allāh. It is mandatory for every Muslim to be polite towards them. It is their life that provides a person with clarity regarding the how to serve them in the best of manner as per the commandment of Allāh.

This Ḥadīth is not restricted to the Muslim parents, but even if the parents are non-Muslim, they deserve good treatment. If they are non-Muslim, Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) has asked us to show respect. They must be looked after they must be imparted the message of Allāh. If parents make you do something against Allāh’s wish, it must be the wish of Allāh that must prevail, but the parents must be respectfully explained about their position. When the parents are not in the best of the health condition, they are in the need of care and love just like children are when they are young. It must be realized that if our parents that take care of us when were most vulnerable and they helped us survive. The parents must be loved,

\(^ {234} \) Al Qur’ān, Sūrat Al ‘ Ankabūt, (29: 7).
and they must be taken care of in the manner that allows people to reap rewards the way it was mentioned in the previous Hadīth. We are indebted for our lives to our parents.235

There must be a conscious effort from the children to make sure that they are following their parents. The goodness cannot be achieved during their lifetime only, but when they are deceased. There should be no arguments with the parents; there must not be any refusal to help them, and small things must be avoided at all cost. These are the things that are done during the lifetime when they are not anymore in this world, and then there are ways to do things for them. It has to be kept in mind that there is not unique commandment that asks Muslim to recite Qur’ān on 3rd, seventh or 40th day of their death as commonly perceived in our society. These acts are not helping parents in any way whatsoever. As a matter of fact, it might be stopping the blessing of Allāh for the time being. What benefits them is the relentless prayers and begging Allāh for forgiveness. Children are duly rewarded for the good deeds accordingly, and parent’s status would also be elevated. At the same time, things like Ṣadaqah like water well, a mosque or even imparting knowledge to them.

2.12.5 Punishment as per Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.)

As per the Hadīth narrated by Jubayr Bin Muṭ’im:

“The person who cuts of the ties of kinship will not enter Jannah”.

This Hadīth points out towards the fact that relationships among kin’s known as Ṣilat Al Raḥim has profound importance in Islām as a good deed and severing ties are something that is not liked at all. It is something that will prevent a person from Entering Jannah. There

is a couple of instances when Allāh has cursed people who have severed his ties from their families\footnote{Abū Daūd. \textit{Al Sunan}. Eds. Abdul Hameed M. M., Cairo: Al Maktabah Al Tijāriah Al Kubrā, 3(317): 3641, 1950. Print.}.

“And the people who break the promise of Allāh, after they have ratified it and to which Allāh has commanded them they have severed that tie and are not good to their relatives and create mischief on the land have curse on them and there is an unhappy home for them”.

Ṣilat Al Rahim is always referred as politeness to the others and being kind. It also talks about being kind to the parents even if they are distant from their relatives, or corrupt and even if they do not appreciate. The emphasis on the family is seen in every religion, Islām has though taken it to the next level. One must also not expect anything in return if they are having well. The non-Muslim relatives also deserve good treatment.

A person is cursed if Allāh does not shower the mercy on them. It is the fair indication of the deprivation showed by Allāh as a person is punished in his life and even the afterlife. At the same time, it can be understood that there is no sin more worthy of the punishment as compared to the person which includes Allāh’s perpetration with someone else. He must also face oppression and cutting off ties from the family. Islām attempts set all the relationship in the right order. The relations with Allāh are included in it as well as the other part of the relation with the human beings. The Ṣilat Al Raḥim is something that is very important of this aspect of the Islām. However, the unfortunate fact is that most of the societies are acting in the complete opposite of the way Allāh has directed them. There is a lot of backbitings, cheating and an attempt to hurt our relatives all the time and hurl humiliation towards them.
At the same time, there is a very wrong precedent of abandoning relationships with people who are less wealthy. These are the examples of severing the ties\textsuperscript{237}.

There are three reasons for this dire situation. There is ignorance about the message of the \textit{Allāh}. The subject is not regarded highly even in the Islamic gatherings. Then, there is an increasing trend of materialism in the society that is hurting the family value, and family aspects are damaged due to this precedent. Then, there is an important factor of the way recent history is shaped up. The colonial mindset of the people and the industrial revolution has set apart the Muslim history. The period of European Renaissance was witnessed in the period when Muslims were doing well in the region of Spain. These movements somewhat accelerated the decline in the Muslim society, and thus it damaged the family system that was prevailing at that point of time.

With the passage of time, the influence of the colonialism became more pronounced, and the urban centers were the places where this concept became rather apparent. These problems are all caused by imitation of the West and ignoring our set of values. The relation between husband and wife, parents, parents and children and relations at the workplace all took a severe beating. The process continued rather continuously in the next period and the neo-colonial period. As per one example that was quoted earlier, the mass media especially television is also tearing apart the fabric of human relations. The same family members are distant apart from each other now, and it is the self-interest of the people which is prevailing these days. Thus, the concept of the global village has drifted people apart\textsuperscript{238}.

The research makes it clear that all of the rewards and punishment are coming from \textit{Allāh}. \textit{Allāh} does not make one suffer or bless above their capabilities. The small good deed


is appreciated in the eyes of the Allāh. The elements of the punishment and rewards are the same face of the coin that inspires people to do good deeds and stay away from the deed. However, the fact of the matter is that whatever reward person gets is not due to his deed, but it is the grace and the mercy of Allāh that determines that person’s reward eventually. The same things go for the punishment for the bad deed. As a matter of fact, this is one of the strong incentives to follow the commandment of the Allāh, and there is a close link between pleasing Allāh and performing good deeds that will eventually lead a person towards good life. These are the things that provide an eternal peace to the people. This is one thing that makes people lead a pious life, and then there is a belief that whoever disobeys the command of Allāh will suffer eternal punishment. It does not matter how much rich and prosperous life they are spending at this moment in this world. The western concept of the reward and punishment was also highlighted, and it allowed us to understand their motivation in a better manner. It is also illustrated that the environment impulses are the ones that are responsible for the motivation of the people.

2.13 Concept of Motivation in Christianity

There are people who become evangelical for several reasons: financial, political, among others. The disciples asked Jesus what they would receive for having left everything to follow IT (Mt. 19:27). Paul testified that many followed Christ for several reasons (Phil. 1.17, 18). In this section, a study will be taken up in this regard shedding clarity that not all motivations of the believer about following Christ are true. In Christianity, motivation is everything. God is not about as intrigued by our activities as he is in the motivation behind these activities. Obviously, activities (dutifulness) are not the slightest bit discretionary; however they mean little to God if they do not spring from our souls. People can perform the deeds of a servant without being a true servant; however in the event that they have the heart of a servant, they will perform their deeds of a servant.
In a wide sense, our essential motivation in the spiritual domain has a tendency that can be categorized as one of the two classifications: blame or effortlessness. Some imperative standards with respect to this subject have been drawn to late, criteria that the analyst accept have tremendous ramifications for who we are as a development.

2.13.1 Reasons and Motives

The word motivation in the dictionary is defined as an internal force that causes people to make certain decisions and attitudes. Motivations are very distinct, and they, in most cases, vary from person to person. There are individual and collective motivations that persist and others that change along the way\textsuperscript{239}. The motivation always has to do with goals, that is, with interest to where a person or group wants to go. Some motives are innate, such as getting food to satisfy hunger. However, most of them are acquired on the culture, and that people need to prioritize. Some scholars distinguish four basic types of needs. It includes psychological (eating and dressing), security (order, stability, and routine), social (love, affection, and belonging), esteem (prestige, independence, status) and self-actualization (employment and success). These motivations are categorized from a sociological perspective, which takes into account the relative need and consumption\textsuperscript{240}. In the Christian perspective, there are other motivations, among them: faith, hope and love\textsuperscript{241}.

Professionals working in the area of marketing have the adaptability to identify the motivations of people. Another specialty of advertising is to build need. Consumerism - which cannot be confused with consumption - feeds the creation of needs and motivations\textsuperscript{242}.

Christianity can, in some contexts, be compared to a commodity. There are people who buy according to your convenience in this regard Paul called the attention of the young Pastor Timothy and the church that this led (II Tim. 4.1-4).

2.13.2 False Motives of the Believer

The growth of the evangelical movement in Brazil has favoured the existence of a generation of believers whose motivations have nothing biblical. Some of these people are adhering to the various churches for unjustified reasons. The adoption of an evangelical mercantilist model, based on financial prosperity, is attracting people to the churches for purely monetary interests. There are few people who come to the churches asking what am I going to gain? Discourses propagated by some churches television show that reality. Adherents of this distorted theology of the witness who made a fortune by purchasing the “product” of a particular church.

There are “artists” who understand nothing of art, next to the church after the failure in the media. How can no longer be projected in the media, who are believers invent to sell their CDs Gospel among evangelicals. The songs composed by them are of poor quality, are but vain repetitions, have no Biblical support. The cult of instant and temporary, stemming from the realities shows, celebrities also reached the evangelical churches. There was a time when people were respected for their Bible knowledge of the support and the life that testified. The exhibition of the Bible is being replaced in some pulpits, tristemunhos by these “artists”. In an interview to a television channel, one model (do not know who) said he went to church because they leave that place with “high spirits”. The motivations of these people, to adhere to these churches are merely utilitarian. The “pastors” are fuelling this cycle in a way that it does not propagate a gospel and Jesus Christ (Galatians. 1.9).
2.13.3 The Real Reasons the Believer

The true motivations of the believer are backed by the word of God because it is God, not a man, who says what we need. The first human need is a Saviour. The wages of sin is death, eternal damnation (Romans. 6:23), and since all have sinned (Romans. 3:23), salvation becomes a priority need. God sent His Son Jesus Christ, that whoever believes in Him should not perish but have eternal life (Jn. 3:16). This is a simple message, but that is being overlooked in many evangelical churches.

The new birth and sanctification became unpopular doctrines, therefore, are no longer taught, it is more advantageous - especially from a financial standpoint - instigating prosperity. However, that all is vanity, it is vexation of spirit, or how it sheds a translation of Ec. 2:17 is “chasing after the wind”. The main motivation of the believer should be to glorify God, live for Him because we were created by Him for it. The predominant Brazilian evangelical theology in context is anthropocentric, that is, places the individual at the centre, instead of God. The believer was not called for fame, but for simplicity (Mt. 10:16), ostentation is not Christian; the gospel of Christ is no place for pride (Jo. 13.34, 35). Christ Himself came to serve, not to be served (Mc. 10.42-45), who wants to be first in the Kingdom of God to be the last (Mt. 20:27). The Kingdom of God is happening at this very moment, away from the media spotlight. Pastors and believers are toiling in anonymity for God. The speech's success has reached many believers, resulting in a generation of disappointed, because of realization. The pastor himself, excellent when taken seriously, was not for everyone (I Tim. 3.1-7), and some believers, because they cannot get to that ecclesiastical position, also frustrate.

The real motivation of the believer should always be to be with Christ, to abide in Him, regardless of the circumstances, to bear fruit (Jn. 15.1-8). Moreover, to just grow in holiness, developing the fruit of the Spirit should be the goal of every true Christian (Gal. 5:22). Christ did not promise wealth, fame and power in this century. Therefore, the actual motivation of the believer must be to carry on the will of God (Romans. 12.1, 2).

The biggest problem the educational process faces (and with which every leader must fight) is motivation. That is, how to overcome inertia and put into action a man. It is always easier to handle an object that is already in motion, to give one movement stopped. Therefore, a leader must always be more interested in application development and can be paid to a man who in this abilities. All the skills in the world will not help a person who lacks motivation. Before considering some concepts that influence the motivation of an individual, we must clearly define what the reason is. Motive is one factor for a person that compels him to perform a certain action. Within this concept, we can find two kinds of motivation: extrinsic motivation, which is not of the individual but the things around him, and intrinsic motivation, which itself comes from the individual.

Intrinsic motivations are always the most important because they come purely individual. Often, with extrinsic factors, the individual tends to do something about the pressure being exerted on him, and not because they want. This would be the case of a person in the church who teaches Sunday school because “there is no one who does it”. If that same person had an intrinsic motivation, it would be teaching because he feel that is what he wants to be doing. For this reason, the truly effective leader will develop intrinsic motivation in their congregations. People must not, however, discard the use of any external motivation. Extrinsic motivations are valuable, but only when they serve to awaken in the individual

---

their intrinsic motivations. Unfortunately, in many cases they have been used without their external appeal to the person's internal motivations. The result is almost always the same: the individual does things out of obligation and reluctantly.

One of the most common extrinsic motivations is to give rewards for certain actions\textsuperscript{245}. A promise to the person that if he does this task, he will receive a certain reward. The problem with this approach is that once the prize disappears, the person no longer continues to do the work assigned. There is a need to identify whether the extrinsic motivation is good or bad, and also, to see if it helped the individual to become a person of the initiative, who seeks to undertake new activities alone.

\subsection*{2.13.4 Christian’s Belief of how to Motivate Individuals}

\subsubsection*{2.13.4.1 Expose the Person to Reality}

The first way identified to motivate people is creating a need to expose them to reality. Thus, a person can respond to a need that might have been ignored before. This would apply to a person who has no desire to ease the burden of the poor because they do not think it necessary, or that the poor are so poor\textsuperscript{246}. But if people give that person the opportunity to be exposed to the reality, either by visiting a marginalized sector of the city or living with a poor family for a few days, you will see that the needs are immense and there is much that can be done. Not only this, it is very likely wanted to start doing something himself.

Likewise, people cannot motivate others to change their attitudes or behaviour if they do not perceive the need to amend. There are multitudes of people who have plenty of problems, but never do anything about it because they are not aware of these problems in

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}
their lives. It is noticed that people, in Christian circles, use a bad philosophy and do not work to solve the issues. People are dedicated to teaching those things that other don’t need at that time. It is like giving an individual a phone book and asks him to memorize, “for the day when they are installing a telephone in their home”.

If you do not take the time to show people what their needs are and provide relevant solutions, there will be few results as leaders. If looked at the ministry of our Lord Jesus, it will be seen immediately that this was one of their rules of work. He was teaching his disciples enough so that might be effective in a situation. He sent them to practice. During practice (when exposed to reality) they realized they were missing a lot more preparation. They returned to the Lord full of questions and eager to learn. The Lord came to give them a little more preparation to practice sending them again (and again be exposed to the reality). Thus, it can be seen that there was a perfect balance between what they received and what they wanted as a result of constant exposure to reality. It can be observed that it helps to motivate a person's exposure to the reality, the facts and real life circumstances. This is not only good for the individual because it helps you to change, but also because it gives you the opportunity to develop a sense of responsibility and stimulates growth. There is his most important responsibility of a leader.

2.13.4.2 Getting People to Develop their Capacities to the Fullest

You can be sure that the more invested in motivating people will be more developed. The point to consider is: every time you give a person a responsibility that requires almost no effort; you are balancing an opportunity to grow. The Lord was not content to ask his disciples to rank people in groups. He gave them a much larger responsibility, “Give them

---

something to eat you”\textsuperscript{248}. His powerlessness against this motivated them to learn more about how to minister properly. When you see people who can give more, give them more responsibility.

2.13.4.3 Provide Stimulus and Recognition

A second method by which a person's recognition is effectively achieved is by stimuli. It often happens that people are discouraged because they were constantly pointed out what they do wrong, instead of recognizing what they do well. Constant criticism tends to deflate even the most enthusiastic\textsuperscript{249}.

The problem that has been seen with great frequency in many leaders is that they tend to get greatly excited with what they are doing, but they have very little enthusiasm for what others around them do. The actual test of the effectiveness of a teacher is not in what he knows, but what his students know. Without the proper amount of recognition and encouragement, they will never have the motivation to learn what their teacher knows. Mistrust in our abilities is a direct result of the lack of encouragement and recognition in our lives.

2.13.4.4 Provide Models

The third way to motivate is through a demonstration of how things should be done\textsuperscript{250}. The problem with many churches is that they have too many people who are dedicating their time to encourage the congregation to “do” things, but no one explains and demonstrates exactly how they should be done\textsuperscript{251}. An excess of exhortations does not lead


to action, but many people with inferiority complexes and guilt. The reality is that most believers know what to do, but few do because they have not shown them how to do it\textsuperscript{252}. It is important not to focus only on exhort, but also to explain and demonstrate. The reason Christ was so effective in motivating pupils is he ever taught them something without proof in his life. He exhorted them to love because He first loved; He urged them to serve, and he served; He urged them to preach and showed him how he did, and so on.\textsuperscript{253}

2.13.4.5 Radiate Enthusiasm

People can motivate others who radiate personal enthusiasm. One of the most common problems which the Christian leader faces is to continue to maintain the enthusiasm over the years. Many times it seems that the ministry becomes a boring routine that has no dynamism. If enthusiasm is low, people may not be able to motivate anyone in the church or congregation\textsuperscript{254}. Enthusiasm is contagious, and if a person wants to motivate congregation, he/she will have to show large amounts of enthusiasm in everything being done or said. This method requires much more work than others, and then one must be willing to demonstrate everything he teaches. However, it is a challenge that if any one invests in this form of motivation: the results will be extraordinary.

2.13.4.6 Remove Emotional Barriers

It is believed that it will be very difficult to motivate a person who is angry, spiteful or sore for some reason. What you mean to a person is far more important than what you can say or do for him/her. Moreover, this will determine how a person will hear what he has to say. Between a leader and his followers, there must be an atmosphere of total acceptance\textsuperscript{255}.

Be honest with those around him; let them see it as it is. It is often seen a leader to fall for wanting to pretend to know everything. That does not make acceptance; people feel inhibited and, what is worse, they also realize that the leader is not honest with them.

2.13.4.7 Step up Personal Relationships

Always remember this principle: the closer an individual is to a person, the closer are the ties that bind and the greater are the chances of motivation\(^{256}\). The problem is that many times people want to motivate others without knowing them or show interest in their personal lives. By this, a habit to avail informal moments in meetings is created because when a person meets other people, it strengthens the ties between them. Wherever a person leaves, it is essential to cultivate personal relationships with those around that person. Take time to internalize what others are experiencing. Also, choose from among the congregation, some people with whom time can be spent. It will be seen how motivated they will be when they want to encourage for a particular activity.

2.13.4.8 Unconditional Love Show

For twenty-seven years, the researcher has devoted himself to study the life of Jesus. It is believed that no factor influenced both the level of their motivation for the disciples as the unconditional love he showed towards them\(^{257}\). Irrespective of their mistakes and how severe they were, he always remained deeply loving, despite what they were. It is noteworthy that the Lord never rebuked the disciples for their mistakes; but he rebuked them for their lack of faith. Love begets loyalty, devotion and dedication.


2.13.4.9 Trust What God Can Do

One of the most valuable lessons that has been learned over the years is that God does not call a person by what he is, but for what he can become\textsuperscript{258}. All people have value to the cause of Christ, and as leaders, it is our responsibility to communicate this truth constantly. Often, people tend to get away from others with “rare” contact and stick to those who actually seem to be much “better”.

2.14 A Jewish Psychology of Motivation

For nearly fifty years, the prevailing standard in brain research was behaviourism\textsuperscript{259}. The psyche was viewed as a black box, mysterious, and all the more essentially, insignificant to clarifying human conduct. All living animals were accepted to work by one straightforward tenet: some outside energy, or boost, would act in a manner that influenced the animal, and the animal would react likewise. A charming boost would fortify whatever the animal was doing when it happened while a negative jolt would dishearten the conduct with which it was related. Behaviourists accepted that the basic idea of prize and discipline was sufficient to foresee and modify all human and creature conduct\textsuperscript{260}. Nor were motivational methodologies utilized just with kids. The 
\textit{Talmūd} relates that when Rabbi Elazar kicked the bucket, he deserted a child who was famously indecent. Rabbi Yehudah needed to influence the young person to come back to the way of his fathers. He searched the chap out in the seamiest piece of the town, and when he spotted him, he appointed him as a rabbi. Rabbi Yehudah then said: Now that you have been appointed, you will unquestionably need to go along with me in the yeshivah, to completely create your remarkable ability. Also with that, Rabbi Yehudah dragged him to the place of study and

allocated him Rabbi Shimon as a coach. At whatever point the young person would get demoralized and undermine to come back to his old companions, the patient mentor would say: “A gold crown has been set on your head, and you are called Rabbi, but then you wish to leave?” Moreover, so the understudy stayed on until he inevitably got to be known as Rabbi Yose, a researcher and exemplary man in his own particular right.

This apparently audacious utilization of rewards and impetuses is surprising, in the perspective of the various *Talmūdic* references admonishing the understudy to study Torah for its purpose. The Torah understudy is cautioned not to make the Torah “a crown to glorify oneself with, nor a grievance with” - i.e., not to utilize it as an instrument for accepting instalment or distinction. Jewish law prohibits an educator of Torah to get instalment for his work and chastens one who is egotistical due to his learning. The learner is even urged not to study for the purpose of a profound prize. The Mishnah states: “Don't be similar to the individuals who serve their expert on condition to get a prize, yet be analogous to the individuals who serve their expert without any conditions”\(^{261}\).

The thought is to study for its particular purpose, not as an activity in fulfilment toward oneself, yet in valuation for without a doubt the value of the study. God charges us to study the Torah, which is the encapsulation of a great thought. Accordingly, by examining, we get to be sublimated in the most crucial part of Godliness. How then, can Maimonides endorse the utilization of extraneous helpers? Doesn't this refute the entire idea of learning for its particular purpose? The determination originates from an announcement in the *Talmūd* itself: \(^{262}\)

In the perspective of the premium put on doing admirably for its particular purpose, why is faith in prize and discipline so integral to Judaism? The youthful youngster acquainted

\(^{261}\) Torah. Avot 1:3.

\(^{262}\) Talmud. *Pesachim*, 50b
with the cheer, then, is not advised to learn Torah so as to get confections and desserts; he comes to learn Torah because it is intrinsically significant. The letters are spread with nectar to bring up to him that Torah is sweet. The prize itself is personally bound to the otherworldly world it is intended to support. It never turns into the sole centre of consideration.

The part of the motivating force could be better seen by putting it in the bigger connection of prize and discipline as a rule in Jewish custom. Maimonides refers to as one of the thirteen essential standards of the confidence the conviction that the noble are remunerated, and the miscreants are rebuffed. In the perspective of the premium put on doing great for its particular purpose, why is this conviction so vital to Judaism? Why is not sufficient to accept that excellence would it say it is the own particular prize? It ought to be enough that we do well, regardless of the fact that we do not accept that there is any prize for our activities. This is particularly shocking in light of the mishnah referred to above, which says that we are not to be similar to servants that serve their expert for a prize.

It is useful, in this setting, to recognize different sorts of prizes. Maimonides' stepping stool of motivating forces, then, is more than an intends to wheedle a youngster to a troublesome assignment. The adolescent tyke, whose first impression of goodness is tactile, is told that Torah brings sweetness. As the kid comes to esteem less unmistakable measurements, Torah is depicted as a definitive wellspring of profound joys. The motivations offered the youngster serve as models of worth, however not as its cost. Also with time and development, these models keep on being refined.

We can maybe clear up this idea by inspecting an alternate Mishnah:
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“If affection relies on upon a reason, then when the reason vanishes, so does the adoration. At the same time an adoration that does not rely on upon a level headed reason can exist always”

On the off chance that affection is to be impenetrable to the storms of life, it must transcend reasonable reasons. It must be charitable, love for it purpose, exactly as study and ethicalness must be defeated their particular purpose on the off chance that they are to proceed notwithstanding unfavourable circumstances. However, then, even as we concur that facades, for example, riches and excellence are poor explanations behind adoring, affection does not create in a vacuum. We have a reason that initially pulled in us to our companions and life partners.

The ramifications of benevolent adoration are not that we should subjectively and arbitrarily pick the organization we keep. Benevolent adoration is the focal worth, and the reasons that draw us together are the facilitators of that affection and reflect the development of our idea of intimate romance. Subsequently, one who is juvenile will pick companions focused around physical allure; with time, one discovers that identity or optimism is better measures of the estimation of the companionship. These “prizes” are updates to us of the estimation of our kinship. Eventually, however, the test of intimate romance is our capability to keep on giving of ourselves paying little mind to what we receive in exchange. In the event that our affection falls away when we probably won't profit from the relationship, it is a sign that our adoration was never genuine in any case. The instructor who looks to persuade hesitant kids to healthy and intelligent development, hence, must contemplate how motivating forces are connected. Compensate and discipline are lacking executors of progress.
The underlying supposition of the behaviourist standard is that all creatures are interested in any control. Anyhow after the beginning lab victories, proof started to mount demonstrating that there were points of confinement on what sorts of practices could be evoked. Case in point, rats could be prepared to dodge certain divine sustenance’s if the nourishments contained a substance that instigation. So it is with us in our trip through life. There is a “stallion” inside each there is the grand piece of us that perceives the deepest implications: the inward “understudy of us, persuaded by the everyday, in the same way as physical joy and alarm of ache. There is a “mentor driver” that climbs over the carnal: budgetary prize is uniquely human, yet still unremarkable. At that point, traveling to his expert. The reality of the matter is that we all make the outing together, the understudy playing the mentor driver, the mentor driver nourishing the steed, and the stallion pulling the travelers along so he will be sustained. However, we do not get to Mezeritch on the off chance that we permit the stallion to lead. It is the Chassid who must manage the terminus.

2.15 Motivation and Religious Coping

One possible clash of the situation of physical and mental diseases. Beside the profane or the secular, is the religious coping, which uses resources of the religious order to understand the illness and deal with it. Often personal or situational emergencies are faced by people, at least in part, with the use of religious prayers, promises, pilgrimages, rituals and ascetic exercises shares, as the various religions, including Christianity. In Christianity, in particular, one of the strongest manifestations of the presence of the kingdom of God were physical healings and cures that some now call psychic or psychosomatic. These cures often requested by the patient or others. It is remarkable that these cures usually did not end in physical or psychological motivation but pointed to a kind of religious motivation,

specifically freedom from sin and union with God. The question “Is it possible to Psychology establish the existence and effectiveness of religious coping?” has as its starting point the recognition by Kenneth Pargament, the extraordinary power of religion. This led him to ask “whether religion adds to facing something beyond what is provided by the secular world”\textsuperscript{266}. He cites, in fact, some studies demonstrate novel effects of religious coping. An example is his study in 1990 that showed the difference, small but statistically significant in avoidance behaviour by the use of profane or religious coping. In this study, the secular confrontation led to dodge that only diverted attention from painful thoughts, while religious coping gave direction, stability and comfort.

In the 1990 article calls for the versatility of religions that is “adapt to weather changes, circumstances and needs” exactly thanks to its “abstract, symbolic and mysterious character”. The protein and non-trivial character of religion would make it possible to use in any situation. In a later text, 1996, appeals to what he call “a unique feature” of religions, i.e. the sacred. It details some of the sacred components: “connection with the ancestors, mystery, suffering, hope, finitude, delivery, divine purpose, redemption”. It proposes that the sacred, by virtue of not subordinating no psychological or social purpose, gives religious person an understanding and an ability to face peculiar reaction to events that are beyond their control.

As modern science, psychology has established as its object the phenomena occurring in the range of human reality situated between the purely logical and biological, i.e., the psychic. It has advanced the understanding of this object with concepts, models and methods themselves\textsuperscript{267}. When faced with religious behaviour used in situations of personal


and social urgency, Psychology, by virtue of its principles, is authorized to issue a judgment about the behaviour, motivation and effectiveness of this behaviour. If, as modern empirical science, psychology refrains include any transcendence in its epistemological and methodological assumptions, the researcher thought it escapes it can decide on the proper religious behaviour. From this point of view, the researcher does not think it is possible to answer the question posed by Pargament relating to a different effectiveness of effectiveness achieved by secular religious coping.

In other words, it seems a question misplaced. It does not deny the results of studies that indicate a different and superior efficacy of religious coping, but denies the possibility of Psychology achieve it in their religious quality\textsuperscript{268}. Psychology must be content, as secular science, with a secular assessment of religious coping. It is not asking if God helps, but if you believe in God helps\textsuperscript{269}. I think the problem arose in Pargament, almost inevitably, the population studied, namely: Americans linked to the modern culture of Christianity. Partly reacting to the delimitation of this culture and partly suspecting a wider possible environment for the question, Pargament refers to the concept of the sacred as able to explain the uniqueness of religious coping. That would be the holy quest for religious significance, i.e., the meaning and relevance, quirky and potentially so powerful? If a person, in other words, can give the event that afflicts a meaning and guaranteed by the sacred importance, it certainly draws a new direction and a superhuman strength. In part we can recognize such an explanation as good. However, Pargament seems to attribute the sacred characteristics of various orders: end in itself, connecting with ancestors, mystery, hope, finitude, delivery,

\textsuperscript{268} Ibid.
divine purpose, and redemption. Some of these features are exactly sacred; others are religious, indeed Christian.

The connection with the ancestors, the mystery surrounding the suffering and finitude and an order not subject to psychological or social purposes are qualifications of the sacred. These can be described as the transitional area between the profane world and the God of religion. However, divine purpose, redemption and, in this context, hope clearly relate to religious qualifications, pointing to the Christian God. While, Pargament has located the arguments on the ground of the sacred, the researcher believed that it remains in the territory of the empirical, natural. Although of great depth, that psychology as a science can achieve. Certainly, people whose coping “religious” has the nature of being “sacred” mobilize coping cognitions, motivations, and drives that offer a new configuration of existence. It can reach through the immune system, the range of biological in man. I presume the natural religions and, to some extent, the religions of the word embedded in a pre-modern system desire the use of sacred. They may, therefore, be subject to a psychological judgment, even as its unique efficacy. The proper religious coping, on the contrary, I think escapes the reach of psychological look. The judgment of the effectiveness of this confrontation will be the purview of who administers the religious reality as such.

Underlying this discussion is, of course, the concept of sacred, secular and religious. Sacred not only opposes the profane, from the definition of Durkheim, but also religious. It can be said, in substance, that the sacred, as a noun, means “realities that represent essential values and ideals, of which man sees beneficiary and guarantees”. These realities “behave the interdict of transgression, because its violation would destroy the very meaning of being supportive of these values”. These realities are perceived as inherent in the

world and revealing of a mystery. In comparison, through the semantic differential Christian God the sacred is realized in the depth dimension while God is perceived in both depth dimension and height. Associations with depth invade the whole being, be found when the man enters himself; make access to authenticity, source and origin, and give serious weight to things; take root in the vital forces of mystery.\textsuperscript{271} Associations with height are, among others, positive links with “strength, excess, power, sovereignty, majesty, domination, sublimity, fascination, glory, and admiration”. It is perceived therefore as an essentially sacred human but open, which gives it the character of “transitional area” for religious, seen as transcending the human reality.

Based on this understanding, it was possible to assign the sacred Pargament not only great psychological depth and transitional aspect for religious status as the object of psychological science. This same understanding, however, led to keep out of reach of Psychology by certain characteristics attributed to the sacred, which proved itself religious characteristics\textsuperscript{272}. The question of the effectiveness of religious coping with the disease is unravelling under these conceptual guidelines. Both theoretically and professionally, no distinction between religious, sacred and profane has led to misunderstandings. It has been placed under the religion in Psychology or Psychology in religion, somehow in defiance of modern consciousness. There are religious that see sin at the root of all diseases and, as religious, are enabled to meet psychological dynamics.

There are psychologists who do not recognize autonomy of religion and religious identity with the psychic, often pathological\textsuperscript{273}. Fortunately, there are those who make

\begin{footnotes}
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distinctions acquire their skills or respect for others who do not have the expertise in psychology or religion. It will be possible to continue using religious resources of religious coping, religious and non-religious use of the resources for the sacred confrontation, pastors and theologians to distinguish the appropriateness of religious behavior and psychologists to judge the adequacy of psychic behavior, religious or not. To conclude, the researcher thought the issue of singular efficacy of religious coping as such cannot be evaluated by a psychologist. Although the psychologist can assess the effectiveness of the sacred, including the sacred that allows the insertion of the religious man.

2.16 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, first and foremost, motivation was defined from both the theorist’s perspective and the Islamic viewpoint. It is supported by critical review on how the theories of motivation perceive it. such as the Drive Theory, Incentive Theory, Arousal Theory, Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation Theory, Maslow’s Need Hierarchy Theory, and Two-Factor Theory perceive it. Following a comprehensive review of motivation from an Islamic perspective, the works of various authors, such as Alawneh, Shakoor, ‘Alī, Alias and Shamsudin, Crane, Ather, Khan and Hoque, Smither and Khorsandi, and various other authors who have made significant contribution to literature on this subject area were reviewed. Finally, the types of motivation in Islām, social and economic context were discussed, while also presenting the perception and role of motivation in Christianity and Jewish psychology. This chapter has formed a basis for the following chapters as it clarifies what Islām fundamentally teaches who Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) is, and how his life had motivated his followers.
CHAPTER 3: FINDINGS OF THE RESEARCH

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents findings from the Holy Qur’ān, Hadīth, and Sunnah about the concept of motivation as well as the notion of motivation from the perspective of Christianity and Judaism. This chapter discusses the motivation theory in light of Islām and presents an analysis on where modern theories of motivation fall short.

3.2 Christian’s Belief of how to Motivate Individuals

3.2.1 The Right Path

Motivation, though centralized on the notion of doing an action that is driven by needs and requirements, is strengthened through inspiration and being believers. A verse in the Bible highlights the fact that a human being should not be self-centered, and to care for others.

“The greatest among you will be your servant. For whoever exalts himself will be humbled, and whoever humbles himself will be exalted.”

Being self-centered influences the motivation of a person to care for himself, and not for others, and to follow the path of righteousness. In Christianity, motivation is considered everything, as identified in the literature review and is the driving force for an action. Motivation does not concern with pleasing oneself through activities that are best suited for oneself, but for the love of God. However, diluting motivation and also, the need for submission dilutes its very cause. The love of God – the Creator is a strong motivation that leads a follower, a true believer, to submission at a desired level. It is not influenced by

274 (Matthew 23:11-12)
forced actions but relies on a perpetual cycle that binds together the belief of a Christian in the God, and not the church itself.

### 3.2.2 Motivation towards One True God

Transparency is required in order to transform a non-believer into a believer, and this should be supported with a clear need and action. A common factor in Christianity and Islām is identified in the form on following one true God and no other. This is cohesive in the religions as it is a requirement and is directly linked to the concept of soul and faith. In Christianity, the actions that result from motivation are in the form of cleansing – known as Baptism, attending the Church sessions, reading Bible to name a few.

### 3.2.3 Result-Oriented Action

One of the measures of an action, as identified in Islām, is the concept of reward and punishment, which drives the motivation of an individual. However, in Christianity it is categorized into standards that can be acceptable or unacceptable, thereby validating the motivational force and the action made. An acceptable action, as per the teachings of Bible, such as ‘Love thy neighbour’ motivates an individual to engage in a positive and constructive behaviour with other individuals. In reward, God validates his action and is pleased with him. This concept of result-oriented action in Christianity is rooted through the motivation an individual has towards Jesus. It drives leaders to link every action with the teachings of Christ275.

---

It can be observed that in Christianity the result-oriented motivation makes an individual to go the extra mile in everyday life and to submit to God. In case, if the individual is not displaying the needed devotion toward God, he/she may believe that it will lead to an action that is a form of punishment from God. This notion is usually identified to be similar in monotheistic religions and is a kind of reinforcement condition validating reasons or conditions to motivate an individual to perform a task.

3.2.4 Showing Unconditional Love

For 27 years, I have devoted myself to study the life of Jesus. It is believed that no factor influenced the level of his motivation for the disciples as the unconditional love he showed towards them\textsuperscript{276}. Irrespective of their mistakes and how severe they were, he always remained deeply loving, despite what they were. It is noteworthy that the Lord never rebuked the disciples for their mistakes: but he rebuked them for their lack of faith. Love begets loyalty, devotion and dedication.

3.3 Motivation to Follow the Pillars of Īmān

As discussed in the literature, there are six pillars of Īmān\textsuperscript{277}. It is mandatory for Muslims to fulfil the actions suggested by these pillars. The following section discusses these pillars in such a way that it becomes evident why Muslims are so motivated to perform the actions proposed by these pillars\textsuperscript{278}.

3.3.1 Pillars of Īmān

There are six pillars of Īmān, as discussed in the literature. These include belief in Allāh, angels, divine books, Prophets, the Day of Judgment, and the belief on Al-Qadar i.e. belief in Allāh’s determination of human affairs\(^{279}\). In many instances in the Holy Qur’ān and Hadīth, it is evident that those who believe in the Īmān are those who will be blessed in both worlds. It is stated in the Holy Qur’ān in Sūrat An-Nisā’ (4: 136). All Muslims should believe this that it is Allāh who determines all the affairs; hence, it is obligatory on Muslims to put their trust in Allāh\(^{280}\). The belief in these six pillars motivates the believers to perform good deeds because if Muslims believe in Allāh and His messengers, only then they will be motivated to follow the suggested path. The Day of Judgment in itself is a motivation for believers as no one would desire to burn in the Fire of Hell\(^{281}\). This motivation can only be acquired once a person believes in doomsday. Only when a person believes that there will be any such day as the last day, he or she will follow the path suggested by Allāh and the last Prophet.

If one knows that there will never be a day as the last day and all one has is this day and this world, there will be no motivation to do good for which there is no compensation. Then, only those who have faith strong enough to perform good deeds for the happiness of Allāh will do so. There is story stated in Lessons from Stories, Muḥammad Muḥammadi


Ishtehardy, which proves that belief in the Day of Judgment motivates believers to correct their deeds and do good deeds.\textsuperscript{282}

The story states that a poor Muslim found a ring lost by a Jew. The Muslim brought back the ring to the Jew to which the Jew questioned, “do you know the price of this ring?” The Muslim replied in affirmation. The Jew, in astonishment, asked the Muslim that “I didn’t know you found this ring, but you knew I am a Jew then why you had not sold this ring and used its money for a better life for yourself?” The Muslim replied we, the Muslims, believe in the Day of Judgment and (due to this belief). He add: ‘I thought that on the Last Day, when our deeds are accounted and when Moses (P.B.U.H.) and Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) are face-to-face, what will be the honour of my Prophet in front of yours.’ He further states that this is observed when you will complain your Prophet that a person from the Muslim 'Ummah (the 'Ummah of Muḥammad) has stolen my ring and Moses will ask Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) about it? With this thought, I come to give this ring back to you saving the honour of my Prophet”\textsuperscript{283}. This shows how the love of Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) and the reappearance in front of Him and the Allāh on a day that is yet to come motivates mankind to perform good deeds.

Aside from the love of Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.), if the Muslim in the story does not trust the Day of Judgment, he might not have returned the ring to the Jew. He might have looked at the closer benefits that he could have availed by selling that ring and using the money for a better life. However, his belief in the Last Day has motivated him to think in the long term and perform a righteous deed. This is an act that not only shows his love for


the Prophet but also the power in believing in the Day of Judgment, where every person will reap what he or she has sowed. As stated in Sūrat Ālī Ḥimrān (3: 25):

“How (will it be with them) when We have brought them all together to a Day of which there is no doubt, when every soul will be paid in full what it hath earned, and they will not be wronged?” 284

3.4 Relevance of Islamic Perspective of Motivation with Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs Theory

The Maslow’s needs theory explains the needs of humans and categorizes them in five levels, starting from basic to more intrinsic needs. This categorization suggests that humans move in a sequence and cannot go past or miss any of the steps to skip to the next level. Rather, only when one’s need is satisfied can the individual move on to the next level.285 This concept is also flawed because it is not always true that humans move in a sequence but, rather, there could be many needs active at a time. However, the theory is acceptable in its saying that one can never think of self-actualization, or even ego and status need if his basic needs like thirst and hunger are not fulfilled. The theory however is correct in suggesting that some needs are more important than others. In situations where, for example, in saving one’s life concerning such needs as with safety and security, the need becomes more important than hunger. This is where this theory fails to give any explanation. The categorization of needs is also present in Islām and this is where Maslow’s Hierarchy matches with that of the Islamic categorization of needs.

The Needs Theory in Islām is known as *Maqāṣid Al Sharī‘ah* which is given by scholars. This theory of needs in Islām presents three levels of needs. The lowest needs are known as *Ad-Ḍarūrīyāt* which are the basic survival needs. It is followed by *Al Ḥājiyāt* which are the complimentary ones, and then the last level of need is *At-Tahsīnyāt* which are the extra needs without which humans can survive but, after achieving a certain level, these needs get aroused in humans. Basic needs are further divided into five needs. The following figure presents the levels of needs as explained by *Maqāṣid Al Sharī‘ah*:

![Figure 6: Theory of Maqāṣid Al Sharī‘ah](image)

Though Islām and the concept of motivation presented by Maslow match as both have categorized needs in terms of levels, but there is a difference when it comes to what those needs are. That is, there is a difference in sub-needs that comes under a broader category of needs. The Maslow Theory only considers hunger, thirst and sex as basic needs.

---

while the *Maqāṣid Al Sharī‘ah* Theory considers religion as a basic need as well\(^{288}\). Property is not one of the basic needs in the Maslow Theory but it is in *Maqāṣid Al Sharī‘ah*. The concept of *Al Maqāṣid Ash-Shar‘iah* was introduced by *Al Ghazāly* and his teacher *Al Juwaiyni*. *Maqāṣid Al Sharī‘ah* when translated into English means “Objectives of the Islamic Law”\(^{289}\). These needs are explained by Muslim scholars where *Ad-Ḍarūrīyat* is the need by which human life is based on. These needs are the basic needs without which human survival becomes impossible\(^{290}\). Not fulfilment of these needs leads to disturbance and disruption.

The lowest level, *Ad-Ḍarūrīyat* or the imperative is further divided into five elements which deal with the protection of religion (*Ad-Dīn*), life (*An-Nafs*), reason or intellect (*Al ’Aql*), lineage (*Al Nasl*) and property (*Al Māl*)\(^{291}\). As the lives of the people depend on them, and their negligence can cause chaos, these elements need to be promoted and defended when their safety is threatened. The second type of need is *Al Ḥājiyyāt* which consists of the needs that are important. However, ignorance in the fulfilment of these needs does not bring about total disruption. Although neglect does not disrupt lives as such, negligence does, to some extent, cause hardships in the life of a community. The last level is *At-Taḥṣīnyāt* which consists of needs that are not basic and even of a secondary level. These are the extra ornamental needs which, if realized, can bring about improvement in a society in terms of wealth and prosperity. However, its un-realization does not cause any disruption.

The categorization of needs is present both in the Islamic and non-Islamic concept, however, the specifications of which needs are primary and which are secondary vary

---


considerably among the two schools of thought. Aghnides has described Sharī‘ah as divine revelations. According to Aghnides, “the concept of Sharī‘ah is broad enough to include the revelations made by the Hebrew Prophets and Jesus but their revelations are considered valid only in so far as they have been confirmed by those made through Muhammad (P.B.U.H.)”\(^2\)\(^9\)\(^2\). Matters determined through intellectual processes, such as belief in Allāh and his Prophet, lies outside of Sharī‘ah.

### 3.5 Relevance of Islamic Perspective of Motivation with Two-Factor Theory

Though the Herzberg Two-Factor Theory is mainly related to work environment and studies, as well as the concept of motivation as it exists in a workplace or organization, it also relates the concept of needs with that of motivation. This theory defines motivation within humans and suggests that basic needs should be there not only as motivators, rather, as dis-satisfiers when they are absent\(^2\)\(^9\)\(^3\). Actual motivators are the upper-level needs. This concept fits in with the concept of motivation in Islām when it comes to higher level needs but, since Islām categorizes religion under basic needs, this theory fails to explain the religious motives that are motivators and not dis-satisfiers. As stated in this theory, basic needs are the maintenance factors that work as dis-satisfiers when absent but not as motivators when they are present.

In the Islamic theory of motivation, religion is a basic human need that is termed as motivation if it is present and constantly motivates believers to work in the suggested direction. Whereas, its absence causes the stimulation to arouse people to search for something, and this stimulus is a motivation. As in the case of its absence in the early life of

---


Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.), it constantly irritated Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) to search for something unknown unless He is chosen by Allāh to convey His message to mankind²⁹⁴. Therefore, if religion is absent from the life of an individual who is pious at heart and curious to know the origin of humans and their link to the divine soul, the absence of religion causes stimulation. Whereas, if religion is present, it works as a motivator and not just as a maintenance factor as suggested by the Two-Factor Theory²⁹⁵.

For upper-level needs, the Two-Factor Theory matches with the concept of motivation in Islām that higher level needs constantly motivates humans to perform better and search to satisfy their self-actualization needs. However, there is one more thing that this theory fails to cater to and these are the needs above self-actualization. This is because this theory mainly work environment related, and its standpoint is justifiable. However, compared to the Islamic concept of motivation, after self-actualization, there comes soul motive that constantly stimulates the humans to link with the divine power and search for the belongingness of their soul²⁹⁶. There are other theories as well that are applicable to the work environment and organizational motivation²⁹⁷.

Rahman has worked on the Islamic concept of organizational motivation²⁹⁸. While presenting his works, he mentions the contemporary models of organizations. The three basic contemporary models of organizations are the bureaucratic organizations, human relations and organization humanism. The bureaucratic organizations exploit the self-

interest of the human nature\textsuperscript{299}. This structure works on rewards and punishments\textsuperscript{300}. The rewards are fringe benefits, increase in salary and other material rewards while failure to meet targets results in demotion and dismissal. In short, economic motivation is the basis of a bureaucratic organization.

The human relations school was based on experiments conducted to show that changes in the environment affect the efficiency of the workers. Later, it was observed that it was not the environment that motivated the workers but the caring attitude of the management which increased productivity. This model also had a shortcoming as the workers were too concerned about the management’s satisfaction rather than the collective satisfaction, giving the management a chance to manipulate the workers. The humanistic organization model is based on Maslow’s Theory and revolves around the fact that the satisfaction of human needs leads to an improved job performance. All three models provide extrinsic motivation but fail to motivate a worker from the inside.

Rahman further discusses that Islām gives a complete code of life. Islām not only guides in the daily affairs of the people but has also outlined the administrative behaviour of organizations and individuals\textsuperscript{301}. Organizations provide various services and are an integral part of the community’s daily activities. Organizations are made up of human beings who work together in order to provide services and earn a living in return. However, for workers to perform efficiently and diligently, they must be motivated.


The alternative Islamic organizational motivation theory preserves the basic human values and keeps the workers interested, efficient, responsive and motivated. The Islamic view of organizational motivation is that of the relationship of people with God\textsuperscript{302}. A Muslim believes that he/she is constantly being watched by \textit{Allāh}. According to a \textit{Hadīth}, “Worship \textit{Allāh} as if you see Him; for if you see Him not, surely he sees you”\textsuperscript{303}. A Muslim is motivated by the fact that he is accountable to \textit{Allāh} for all his conduct. This generates an element of sincerity which compels a person to work wholeheartedly and with dedication. Like other human beings, a Muslim is also motivated by the material gains but his faith in \textit{Allāh} keeps him away from temptation.

Temptation can demotivate a person from the life hereafter promised by \textit{Allāh} leading him towards worldly gains that are temporary. Temptation can emerge in various forms and can lead a person to stray away from the path of righteousness. The spirit to serve others is present in every human being and faith makes it stronger\textsuperscript{304}. Faith motivates a worker to perform better and serve the organization and its clients better. It also motivates a person to earn an honest living\textsuperscript{305}. This can then be related to basic needs in which religion is a basic need and motivation, as suggested by \textit{Islām}, whereas this does not exist in the basic needs, as explained by theories of motivation. Similarly, in the Two-Factor Theory, religion is not considered as a basic need that is essential for well-being. On the other hand, religion can also come under the higher level needs category because it has two types of motivation.


which drives a human being to perform or avoid certain actions. However, motivation
theories fail to cater to the religion aspect in either basic or higher level needs.

3.6 Contemporary Motivation Theories vs. Islamic Concept of Motivation

The discussion in this section starts from the theory that was being discussed in the
introduction section.

3.6.1 Drive Reduction Theory

The Drive Reduction Theory of Motivation lacks in several aspects when compared
to the Islamic view of motivation. Continuing the same discussion, aside from the points
discussed in the introduction, the Drive Theory also lacks in that it fails to explain why the
humans may have such a strong desire to perform an action that even after that action is
performed the motivation to perform further stays there. It does not explain why humans feel
motivated and energized to perform action for which a past action is also been performed.

In spite of the action performed before, the drive increased further and still they feel
so energetic about certain matters and feel much irritation- an irritation which is not easy to
be satisfied as compared to the irritations which can be satisfied easily\(^{306}\). It fails to explain
extreme human desire to perform certain action which is beyond just eating to satisfy hunger
or drinking to satisfy thirst\(^ {307} \). For example, what people will call the energy the \( Aṣ-Ṣahābah \)
have, to take part in holy wars where they even do not fear risking their lives? What people
will call the enthusiasm which is there to pray for long hours in night, when people are
feeling sleepy; what keeps \( Aṣ-Ṣahābah \) awake and praying? These are the motivations and

\(^{306}\) De Charms, R. *Personal causation: The Internal Affective Determinants of Behaviour*. New York:

drives which keep on increasing and its only explanation is the soul and the love of Allāh – the soul motives and the religious motives\textsuperscript{308}. Also, for those Muslims who have not attained a certain level of piousness, they may be motivated by external stimuli; however, that is also not catered for in the Drive Reduction Theory.

Nevertheless, the Drive Theory also matches with Islamic view of motivation in certain aspects. When the Drive Theory states that humans have to get back to a state of balance and when that balance is disturbed, appropriate drive reduction actions are taken by individuals to come back to the state of homeostasis, as stated in the \textit{Holy Qur’ān} in \textit{Sūrat Al Infiṭār} (82:7):

\begin{quote}
\textit{“Who created thee, then fashioned, then proportioned thee?”}
\end{quote}

Similarly dividing the motives into primary and secondary by the Drive Reduction Theory is also one of the concepts in \textit{Islām} where Ibn Taymiyah has divided human motives as \textit{Al ‘Awaliyyah} and \textit{Al Thānawiyyah} which means primary and secondary motives respectively\textsuperscript{309}. The former is related to human existence whereas the latter is not. The concept of these two types of motives in Western theories and in the view of Islamic motivation is the same.

\subsection*{3.6.2 Incentive Theory}

As mentioned in the literature, the Incentive Theory is more relevant with external stimuli and theorists suggest that the more attractive the external reward is, the stronger actions are performed to achieve what promises that reward\textsuperscript{310}. However, there are certain

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}
aspects of life which are over-driven by internal motives than external rewards and this theory fails to cater for those motives. This theory does not pay much attention to the drive and internal motivation and this is its prime weakness. If this theory is compared with the Islamic concept of motivation, it becomes evident that there is a clear concept of external reward and punishment in case of performing good and bad deeds respectively.

However, the failure of this theory to divert back to the internal stimuli is what lacks in this theory. This theory does not suggest anything about internal motivations which are at times stronger enough to negate an action which offers satisfaction however temporary. This can be studied more clearly when compared with the Islamic concept of motivation where Muslims are prohibited of certain things in life which, on the face of it, are so attractive that if Muslims are not fearful of the consequences which Allāh has informed them about or if they are not motivated by the rewards Allāh has promised, they would end up doing the prohibited actions. However, then again, the level of Īmān varies from person to person and this determines the actions and motivations.

In Islām, the concept of external stimuli is quite prominent. Muslims are motivated to perform good deeds and stopped from doing evil by offering them positive and negative motivations. Allāh has promised paradise to those who perform good deeds and, at the same time, make fearful those who disobey Allāh. The Almighty has drawn a sketch of paradise for believers to know what they are being offered and an explanation of what they will get if they fail to obey. In the Holy Qur’ān, in Sūrat Muḥammad (47: 15), it is stated:

“A similitude of the Garden which those who keep their duty (to Allāh) are promised: Therein are rivers of water unpolluted, and rivers of milk whereof the

311 Ibid. p. 377.
flavour changeth not, and rivers of wine delicious to the drinkers, and rivers of clear-run honey; therein for them is every kind of fruit, with pardon from their Lord. (Are those who enjoy all this) like those who are immortal in the Fire and are given boiling water to drink so that it teareth their bowels?"

This is an external motivation or incentive for Muslims to perform good deeds. However, Islām also relates it back to the concept of internal motivation which focuses attention on the happiness of Allāh which brings blessings. The internal desire to perform good deeds is to make sure the happiness of the creator which gives internal happiness to the believers. Islām relates the external stimuli of paradise with the internal motivation of Allāh’s happiness which this theory fails to do, as mentioned in the Holy Qur’ān in Sūrat Āli ‘Imrān (3: 148):

“So Allāh gave them the reward of the world and the good reward of the Hereafter. Allāh loveth those whose deeds are good”.

Hence, the rewards in this life and the life hereafter, as promised in the above Āyah, are external motivations; however, the statement that Allāh is pleased with those who perform good deeds is what motivates believers internally to do well and get the approval of Allāh Almighty which the Incentive Theory does not cater for.

3.6.3 Arousal Theory

As explained in the literature review, the Arousal Theory points out that humans have an arousal to drive actions and, when the arousal is high, the capacity to perform an action also increases. However, this occurs only up to an optimal level after which performance starts declining. This is very true as can be seen and felt it in the daily lives of people in that
people feel motivated to perform certain daily routine tasks up to a certain level. When that starts getting on people’s nerves, they start retracting from it as they become exhausted. This is the reason it is commanded to keep balance in everything as the excess of everything is bad. This concept of Arousal Theory matches with the concept of balance in Islām. The Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) has always asked Aṣ-Ṣahābah to perform Ṣawm and Ṣalāh in balance and not perform the ‘Ibādah to extremes. The concept of balance is stated in the Holy Qur’ān in Sūrat Al Furqān (25: 67) where Believers are asked to spend moderately neither too miserly nor lavishly:

“Those who, when they spend, are not extravagant and not niggardly, but hold a just (balance) between those (extremes)”.

There is a lack in the Arousal Theory. The theory fails to explain human behaviour in extremely challenging situations when they are overactive and performing the actions above the optimal level of stimulation312. This is of course justified by the concept of motivation in Islām; for believers, there is an explanation of what motivates them to perform actions which they would not think of performing in normal circumstances. This is of course the love of Allāh and the Prophet and the strength of faith which motivates Muslims to go beyond the normal levels of performing their ‘Ibādah. This can be seen in the lives of Aṣ-Ṣahābah when they are extremely motivated to perform actions or take part in activities such as holy wars and despite of being fewer in numbers and having lesser resources than the enemies they won the battles against.

Similarly, Aṣ-Ṣahābah like Abdullāh Ibn ‘Amr wanted to go to extremes in keeping fast to which the Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) has excused him from keeping fast

---

throughout the year and suggested Ṣawm three days a month. However, when he still insisted on keeping fast, the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) had not allowed him to keep fast throughout the year; rather, the Prophet suggested to him to keep fast on alternative days of the year\(^{313}\).

3.6.4 **Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation Theory**

As explained earlier, intrinsic is the internal motivation while extrinsic is the external motivation. This means the former is the motivation generated by internal and personal reasons without any concern for an external reward which one will get in return. On the other hand, extrinsic motivation is when humans perform a task in order to get an external reward or avoid punishment expected from an external source.

Individuals can be motivated extrinsically by the promise of religious rewards and threats of punishments. Intrinsic motivation is more related to the internal aspects, such as person feeling internally motivated to perform an action where he/she enjoys doing a task or feel satisfaction after its performance. Whereas, extrinsic motivation is when a person performs a task in order to get the external rewards or avoid punishment\(^ {314}\).

Even a student is motivated both intrinsically and extrinsically\(^ {315}\). A good example for this is quoted in the literature review, the types of motivation section, where it is mentioned that a student who faces difficulty in studies still studies to get rewards and avoid the teacher’s punishment. However, as soon as he starts developing interest in the subjects, he does it not to avoid punishment and get rewards but because he starts developing self-

\(^{313}\) Muslim H. Ṣahih Muslim, Book 6, Chapter 32, Number 2587. Al Riyadh: Dār Ṭaybāh. 2006. Print.


interest. Hence, there are two types: one is when a person in intrinsically motivated to perform an action, and second is when he/she does it to gain external rewards.

In Islām, both of these concepts, intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, exist and, depending upon the level and strength of Īmān, a person stays on different levels of motivation. He or she is thereby motivated by different factors and rewarded to perform good deeds, may it be internal or external. Though the concept of paradise and hell is an external stimulus whereas personal satisfaction is something internal, nobody has seen paradise and it is something which is yet to come. Therefore, to be motivated to perform something in order to get something one is yet unsure of, is what can be categorized as internal motivation. Because, again, this is faith and Īmān, on Allāh and His promise that He will bestow what He has promised. To perform ‘Ībādah, an effort to have a good life in the hereafter, is always encouraged\(^{316}\). Hence, the concept of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in Western theories can be well related to the concept of motivation in Islām.

Though the concept of both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation is there in Islām as well, the rewards which are offered to motivate a human in Western theories are different from the rewards offered by Islām to its believers. For example, the recognition for work in a workplace is an intrinsic reward in Western theories of work motivation. Whereas, intrinsic motivation for believers in a work environment as offered by Allāh is that they are being watched by Allāh or they are asked by the Almighty to perform their duties and fulfil whatever they promise to fulfil, as their souls will be judged on that\(^{317}\).

Muslims also have a desire for recognition. However, there is an additional

motivation, not only in Islām but in other religions as well. There are similar motivations which are called religious or soul motives which these modern theories fail to cater to. Similarly, pay is an extrinsic motivation for workers, generally, but the promise of paradise for those who fulfil their duties is yet another motivation for believers to complete their duties with the commitment and devotion which is not catered to in Western theories.

Further to intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, there is yet another concept which makes the Islamic concept of motivation different from Western theories. Islamic motivation clearly suggests the value of intention in the performance of a task. If there is no intention of doing well, then there will be no reward. However, if there is an intention to do well, but that task is not accomplished due to any reason, there will be a merit for the intention. This is what Western motivation theories do not cover as they do not suggest rewarding an employee in a workplace if he intends to do something beneficial for organization but fails to do so due to any reason. There are only rewards for the successful performance of tasks, hence, having good or bad intentions for the company does not matter for employers. However, in Islām, there is a reward for good intentions as well which makes the followers motivated to think and intend good. This way of thinking eases the way of the performance thereby resulting in the individual’s enhanced performance.

As stated in the book, Riyad Uṣ-Ṣāliḥīn, Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) said that if a person intends to perform a good deed but fails to do so, he will get one merit for his intention to carry out a good deed. And, if he actually performs that action successfully, he will get 700 merits. However, on the other hand, if he intends to do bad deeds but he forgoes the idea, he will get one merit. But, if he performs the action, he will get a demerit for doing so. Hence, good intentions are catered to in Islām but are not considered in Western

motivation theories. This implies that an important aspect, that is, of the intention to do something means half of the action has already been performed. This is not catered for in Western theories and, hence, they are missing on an important aspect of human motivation.

3.7 The Ideology behind Islamic Theories of Motivation

Further on the concept of the Islamic Theory of Motivation, an intertwining loop as a model of motivation in Islām is suggested. This model is primarily based on a famous saying by Saīyidina ‘Alī (A. S.) which categorizes people on the basis of their reasons to pray and worship Allāh. Saīyidina ‘Alī (A. S.) named the group that worship Allāh to get rewards as the ‘trader’s worship.’ He named the next group which pray because of Allāh’s fear as ‘servant’s worship,’ and finally, he named the group that worship and pray to Allāh out of gratitude as ‘freeman’s worship.’ It is suggested that these are the driving forces for humans to worship Allāh, such as the motivation for them to pray and to worship One Allāh.

For the first group, it is the rewards that they expect to get; for the second group, it is the fear of Allāh that makes them pray and worship Him; and, for the last group, it is out of gratitude for which they worship Allāh. These three factors can be associated with the behaviour displayed by the believers when it comes to worshipping the Almighty. First is their ‘tendency to applause,’ such that every individual has his/her tendency and propensity to praise which, in this case, is to gain rewards. Second is the fear motivation, such that individuals that are being motivated due to the fear of punishment. Third is the gratefulness, such as the love that they feel towards Allāh that make them pray and worship Him. However, Amiri et al. further elaborate that when we see these three factors and explain them

in the light of the concept of motivation, it can further suggest seven types of individuals motivated by different factors\textsuperscript{322}. These seven types are:

a) People who are motivated only by psychological and material rewards to perform a service
b) People who perform a service out of the fear of physical punishment
c) People who are motivated by both material rewards and fear of punishment to perform a service
d) People who are motivated by both material rewards and spiritual motivations to perform a service
e) People who are motivated by both fear of punishment and spiritual motivations to perform a service
f) People who are motivated by material rewards, fear of punishment and spiritual motivations to perform a service, and
g) People who are motivated only by spiritual motivation to perform a service

As suggested by the above-presented models, depending upon the category in which an individual falls, people may show different motivations to worship \textit{Allāh}. Persons belonging to the ‘a’ category are normally higher in numbers, whereas, those belonging to category ‘c’ are rare. Amiri et al. presented this intertwine loop model of Islamic motivation as follows:

This model suggests that the categories are seen separately. Those falling under category ‘a’ are those who are only motivated by material rewards and, hence, fall into the loop of ‘reward.’ However, those falling under category ‘b’ are those who are only motivated by the fear of punishment and, hence, fall into the loop of ‘punishment.’ Finally, those falling under category ‘c’ are those who are only motivated by spiritual and divine motivations, such as their love of Allāh and, hence, fall under the loop of ‘love.’

Amiri et al. further hold that in this world, it is rare to have a person motivated by any of these single motivational factors. There is always a combination of motivations that motivate humans to perform actions like obedience, service, worship and performance.

of good deeds. Another factor is the influence from the outside environment that also decides the motivation of humans and as to which category they belong. Though there are two extremes in which individuals are solely motivated by any one of these motivations (a, b, or c) and, in another extreme, individuals are motivated by a combination of all three types of motivations (love, punishment and reward). However, it is rare that they are motivated by any one single motivational factor.

Providing further explanation, Amiri et al. state that, in many circumstances, there is extreme intertwining and humans, being a complex creature whose moods and behaviours change constantly, may jump among these three loops. They explain “man has no stable condition” and there is always a possibility that, taking in the effect from the time and situation, they behave in a certain manner and fall under a certain loop. Whereas, as soon as the situation changes, they return to their previous state motivated by the same factors they are used to get motivated from. This can be explained with the example of Ramaḍān or, in case of the death of a loved one, a person may feel motivated solely by the Love of Allāh and perform actions out of compassion. However, when they are not in those particular situations and are performing their daily life duties they may be motivated by other factors or a combination of factors.

This model suggests that the behaviour of humans is complex and needs an explanation based on the complex reactions they display at different times and in different situations. Amiri et al. suggest the implication of this intertwine loop model in daily life at various levels. At the individual level, this model can be applied to three aspects of life. First is the ‘description’ stage; second is the ‘clarification’ stage; and, third is the

---

325 Ibid. p. 12442.
“behavioural remedy” stage. In the description stage, different human behaviours are described in different situations, such as in the display of varied behaviours under varied circumstances. This shows the diversification of behaviour displayed by individuals when they are faced with various circumstances.327

In the second stage, explanations and clarifications for these diversified behaviours are provided, such as why humans behave the way they do. In the last stage, the behavioural remedy stage. Appropriate actions are taken by any of the authorized party, such as psychologists or trainers, or even parents in case of children, where different actions are taken to modify behaviour towards a more acceptable one. Amiri et al. suggest that the individual level, being in any of these stages, is highly dependent on personality stability.328 The more stable a person is, then the less behavioural changes he/she will exhibit when it comes to motivation. Human moods and external factors are inseparable elements impacting on the behaviour displayed by individuals.

Amiri et al. further talk about the implications of this intertwine loop model at the organizational level where they explain that organizational culture will decide what motivates its employees to carry out their responsibilities and perform their duties. They explain that there are punishment-oriented organizational cultures where employees are motivated by the fear of punishment and where they perform their duties only to avoid demotion or firing. Then there are the reward-oriented organizational cultures where the employees are motivated to perform their duties perfectly in an effort to get a reward, such as a bonus or pay increase.329 Lastly, there are relationship and self-rewarding organizational

cultures. Here, employees are motivated to perform their duties because of their good relations with their bosses and also because they enjoy and feel an internal satisfaction in performing their duties. In short, they simply love their work.

Amiri et al. suggests different guidelines for the managers of organizations to adopt. for this model to answer all the related matters successfully. For example, managers must think people are people and not products, they must provide for their growth, they must accept that people are always changing and must recognize the spiritual moods of persons. Amiri et al. further enumerate other guidelines for managers to make this model work for their organizations while also discussing the implications of this model on the social level. There are other researchers that have studied Islamic motivation concepts. However, most of them have done so with respect to the work environment. A study conducted by Abbas J. Ali, “levels of existence and motivation in Islām”, concludes that religion should form the basis of a work environment motivation framework. This can provide an excellent framework as, according to the researcher, it relates faith with work and, when this is so, the good performance of work becomes obligatory for the believers. The study also stresses that it is the workers’ responsibility to work with full devotion because they have to answer to Allāh for every deed they perform. Abbas J. Ali further concludes that human existence, which is known as Muṭma’innah, challenges contemporary management practices.

Muṭma’innah is perceived as a satisfied soul. Muṭma’innah is not achieved on its own but, there are other levels before it which has to be attained in order for Muṭma’innah

to be experienced\textsuperscript{334}. Moreover, there are levels even after \textit{Muṭmaʿinnah}. A study conducted by Nairn Nusair compares Islamic theory of motivation with that of contemporary motivation theories and suggest that there are three psyches in mankind where all these levels of the psyche have different associated needs\textsuperscript{335}. These needs should be satisfied in order for a man to be at peace and keep on doing his work with constant devotion and commitment.

While comparing modern theories with this concept, both relate the needs with the first two psyches and consider the individual’s satisfaction. However, the last psyche that is \textit{Al Nafs Al Muṭmaʿinnah} is overlooked altogether by modern theories. There is a visible difference, as suggested by the researcher, in contemporary theories that do not take into account an individual’s soul and religious motives. Due to this contemporary theories fail to explain human behaviour in several instances. These theories apply the principles of science to study human behaviour. The experiments are conducted to investigate the human behaviour\textsuperscript{336}.

The study by Nairn Nusair takes into account three types of the psyche. These are the three basic levels of \textit{Nafs} which are to be studied if the concept of motivation in humans has to be understood. There is an extension to this concept of \textit{Nafs} beyond the three levels. However, as explained by Nairn Nusair, where the three levels of \textit{Nafs} are the most basic ones to which human behaviour can be associated. The three types of \textit{Nafs} include \textit{Al Nafs Al Ṭammārah}, \textit{Al Nafs Al Lawwāmah} and \textit{Al Nafs Al Muṭmaʿinnah}. In Islamic tradition, some branches take the \textit{Nafs} and soul as one. However, in some branches and sects of \textit{Islām}, the concept of \textit{Nafs} is different from the notion of the soul. As explained by Cornell, in the Sufis

branch, *Nafs* is regarded as a spirit that is also called psyche, whereas *Rūḥ* is known as the soul. These two are different concepts and, starting from the psyche, moves on to the next levels and excel in the quest of the soul. Over and above the three basic levels of *Nafs*, there are other levels of *Nafs* as well, making it seven levels in total. This study, taking its lead from Nairn Nusair’s study, further elaborates on the three types of *Nafs*. It tries to relate the concept of *Nafs*, with a minor touch on the other four types, with human motivation levels not only in work environments but general life as well.

### 3.8 Study of Human Motivation with Regards to Nafs

*Nafs*, or the soul, is present in all human beings that motivate them to perform certain actions for the soul to be satisfied. *Nafs* has both negative aspects as well as positive aspects. As discussed beforehand, both *Nafs* and *Rūḥ* can be regarded as two different concepts. However, the line on which human actions can be explained suggest that both the concepts, the *Nafs* and the *Rūḥ*, are the same but different. They suggest the levels of needs, motivations and performance. As humans move from the basic to the advanced levels, it can be said to be moving from *Nafs* to the Soul/*Rūḥ* if we take both concepts as different to study them separately. The following explains the concept:

---


339 Ibid. p. 260.
This shows the movement of humans from \textit{Nafs} to the soul. All human actions can be explained based on these two concepts. The more the humans perform good deeds, the faster they will move towards achieving the objectives of the soul\textsuperscript{340}. That is, the more the positive actions are performed by people, the more will be their movement in the direction for the satisfaction of the soul. There is one more thing that is yet to be incorporated in the concept of \textit{Nafs} and soul, and that is the involvement of ‘\textit{Aql}. Cornell explains that human intellect or the rational mind is a mediator between both the \textit{Nafs} and the soul\textsuperscript{341}. What humans do is based on his/her ‘\textit{Aql}, that is, the understanding of a certain action and its consequences. The model takes following shape:

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{\textit{Nafs, ‘Aql and Soul}}
\end{figure}

This suggests that the human journey from *Nafs* to the soul is directed by *‘Aql* which mediates and explains to humans what is right and what is wrong. In the most literal sense, it suggests that humans are aware of the consequences of their actions and, the more pious a person is the more inclined he/she will be towards the positive and good deeds\(^{342}\). This also ensures that their actions are good so as to make their journey faster towards the satisfaction of the needs of soul\(^{343}\). However, the more a person is overwhelmed by the fulfilment of self-desires, the more will he lean towards *Nafs* and will slow down in his journey towards the soul. This soul is what the divine authority has placed in all of the humans and this soul belongs to the Almighty where it has to return. *Allāh* has talked about this return in the Holy *Qur’ān* in several instances to keep humans motivated in their journey from *Nafs* to soul. It is stated in the *Qur’ān* that the soul has to return to *Allāh* and will be repaid in full for whatever it did while on earth\(^{344}\). It is stated:

"And guard yourselves against a day in which ye will be brought back to Allāh. Then every soul will be paid in full that which it hath earned, and they will not be wronged".

This soul is a part of the divine *Rūḥ* which is present in all human beings and this is the reason why *Allāh* had angels bow down to Adam because he contained a part of the Divine soul. As stated in the Holy *Qur’ān*\(^{345}\):

"And when I have fashioned him and breathed into him of My Spirit, then fall down before him prostrate".


\(^{344}\) *Al Qur’ān*, Sūrat Al Baqarah (2: 281).

\(^{345}\) *Al Qur’ān*, Sūrat Sād (38: 72).
Coming back to the journey of \textit{Nafs} towards the soul, there are three basic levels of \textit{Nafs}. These are as follows:

![Figure 10: Basic Levels of Nafs](image)

Studying this concept of \textit{Nafs} helps to understand human journey. There are three levels of \textit{Nafs}, as explained in the Islamic model of needs, motivation and satisfaction\textsuperscript{346}. The first level is \textit{Nafs Al Ammārah}. This is evil-prone \textit{Nafs} where humans are motivated by their worldly desires, such as if they want to eat, drink, entertain, enjoy, and have sex and all the motivations that ignite human desires to be fulfilled. It is stated that:\textsuperscript{347}

\begin{quote}
\textit{“I do not exculpate myself. Lo! The (human) soul enjoineth unto evil, save that whereon my Lord hath mercy. Lo! My Lord is Forgiving, Merciful.”}
\end{quote}

It is clearly stated that \textit{Nafs} encourages the human to be evil. However, believers should trust \textit{Allāh} and ask for His mercy\textsuperscript{348}. Hence, \textit{Al Nafs Al Ammārah} is the commanding self that possesses carnal desires\textsuperscript{349}. This \textit{Al Nafs Al Ammārah} is there in humans and, since

\textsuperscript{347} \textit{Al Qur’ān}, Sūrat Yusuf (12: 53).
they are new to this world, they are more motivated by their bodily desires. This is because they consider themselves as physical bodies and not a soul that lies there deep inside humans. *Al Nafs Al Ammārah* motivates humans to do whatever task to fulfil his/her worldly needs with no mention of consequences of his/her action. Humans at this level do not think if they are right or wrong as all they are concerned about is the fulfilment of their physiological needs through any means and at any cost.

The next level of the psyche is *Al Nafs Al Lawwāmah*. This *Nafs* is the self-blaming *Nafs* where humans start blaming themselves for their actions. *Allāh* has made a mention of *Al Nafs Al Lawwāmah* in *Qur’ān* as350:

> “Nay, I swear by the accusing soul (that this Scripture is true)”.

Humans that are motivated by this *Nafs* start comparing what they are doing and what they are supposed to do. They start thinking about the consequences of their actions, tracking them, and arriving at a state of reproaching themselves. This is the reason we see humans leaning more towards worldly things when they are young. However, with the passage of time and as they grow old, their love for worldly things is reduced as they start realizing the reality of the instability of this world. They start understanding that this world is a temporary dwelling, and they have to return to their origin. Both of these *Nafs*, the *Al Nafs Al Ammārah* and the *Al Nafs Al Lawwāmah*, are related to the philosophy of matters related to this world.

---

350 *Al Qur’ān*, *Sūrat Al Qiyāmah* (75: 2).
The third type of Nafs is the Al Nafs Al Muṭma’innah. This is the highest of all psyche types and is dominated by the spiritual aspects of life. Al Nafs Al Muṭma’innah is mentioned in Qur’ān as:351

“But ah! Thou soul at peace!”

Here, Allāh talks about the soul having peace. It is the righteous psyche that motivates humans to work on his/her soul352. Once a person reaches this level, he no longer considers himself as a body and starts thinking about the aspects of his soul. This is where humans do not think about themselves in terms of their physical body anymore, and they are become more conscious about their soul. This is the reason humans start doing good deeds.

The levels of the human psyche are very effective in elaborating on the concept of motivation and performance. The study of the human psyche helps in the understanding of the human motivation levels353. It is the stage where humans become motivated with incentives and motivations and explains as to what motivates humans in the different stages of the life. Of course, this varies from person to person due to differences in the levels and the strength of Īmān. After the Al Nafs Al Muṭma’innah, there are other types of Nafs as well, such as the Al Nafs Ar-Rādiyāh which is the consenting self, Al Nafs Al Mardiyāyah which is a psyche in which consent is given and Al Nafs As-Ṣafiyyah which suggest a purified self. However, these are the higher levels of psyche further explaining the human motivation solely in terms of an individuals’ religious and soul motives354. They are more related to the recognition of Allāh and the return of the human soul to Him. Islamic and Arabic poetry also

351 Al Qur’ān, Sūrat Al Fajr (89: 27).
talks about these levels of the human psyche where they explain that humans are nothing but souls. They are in trouble because of their love for worldly desires. It further suggests that humans have an enormous secret inside them of which they are not aware of, and once they know who they are, they will discover the secret of their being.\footnote{Couplets Attributed to Saiyidina ‘Ali (A.S.): “In you is your remedy but conscious of it you're not, And, your ailment is caused by you yet you see it not, And, You assume yourself to be a little mass, While in you encompassed is the whole universe, And, You are the Book; the clear which, With its letters disclosing; the mysteries, And, you are the Being – the Being itself, And, in you the Being which encompass cannot!”. Spiritual foundation.net. Web. 19th Mar. 2012. <http://www.spiritualfoundation.net/poetry.htm#93676074>.
}

Relating this to the concept of motivation in the daily lives of humans and work environment, it can be said to what motivates individuals towards performance. Some people are more motivated by the pleasures of life, whereas, for others, satisfaction from work is more important. This can be explained well by the psyches explained in the Islamic concept. However, this also goes back to the concept of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation which can also be related to this concept of the psyche, as suggested by Islām. However, Al Nafs Al Muṭma’innah is something that these theories fail to cater to as this psyche leans more towards the humans’ intrinsic desires to relate to Allāh. They perform every deed as if they are being watched, yet, the next level of intrinsic motivation, as suggested by Islamic theory. Contrary to the theory of intrinsic and extrinsic Motivation, it stops at a certain threshold and does not relate it to the soul and religious motives.

\[\textit{3.9 Summary of Theoretical Relevancy with Concept of Motivation in Islām}\]

It can be concluded that modern theories of motivation fail to cater to an important aspect of human life: the soul. These theories talk nothing of the needs of the soul. That is, the food for the soul is its constant search and ‘Ibādah to meet with the divine soul. It fails to cater for the soul’s motives that suggest the search to find the origin of all souls and the reunion of the souls with its creator. The constant stimuli which believers feel, especially for
those who are at a higher level of Īmān, the motives they have, and the approach they use to satisfy these motives in the form of good deeds, prayers and meeting other commands of the Almighty are not catered to in modern theories. A majority of the modern theories for example the two-factor theory are focused solely on the worldly needs and their physical satisfaction. Even the need’s categorization is more or less focused on worldly, physiological and psychological needs. There is no mention of religious and spiritual needs and motives. This is the major difference between the concept of motivation in Islām and of modern motivation theories.

3.10 Purpose of Creating Man and Motivation for Believers to Perform Good Deeds

This subchapter has two sections. The first section discusses the purpose of creating mankind and offering him everything to follow and spread the word of Allāh, whereas the second section discusses the motivations for believers to perform good deeds.

3.10.1 Purpose of Creating Mankind

As stated by Alawneh, the concept of motivation in Islām can only be studied once it is known as to why humans were created and the purpose of their worldly existence. Without understanding the aims of the human life and the place of humans in this world, it would become difficult to study how and why humans are motivated. Allāh has sent mankind to this world to spread His word as His representatives. It is stated in the Holy Qur’ān that angels were enough for Allāh for they keep on worshiping Him day and night. However, the point to create this world is to provide for a stage where humans are sent for a certain period with a pre-determined time of departure. It comes with a proper communication as to what

---

they are supposed to do in the allocated time. God commands and expects humans to perform good deeds and created man for a purpose, as stated in the Holy Qurʾān357:

“Behold, thy Lord said to the angels: I will create a vicegerent on earth. They said: Wilt Thou place therein one who will make mischief and shed blood? Whilst we do celebrate Thy praises and glorify Thy holy name? He said: I know what ye know not”.

This shows that there is some hidden purpose for the creation of man that is only known to Allāh, The Knower. Those who reach a certain level of faith understand the glorification and wisdom of Allāh and He are the one to reach the aim of Man’s creation. However, one thing is for sure that Allāh does not only want humans to pray and worship Him because, for that purpose, angels were enough358. Angels were created by Allāh with a clear definition – to pray and worship Him for eternity. They do not have free will as bestowed upon human beings and

Allāh created humans for a mission for which humans are provided with different resources. He is put to a test in the form of his visit to earth and will be judged as to how much he has been successful in the accomplishment of his goals. He will be judged on the attitude he holds in this life upon his arrival and how he will take this world and prepare himself for the next359.

The most gracious gift of Allāh for humans to fulfil the assigned goals is the bestowing of knowledge by Allāh. Allāh bestowed upon humans the mind with the use of which he can think and distinguish between good and bad. Besides the human mind, there is

357 Al Qurʾān, Sūrat Al Baqarah (2: 30).
359 Ibid.
another endowment with the help of which humans may decide to do whatever they wish to: it is the will. It is up to humans what they will do with the ‘knowledge’ and the ‘will’ they have been bestowed with.

Alawneh explained that this ability to think, which humans are bestowed with, was important to create accountability. Otherwise, humans will go back and say they do not understand the world and their purpose in life. Similarly, without a will, humans will be unable to make decisions, and this will stand as an excuse for him to not perform what he desires. Hence, both knowledge and will were given to man as he was sent upon the world. Alawneh explained this concept with the help of a figure 11 as shown below:

![Figure 11: Purpose of Creating Man](image)
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Alawneh explains that without any of these components, whether it is knowledge or will, the right action cannot be performed\textsuperscript{361}. He further explains that knowledge drives motivation and enhances behaviour. He gives the example of psychologists in the modern world who agree that the more information one possesses about the world around him, the better he/she is equipped to acquire skills and make decisions. As stated by Alawneh, modern psychologists call it ‘cognitive motivation,’ where humans feel a drive to perform certain behaviours on the basis of the knowledge he/she has. Alawneh further links the knowledge with the performance of actions and the display of behaviours. In that, he elaborates that knowledge leads humans to discriminate between right and wrong, allowed and restricted, and \( \text{Ḥalāl} \) (lawful) and \( \text{Ḥarām} \) (unlawful).

Next to this, Alawneh also links this human acquisition of knowledge with achievement. He explains that many modern psychologists also give the concept of success and associate it with the acquisition of knowledge since these allow humans to take responsibility of their actions by creating accountability\textsuperscript{362}. Psychologists agree that those having reached high achievement needs are those who are motivated to take advantage of the full benefits of their capacities and skills. They are also more capable of facing the world with confidence while taking responsibility for their actions as well as being creative. Alawneh further elaborates that all of this comes with the knowledge one acquires and utilizes.

Linking knowledge with behaviour, human knowledge is used to perform actions which, according to his knowledge, could be good or bad\textsuperscript{363}. Moreover, the depth of


knowledge acquired will determine his or her level of understanding of good and evil. He explains all these as motivations for humans and has linked all behaviours ultimately with knowledge as an explanation for his actions\textsuperscript{364}.

Lastly, there is the will. The will allows humans to choose freely between right and wrong. As also stated in the Holy Qur’ān:\textsuperscript{365}


doublequote{[Have we not] shown him the two highways’}
doublequotenewpage

Also in the Holy Qur’ān, while talking about the selection between any two options, Allāh said that He has shown the ways to humankind, and it is up to them whether they choose to be grateful or not. As stated in the Holy Qur’ān:\textsuperscript{366}


doublequote{We showed him the way: whether he be grateful or ungrateful’}
doublequotenewpage

It is clear that humans came to this world with the ability to acquire knowledge and the free will to select anything they wish based on the knowledge acquired through the use of skills bestowed on him by the Almighty. This will decide his behaviour and actions that will ultimately decide whether he has achieved the mission for which he has been sent on this earth\textsuperscript{367}. Therefore, the purpose of this world will be revealed to those who acquire knowledge and, based on that knowledge, perform actions that are commanded and avoid those that are forbidden. Alawneh called this as knowledge motives which every human has and this suggests the acquisition of knowledge to perform the desired actions. The more

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotetext[365]{\textit{Al Qur’ān}, Sūrat Al Balad (90: 10).}
\footnotetext[366]{\textit{Al Qur’ān}, Sūrat Al Innsān (76: 3).}
\end{footnotes}
knowledge one possesses, the more one will be near to Allāh. This is by performing the actions He has commanded making the faith of the human stronger.

3.10.2 Motivation for Believers to Perform Good Deeds

The motivation to perform good deeds varies from person to person and believer to believer. This is because of the varying level and strength of Īmān vary which motivates Muslims towards certain actions\(^\text{368}\). This is the reason for the different motivations that are used in the Holy Qur’ān and Ḥadīth. The life of the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) is, in itself, a motivation for Muslims to perform good deeds\(^\text{369}\). A sub-chapter previously discussed in the literature review on the motivation for Muslims to perform actions as suggested by the pillars of Īmān. However, this section will further elaborate on the different motivators for Muslims to perform good deeds. It includes instances such as speaking the truth, being honest and reliable, keeping the promise, making sacrifice, and helping the poor. It also covers having compassion, having the ability for forgiveness, being kind to old and weak, people serving and loving parents, and respecting and loving others for the sake of Allāh. Allāh has described the righteousness in the Qur’ān as\(^\text{370}\):

“It is not righteousness that ye turn your faces to the East and the West; but righteous is he who believeth in Allāh and the Last Day and the angels and the Scripture and the Prophets; and giveth wealth, for love of Him, to kinsfolk and to orphans and the needy and the wayfarer and to those who ask, and to set slaves free; and observeth proper worship and payeth the poor-due. And those who keep their treaty when they make one, and the


\(^{370}\) *Al Qur’ān, Sūrat Al Baqarah* (2: 177).
patient in tribulation and adversity and time of stress. Such are they who are sincere. Such are the God-fearing”.

3.11 Concept of Hell and Heaven as Motivator

Owing to the nature of human beings as Allāh created them, it is important for them to have some external motivation to perform certain deeds till the time they get enough intrinsic motivation. It is with strength of their faith, they perform good deeds without external stimuli. Since the level of Īmān vary, those who are at the junior level must have some extrinsic rewards promised to them to make them motivated to perform actions of goodness\textsuperscript{371}. This has led to the concept of hell and heaven. For Muslims, the concept of hell and heaven is a motivator, and it is the promise of Allāh Almighty for those who do as commanded. This is a positive motivation for Muslims since it contains the bounties and promises of a good life in the hereafter. 'Anas Bin Malik narrated that paradise is bordered by adversity and suffering, whereas, hell fire is surrounded by temptations\textsuperscript{372}. This means that if one bears suffering in this world and faces hardships in fulfilling Allāh’s command, one will have gardens in the life hereafter. However, for those who become tempted by the worldly enticements, they have to face the fire of hell once they leave this world. It is up to humans to make their own choices, and Allāh knows that whatever they do in this life will be rewarded or punished accordingly in the life hereafter. Again and again in the Qur’ān and Ḥadīth, Muslims are reminded of the bounties of heaven and the horrors of hell. It is essential so that they may not forget that whatever they do in this life will decide the consequences that they have to deal with in the afterlife.

\textsuperscript{372} Muslim H. Šahīḥ Muslim, Book 40, Chapter 1, Number 6778. Al Riyadh: Dār Ṭaybāh, 2006. Print.
For Muslims, who do not have not yet attained a strong faith and Īmān, they are motivated by this external incentive, in that, if they think and do good deeds, they will succeed in reaching heaven. Consequently, the bad and the evil they do and think in this world will make them face the fire of hell which they will not be able to bear. No one will be able to save him/her from that fire as no relationships will exist on the Day of Judgment. The knowledge of hell and heaven and the description given in the Holy Qur’ān and Hadīth are very strong motivators for Muslims.

The concept of hell and heaven suggest that believers will not have it easy in their earthly life because those who seek hardships in this world get bounties in the next. This is also evident from the promises of life in the heaven in which the believers are promised certain things that they are prohibited in this life. Nevertheless, Allāh is merciful, and once a person decides to lead a noble life, he is helped by the Almighty and is rewarded in this world as well as in the next, as it is stated in the Qur’ān: 373

“So Allāh gave them the reward of the world and the good reward of the Hereafter. Allāh loveth those whose deeds are good”.

In another instance in the Holy Qur’ān, it is stated374:

“And it is said unto those who ward off (evil): What hath your Lord revealed? They say: Good. For those who do good in this world there is a good (reward) and the home of the Hereafter will be better. Pleasant indeed will be the home of those who ward off (evil)”.

374 Al Qur’ān, Sūrat An-Naḥl (16: 30).
In Ṣaḥīḥ Bukhārī, there is a Ḥadīth recounted by ‘Anas which explains exactly the concept of hell and heaven as motivators. It is recounted by ‘Anas that the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) shared that when people were to be put in fire, or hell, they will ask if and when Allāh may put an end to it. This is when the sides of hell will come close upon themselves when they say it is enough! On the other hand, Paradise would remain roomy enough to accommodate many people till the time the Almighty Allāh creates more people to dwell in it. Since not all Muslims have a strong faith and Īmān in the beginning, the concept of hell and heaven has to be there to ward them off from doing the wrong and to follow the teachings of Allāh. However, besides hell and heaven, there are also other motivators for Muslims. For those who are at a higher level of Īmān have their Īmān as a motivator for them, next head covers faith as a motivator.

3.12 Faith as a Motivator

As discussed earlier, the concept of motivation in Islām is not only restricted to paradise and hell but there is internal stimuli, or intrinsic motivation, as well. This motivates Muslims to perform good deeds to ensure the happiness of Allāh and the Prophet. Their faith in Allāh is a main motivator for them. Due to their strong faith in Allāh and His messenger, their hearts are full of love for Allāh and the Prophet. This love of Allāh and the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) works as a motivator for them.

The people of high Īmān know that this world is temporary and what exists forever, and everlasting is the afterlife. All the thing that people gain in this life are only restricted to this world. However, it is their actions and thoughts in this world that enable them to get

a better life hereafter. What matters is the soul and not the body. The pious and faithful Muslims are aware that their bodies exist only as a means for them to achieve the rewards in the afterlife. The body, in itself, will mix with mud and only the soul will be elevated to the rewards of heaven or punishments of hell. The faithful Muslims work to satisfy the soul rather than their bodies that will eventually lead them to being one with the Almighty and attain eternal happiness. The Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) has also pointed towards the temporary nature of this life. As narrated by Mujahid, Allāh’s Prophet said that humans must live in the world as if they are a traveller or a stranger. Faith is a strong motivator. Alawneh explains faith or Īmān as a motivator and links it with other motives and the consequences of human actions. The following diagram explains Īmān linked with other motives and how it relates to the impact of human actions:

---


Figure 12: Linking İmān with Other Motives

It is explained in the figure 12 that İmān is the motivator, which Allah has created mankind for a purpose. It creates motivation in individuals to know what Allah wants and what He has prohibited. This leads to the acquisition of knowledge called knowledge motives. Knowledge further gives humans an understanding of what is good and what is bad or what is allowed as per the teachings of Islam and what is prohibited. Alawneh then makes it consistent with the free will that Allah has bestowed on man. This free will helps humans to choose among alternatives which his knowledge has created for him. Once he has selected the action among the different available alternatives; there comes the accountability where

---

he is responsible for his actions. The action can be good or bad and accordingly the man will choose either the positive or negative. Good deeds will enhance the satisfaction that the human will has matched with the will of Allāh. Whereas, bad deeds will lead to dissatisfaction and the fear of the consequences due to the misuse of his will. This is how Īmān relates to other motives that can be well linked with the purpose of the creation of mankind.

3.13 Love of Allāh and Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) as a Motivator

As the concept of paradise and hell and the Day of Judgment are motivations for Muslims, the love of the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) is a motivation in itself. It is an intrinsic motivation and those who have known the Prophet were so inspired by His life that they simply adore the Apostle of Allāh (P.B.U.H.). Thawbān, one of the companions of the Prophet (P.B.U.H.) stayed with Him his whole life. He was so fond of Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) that he couldn’t bear the Prophet’s absence. One day, Thawbān was sad, and the Prophet asked him the reason for being sad. He replied that he was neither ill nor in pain but was worried that in Paradise, he will not be with the Prophet because He will be in a higher rank. Thawbān worried that his rank will be low and may not see the Prophet. To this, an Āyah, as stated in Qur‘ān, revealed to Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.), states that believers of Allāh and the Prophet are excellent people and will be in the company of those who will be bestowed by Allāh:

\[\text{381 Al Qur‘ān, Sūrat An-Nisā’ (4: 69).}\]
\[\text{382 Al Albānī, N. A. Silsilat Al Aḥadīth As-Ṣaḥīḥah, Number 2933. Beirut: Maktabat Al Ma‘ārif, 1995. Print}\]
“Whoso obeyeth Allāh and the messenger; they are with those unto whom Allāh hath shown favour, of the Prophets and the saints and the martyrs and the righteous. The best of company are they!”

Allāh loves His creation more than a mother loves her child. This compassion of Allāh is what motivates people to obey His commands. In one incident, as quoted in the teachings of Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) said:

“No! Muḥammad said: Verily God is more compassionate on His creatures, than this woman on her child”383.

Doing good deeds brings out the love of Allāh, and this is what motivates believers towards the performance of good deeds. Allāh loves those who do good deeds and stay away from evil. This is what makes believers do good so to get the love, mercy and blessings of Allāh, as stated in the Holy Qur’ān:

“Spend your wealth for the cause of Allāh, and be not cast by your hands to ruin; and do good. Lo! Allāh loveth the beneficent”.384

3.14 Motivation in Judaism

The part of the impetus might be better seen by putting it in the bigger setting of reward and discipline all in all in Jewish custom. Maimonides refers to as one of the thirteen fundamental standards of confidence is conviction that the upright are repaid and the

384 Al Qur’ān, Sūrat Al Baqarah (2: 195).
heathens are rebuffed. In the perspective of the premium set on doing admirably for it purpose, why is this conviction so fundamental to Judaism? Why is not sufficient to accept that excellence would it say it is reward? It ought to be sufficient that we do well, regardless of the possibility that we do not accept that there is any reward for our activities. This is particularly astonishing in light of the Mishnah referred to above, which says that we are not to be similar to servants that serve their expert for a reward.

The answer is that the reward is critical to us as an image of worth. The genuine estimation of the deed is truth be told the deed itself, for the performing of a mitzvah interfaces us to God, the wellspring of all great. All things considered, this is not a reality that we can catch. Unavoidably, then, the conviction that there is no reward at all for good deeds would debase them in our eyes. It would be equivalent to stating that the profound world is separated from reality and is weak to influence it. Moreover, the conviction that great can exist without reflecting a change truly presupposes a suspicion of the autonomous presence of insidiousness. The establishment of our confidence is the solidarity of God, who is the wellspring of all that happens in this world. A world in which great exists unrewarded is a world that neglects to reflect the force of God to influence all circles. Along these lines, serving God without trusting in reward is the other side of filling God just for the need of getting a reward. In one case, great is obliged to the magical; in the other, great is constrained to a doltish physical declaration. Both dispositions reflects a central twisting of reality.

It is useful, in this setting, to recognize different types of rewards. Maimonides' stepping stool of impetuses, then, is more than an intent to coax a tyke to a troublesome errand. The youthful youngster, whose first impression of goodness is tangible, is told that Torah brings sweetness. As the child comes to esteem less substantial measurements, Torah

is depicted as a definitive wellspring of profound delights. The motivators offered the youngster serve as model of quality, however not as its cost. Furthermore with time and development, these models keep on being refined.

We can maybe elucidate this idea by inspecting an alternate Mishnah: “If adoration relies on upon a reason, then when the reason vanishes, so does the affection. Be that as it may an affection that does not rely on upon a discerning reason can always exist”\(^{386}\). In the event that adoration is to be impenetrable to the storms of life, it must transcend judicious reasons. It must be philanthropic, love for it purpose, exactly as study and uprightness must be defeated their purpose in the event that they are to proceed notwithstanding unfavourable circumstances. However, even as we concur that facades, for example, riches and excellence are poor purposes behind cherishing, adoration does not create in a vacuum. Every single of us have a reason that initially pulled us into our companions and life partners.

The ramifications of benevolent affection are not that we should self-assertively and arbitrarily pick the company we keep. Caring affection is the focal worth, and the reasons that draw us together are the facilitators of that adoration and reflect the development of our idea of intimate romance. In this way, one who is youthful will pick companions focused around physical appeal; with time, one discovers that identity or optimism is better measures of the estimation of the kinship. These “rewards” are updates to us of the estimation of our companionship. At last, however, the test of genuine romance is our capability to keep on giving of ourselves paying little heed to what we receive as an exchange. In the event that our affection fades away when we probably won't profit from the relationship, it is a sign that our adoration was never genuine regardless. The educator who tries to spur hesitant kids

\(^{386}\) Torah. Avot 5:16.
to good and savvy development, hence, must contemplate how motivating forces are connected. Reward and discipline alone are lacking operators of progress.

The underlying presumption of the behaviourist ideal model is that all creatures are interested in any control. However, after the beginning research centre victories, proof started to mount demonstrating that there were isolated points on the types of practices that could be inspired. Case in point, rats could be prepared to evade certain delicious substance if the nourishments contained a substance that prompted retching in the rodent. Then again, they could not figure out how to dodge nourishments matched with terribly brilliant light. It is inside the regular collection of rats to evade sustenance’s that cause queasiness. In any case, it is not inside their regular collection to partner brilliant light with awful sustenance. Moreover, the creatures prepared to perform complex assignments through binding various less difficult practices inside their common collection would keep on doing so just the length of they were rewarded. At the point when the timetable of rewards was decreased, the creatures floated again to their common practices. This is the reason creature mentors at the bazaar must reward creatures much of the time amid each execution. So we know there are regular breaking points on what might be rewarded. A youngster with truly no affinity for a certain errand will not react to any calendar of rewards. What's more we can additionally extrapolate that one of the challenges with practices that are evoked through fortifies is the decreasing of rewards. When the prizes are evacuated, the conduct will have a tendency to blur.

An alternate trouble is discovering the fitting reward. A teacher who offers a reward that the student could not care less about has fortified the idea that the craved conduct is not beneficial. On the off chance that, then again, the offered reward is bigger than need is, it sends the message that the assignment is onerous to the point that it must be made up for.
When the rewards are uprooted, the tyke is even less inclined to incline regularly toward the wanted conduct. Subsequently, from a simply business like stance, it could be noticeably difficult to get a reward framework to work whatsoever. At the same time, an all the more overwhelming issue with rewarding youngsters is the thing that happens when the rewards succeed. The underlying preface in the behaviourists’ reward-focused universe is that just conduct matters. On the other hand, by making a concentrate on the outside, there is an essential change in the way of what is scholarly.

Our exceptional history is a demonstration of the disappointment of the enduring impact of rewards and motivations without inward change. Our kin's most prominent minutes of eminence happened amid the Exodus from Egypt, and forty-nine days at Sinai. Riches, flexibility, individual’s hood, reason, and private association with God were all offered to us in the space of short of what two months. However, after forty days, at the first minute of the test, the Jews made the Golden Calf. The experience had not infiltrated their being and was a disappointment. Along these lines, the first tablets were crushed.

Consequently, Moses helped the Jews to comprehend what they had lost, and the change important to be some piece of a covenantal association with God. For 40 days, they implored and occupied with genuine teshuvah, an apology. The second tablets were given without the pageantry and allure of the first. It was a quieter, humbler affair. The tablets of this second pledge exist in place until this day. An old classic tale depicts a Jew going by steed and surrey to be with his instructor for the High Holy Days. Three make the long and laborious adventure to Mezeritch: the steed, the mentor driver and the Chassid. The steed, of course, makes the excursion just to abstain from being whipped by the mentor driver, and in light of the fact that he will be bolstered oats at the end of the outing. The

---

mentor driver is making the trek because he will be paid well when he achieves his end of the line. Furthermore, the Jew is making the trek so he can mull over and gain from his educator. They are all roused by diverse things, but then together, they can make the excursion to Mezerich.

It is with us in our adventure through life. There is a “steed” inside each of us, propelled by the every day, in the same way as physical joy and alarm of ache. There is a “mentor driver” that climbs over the bestial: monetary reward is uniquely human, yet still unremarkable. At that point there is the grand piece of us that perceives the deepest implications: the internal “understudy” traveling to his expert. Truly we all make the outing together, the understudy paying the mentor driver, the mentor driver bolstering the stallion, and the steed pulling the travellers along so he will be encouraged. However we don't get to Mezeritch in the event that we permit the steed to lead. It is the Chassid who must manage the goal.
CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION

Motivation is a key concept that drives the lives of human beings. Though classified through religion, motivation is found to play a prominent role in guiding an individual towards an action, or a reward (benefit), which can be in this life or the life after. With the aim to study and understand the various perspectives of motivation across the three monotheistic religions, with the base as Islām, a comparative exploratory study has been taken up by the researcher. The foundation of Islām, which trails through Christianity and Judaism, forms an essential route to identify the changes/modifications in how an individual is motivated, and the role played by the religion. From the secondary qualitative research, the researcher found many data from various sources regarding motivation in Islām and Christianity. However, it was difficult to gather data regarding Judaism. The researcher found that Islām has very different concepts of motivation and motivate it followers in various ways through social economic and political ways. However, no religion demotivates its followers but the findings of the research show that Islām differentiates itself from other faiths in motivating the supporters.

The word motivation in the dictionary is defined as an internal force that causes people to make certain decisions and attitudes. Motivation elements or factors vary from person to person. There are individual and collective motivations that persist and others that change along the way. The motivation always has to do with goals, that is, what is to be achieved. Some motives are innate, such as getting food to satisfy hunger. However, most of them are acquired on the culture, and that people need to prioritize. Some scholars distinguish four basic types of needs: psychological (eating and dressing), security (order, stability, and routine), social (love, affection, and belonging), esteem (prestige, independence, status) and self-actualization (employment and success). These motivations
are categorized from a sociological perspective, which takes into account the relative need and consumption.

In Christianity, there are people who become evangelical for several reasons: financial, political, among others. God is not intrigued by human activities as he is in the motivation behind these activities. Activities (dutifulness) are not discretionary; however they mean little to God unless they spring from human souls. Individuals can do the deeds of a servant without having the heart of a servant; however in the event that we have the heart of a servant, they will do the deeds of a servant. On the other hand, Islām identified that religion is only used as a tool to motivate people. As the leaders of terrorist groups’ claim that the acts of violence, such as suicide bombings, the assassination of leaders, or ethnic killings, are being done to purge the society of its evil elements. No religion allows the killing of innocent people, and those who perform violent acts in the name of religion are misguided people. These acts of violence have tarnished the image of a peaceful religion. In many places, the Holy Qur’ān instructs the people not to be aggressive. The acts of terrorism are motivated more by the volunteers’ will to please the leaders of the group and follow his commands. These leaders, in turn, are motivated by personal ambition, and merely use religion as a tool to control their followers.

In a wide sense, our essential motivation in the spiritual domain has a tendency that can be categorized as one of the two classifications: blame or effortlessness. Some imperative standards with respect to this subject have been dawning on me as of late, standards that the analyst accept have tremendous ramifications for who we are as a development. The motivational standards they have utilized are fixed indistinguishable to our logic of preaching and teaching.
It is concluded from the research that in Christianity, there are other motivations, among them: faith, hope and love. Professionals working in the area of marketing are identifying the motivations of people. The adoption of an evangelical mercantilist model, based on financial prosperity, is attracting people to the churches for purely monetary interests. Discourses propagated by some churches television show that reality. Adherents of this distorted theology of the witness who made a fortune by purchasing the “product” of a particular church. There are “artists” who understand nothing of art, next to the church after the failure in the media. The cult of instant and temporary, stemming from the reality shows, celebrities also reached the evangelical churches. There was a time when people were respected for Bible knowledge they had and the life that testified. The exhibition of the Bible is being replaced in some pulpits, triste mun hos by these “artists”.

In Christianity, true motivations of the believer are backed by the word of God because it is God, not a man, who says what we need. The first human need is a Saviour. The wages of sin is death, eternal damnation, and since all have sinned, salvation becomes a priority need. God sent His Son Jesus Christ, which whoever believes in Him should not perish but have eternal life. This is a simple message, but that is being overlooked in many evangelical churches. The new birth and sanctification became unpopular doctrines, therefore, are no longer taught, it is more advantageous - especially from a financial standpoint - instigating prosperity. They believe that the real motivation of the believer should always be to be with Christ, to abide in Him, regardless of the circumstances, to bear fruit. To grow in holiness; developing fruit of the Spirit should be the goal of every true Christian. Christ did not promise wealth, fame and power in this century. Therefore, the actual motivation of the believer must be to carry on the will of God.

While comparing religions in terms of motivation, it can be concluded by the researcher that Islām differentiates itself from other faiths in terms of motivating its followers and helping them to live their lives with motivation.

Following are some of the valid themes identified by the researcher and demonstrates that Islām has different ways of motivating its followers.

### 4.1 Psychology and Religion: A Point of Convergence

A conscience can relate to the world in different ways, through common sense, philosophy, religion, art, science, so there is no opposition between them. Distinct from an opposition, the difference implies in this context complementation. It is through complementation that exists between Psychology and Religion. They are complementary. This is true in three senses: first, we must no longer think in terms of psychology versus religion as opposing explanations of human behaviour. If not destroying the validity of an area simply because it accepts the validity of each other, since they are not mutually exclusive.

As a psychological explanation of people's lives does not eliminate the possible truth value of a religious (and vice versa) vision, researchers and experts of either field need not consider the other as a threat. Rather, they are free to influence and help each other. Secondly, psychology and religion reached, in some cases, the parallel findings. Thirdly, psychology and religion are complementary. Amatuzzi points out that “faith” and “ideology” are not part of the vocabulary of our current science, and therefore of our
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Psychology and asks why this is silent about religious issues\textsuperscript{391}. Such terms are translated within the academic discipline as “belief,” “cognition,” “volitional processes,” “motivation,” “values” and other, more easily accepted by the current paradigm. With that he will not be losing anything? The author even states that a person religiously motivated astonished by the lack of space in which psychotherapy may consider their concerns.

Valle calls attention to the danger of reductionism, both by psychology as by religious institutions\textsuperscript{392}. In this case there is the risk or, to emphasize only the psychological nature of religious experience, deluding themselves that has all the elements to understand it fully, or be an oversimplification of human dynamics, ignoring the underlying psychological motivations, causing an “angelic” conception of the person. The difficulty of the approach of the religious character is because little contact with the subject in the training courses\textsuperscript{393}. Students get to know a few vague positions of psychology about religious experience, often only in their pathological dimension. “Meaning of life”, “happiness”, “fullness”, “spirituality”, we see how these terminologies contain more controversy than meaning for psychology. These are not considered in the broader context of academic discipline, as seen, due to its subjective content, which the current paradigm cannot, or rather did not have enough to deal properly in an arena of greater coverage parameters. Does psychology have nothing to say about it? If not, it is urgent to investigate the relevance of biotechnology, fragmented performance, which disregards the importance of a comprehensive role in the socio-cultural context.


Not a few researchers\textsuperscript{394} in the national context, and more internationally known\textsuperscript{395}, and others have drawn attention to the use of spiritual significance, work with religiosity, as an aspect of great importance in the clinical context\textsuperscript{396}. Several researchers in various fields of study, discovered that individuals with religious characteristics tend to be healthier physically and psychologically. The explanation of these findings may be sought from a psychological point of view. The effectiveness of religion in promoting healthy behaviors and restrict harmful behavior; the influence of religion in personal lifestyle; integration and support, favored by religious, social acts. It also includes elements such as the intensification of feelings of self-esteem and self-efficacy provided by religion in coping with stressful situations in a context of religious reference. It also includes changes in the neuroendocrine psychoneuroimmunologic or connection that affect the physiological systems.

Although ignoring the transcendent aspect, it is noticed that a correct approach to the subject presents the doctrinal traditions as having a psychological knowledge, adapted to each cultural context, a pledge of comfort and quality of life for the faithful. Considering this point, the religious knowledge can also be considered a specific psychological approach, set in its context, which seeks to bring ethical and moral development of human beings. Would psychology have nothing to learn from these ancient forms of investigation and treatment of people. Even before the offices of psychotherapies, Christian’s reflected their anxieties, fears and anxieties in a confession seeking spiritual help. Not only that, but the absence, in research or deepening in other lines of thought, such as religious or philosophical


\textsuperscript{396} Ibid.
principles of oriental, mark a significant loss of content of great value for understanding the human being in general.

Also, practitioners claim that the exercise of meditation leads to states of feeling of deep relaxation, tranquility and happiness in the long term. Paiva mentions how spirituality, religion and religiosity are linked to the quality of life, although that judge should not subordinate it entirely to these questions. Sousa notes that there is now increasing scientific evidence linking religious activity, the criteria for mental health and subjective well-being, citing research that corroborate this factor. It is worth adding that, in general, the doctrinal teachings exhort the experience of optimistic facets, stimulating a higher perspective on the experiences suffered consequently promoting sustain positive moods and good humour. The posture that contributes directly to increased longevity, as evidenced by a comprehensive survey, which followed 40 years life of 5,000 students. It was proving that individuals who view their lives negatively tended to develop illness or die younger than those students who had a more positive outlook, directly linking the feeling of subjective well-being (happiness) to greater longevity and health. Another survey of 180 nuns, finding a noticeable difference in longevity between disrespect those that had a more positive mood, 90% of these exceeded 80 years for those who were less positive, to which only 34% reached that age. “Optimism is like the health of the soul” already point in William James. In this matter, the biblical scriptures anticipate the recent scientific findings which state that “A
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398 Ibid. pg. 35
calm heart is the life of the body” or “A joyful heart is the life of the person, and contentment you multiply the days”.

Certain concepts and guidelines summarized by major religions formed the foundation for the establishment of a new vision of health and development. This is the case in Islam, through which the Qur’an and the Prophetic traditions, encouraged the search for knowledge and lifted increments in medical areas, such as curing diseases, standards of medical care and ways to obtain the patient's rehabilitation. The Hadith also brought sayings and traditions that have been termed “Prophetic Medicine”, prescribing the virtues of diet, natural remedies, simple treatment for headache, fever, sore throat, conjunctivitis and other. Also, it brought prescriptions to avoid contact with those infected by contagious diseases such as people with leprosy, instituting controls for input and output areas subject to epidemic or plague. It brought a large number of traditions grouped under the title “Spiritual Medicine”, based on prayers or recitation from the Holy Qur’an, to provide healing.

Regarding psychology, there has been the establishment of a more advanced perspective on ways of understanding and treatments. While in medieval Europe it was considered a mental illness as demonic possession, Islamic civilization has filled important advance anticipating centuries in the mental health reform began in the West. Najab Al-Din Muhammad through observation of their patients in the ninth century, developed the more complete classification of mental diseases of the time, including its role in the identification
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401 Bible, Proverbs 14:30
402 Bible, Ecclesiasticus 30:22
of disorders such as depression, persecutory psychosis, types of obsessional neurosis, and other manias.

Avicenna (Abū ‘Alī Ḥusayn Ibn Abdullāh Ibn Sīnā) famous Muslim physician of the eleventh century, much anticipated by the technique of word association brought by Jung, using the method of associating cardiac changes (taken pulse) the sentiments expressed by patient. The references of that time included: Treated a patient with a severe illness, feeling his pulse and reciting aloud the name of provinces, cities, neighbourhoods, streets and people. Seeing how changed her wrist, as the words were mentioned, Avicenna deduced that the patient was in love with a young man whose residence Avicenna was able to find by checking the pulse. As Europe plunged into the obscurantism of the Middle Ages, Islamic science flourished more than in other parts of the world in discoveries and scientific advances. Progress in mathematics, astronomy and cartography had significant boosts this period, motivated by practical reasons, such as the location of the sacred direction of Mecca. Development stimulated by the religious culture itself, which through Qur’ān and Ḥadīth advocated the study and the deference the undisputed world order and natural phenomena. The material world is part of Allāh, since He has created, so naturally beautiful and healthy.

In general, this matter (the material world) is shared by the traditions of Semitic origin, like Judaism and Christianity. Scientific development carried out in the heyday of Muslim civilization should be the importance given to knowledge acquisition. It is a crucial factor recorded in the Scriptures and guided the Muslims of contact with other people. In an
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excerpt from the *Ḥadīth*, the Prophet advises that “Seek knowledge even if it is necessary to go as far as China”⁴⁰⁸. In another *Ḥadīth* is that “Seeking knowledge is obligatory every Muslim”. The first word of the Qurʾān revealed to the Prophet Muḥammad is ‘Iqra’ (Read)⁴⁰⁹. Considering these issues, it is noticed that the widespread belief that the speeches and religious codices are contrary to logic and rational knowledge is not authentic. Nor is it the fact that the interpretation of faithful and priests to stick to only one expires and literal reading of the canonical scriptures.

Sufism, the mystical dimension of Islām, a long recognized the use of symbolism and allegorical language of religion as a stepping stone to the contemplation of something higher⁴¹⁰. Sufis say that every Qurʾānic Sūrah contains at least seven meanings, some of them even reaching the seventy. This opens the subject, prominent in this context, which is the symbolism as a key factor in the religious life, as it allows setting a stake beyond the body or individual dimension. The belief forms a dynamic representation that handles the subject to a unique and important role in the overall framework of existence. Religion is, first and foremost, a system of ideas through which individuals can view the society of which they are members, and relationships, but intimate obscure, which keeps with him. That is the primary task of faith, although it is metaphorical or symbolic, or so it is false. In contrast, it conveys all that is essential to the relationship you want to portray.

A religious system provides an ambience, a meaning of certain human situations, which aims to bring together the members of a community, giving them a role and meaning on the common set of events. This “existential meaning” can be expressed through the worldviews constituted by complex conjugation of rituals, myths and symbols of the

---

⁴⁰⁹ *Al Qurʾān*, Sūrat Al ῾Alaq (96: 1).
different socio-cultural segments. The question is not corroborated the veracity (in the factual sense) of a particular worldview but notes that play an important psychological role to signify the existence of man, to broadcast what is essential in relationships,

The worldview derived from the stories of the Talmūd, for example, determined the manner of how the countries in the Western hemisphere of the globe sees the divinity and the natural world and relates to them\textsuperscript{411}. Pondering about another religious context, such as Hinduism, it can be seen the influence of his worldview from the precepts that constitute the broader social organization of the smallest aspects that comprise individual attitudes. The principle behind the division into castes, for example, has its origin in the Hindu cosmogony Teo-creation\textsuperscript{412}. In Purusha-Sukta or “Hymn to the primordial man” we read that Brahman is identified with Purusha, the Divine body that has sacrificed and dismembered, and the multiple ways it arise the universe, its class and caste beings\textsuperscript{413}. In this system each has a duty to perform the development of the whole, and should contribute to the improvement and betterment of society in perpetual evolution within the divine plan. How then the knowledge and religious traditions could are relegated to the background, or reduced to psychological concepts, when in reality, are to a greater or lesser degree in the fundamentals of our current membership? It is not possible for a researcher to objectively evaluate how the Christian ideology is integrated into the socio-cultural development of Western civilization, not knowing quantitatively how the Persian Zoroastrianism influenced the ways in Middle East. These beliefs, as well as their worldviews, are the foundation of the psychology of people, where they still continue to affect the ways of being, thinking and acting in a collective and individual level. The influence of origin is also present in different

degrees in the birth of psychological schools, although its founders were atheists or tell off some spirituality.

Every religion, which is practiced in this world, motivates the believers to perform good deeds. For instance, generosity has been valued by almost every religion of the world. Buddhism has considered generosity as one of seven treasures within the world. Hinduism has defined generosity as a virtue, which is helpful for defining certain ways of loving. Christianity referred generosity as the gift, which will give overflowing measures. Jews usually practice charity for healing their ills.

*Islam* has instructed Muslims to become generous for loving other individuals. It has been evaluated that the factor of spirituality has been raised from two different aspects. The first aspect is regarding the motivation or engaging any extent within the area of spirituality. On the contrary, the second aspect is regarding the special type of motivation, which usually results from the acquired knowledge. Humanistic psychologists have been considered as the professionals, who had addressed different aspects of spirituality in regards of motivation. Carl Rogers has described that an individual has the capability for self-actualization. It has been further indicated that the factor of self-actualization in terms of Maslow’s theory is somehow different than the psychological fulfillment.

Carl Gustav Jung has suggested in the theory that the psyche of an individual can be easily motivated through different types of standard elements⁴¹⁴. Moreover, an individuated person usually moves away from egocentricity; whereas, the whole person is considered as a better person. It has been evaluated that the human beings have dual nature within the

normal routine; therefore, there are two major types of motives that include biological motives and psychological motives. Biological motives usually include thirst, hunger, and sex. However, psychological motives usually include affiliation, achievement, control, curiosity, manipulation, and exploration. Religious motives are also included in the division of psychological motives.

This verse has clearly mentioned that the aim of a human being is to become the vicegerent and servant of Allāh in this world for worshiping and performing good deeds. Moreover, such deeds will become ethical, personal, and social achievements in front of the Allāh during the fateful day. Thus, most of the Muslims are motivated to perform different good deeds for attaining the reward of Allāh, for which He has promised.

On the contrary, the impact of religious motives on the behaviors of a human being is totally dependent upon the factor of faith. Fasting is considered as a valuable and major aspect of Islām, which is achieved by seeking the reward of Allāh. Muslims are directed and motivated to fast; however, fasting is about neglecting the biological needs for the purpose of spiritual rationales. Therefore, the individuals, who have complete faith in Allāh, will only seek Allāh’s pressure instead of biological needs. This factor can be easily explained by the existence of the human soul, and its impact on human motivation. Therefore, it can be said that Human soul, which is directed by faith will lead the individuals for performing good deeds. Good deeds can be further classified into two broad categories, which include the act of devotion and good deeds to men. Another factor, which is directly associated with
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performing deeds, is regarding intentions. It has been evaluated that every deed of an individual is completely dependent upon the factor of intention. If the individual has an intention for pleasing Allāh, only then his act will be considered as ‘Ībādah. Jihād is considered as a major example of ‘Ībādah, which refers to sacrificing wealth, family, and the pleasure of world in front of Allāh).

It is extremely necessary to make a proper comparison between the Islamic perspectives and motivational theories. Alizi and Zaki have carried out a research study, which suggested that the soul of an individual is the moderator of human motivation, widely neglected by the western perspectives. The model has further empathized that it is because of the soul, which moderate personal behavior from the biological aspect. Moreover, it is further mentioned that the intrinsic level is all about the aggressive behavior. Therefore, the factor of faith is directly connected with reducing aggression. The drive reduction theory has widely indicated that the physiological needs widely drive the Muslims; however, Muslims can easily abandon their physiological needs for seeking the pleasure of Allāh. Arousal theory has postulated that the human beings are widely determined through their arousal; however, it is limited in regards of obligating Allāh. Intrinsic/ extrinsic theory has stated that the motivation level usually comes from the internal state; however, external factors are directly connected with the factor of motivation. At the same time, the theory has also mentioned that the human beings are single-minded for attaining the excessive level of needs, which usually include self-actualization. Therefore, it can be concluded that Islām has
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a diverse range of motivational perspectives. The Holy Qur’ān has indicated that ultimate and major goal of Muslims, which stated:\textsuperscript{422}:

\begin{quote}
“I have created only jinn and men that they may serve and worship Me.”
\end{quote}

\textbf{4.2 Promise of Allāh for Good Doers as a Motivator}

Allāh has promised rewards for good doers and for those who speak the truth and live an honest life, for those who keep a promise and help others, for those who forgive and sacrifice. Hence, there is a motivation for every good deed in the Holy Qur’ān as well as in the life of the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.). The following discusses different good deeds, and the rewards promised for them as well as inspiration from the life of Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) for the performance of those deeds.

\textbf{4.2.1 Speaking the Truth}

For Muslims, they are not allowed to conceal the truth and betray others\textsuperscript{423}. Neither may they hide the facts nor falsify and misrepresent the truth. It is stated in Sūrat Al Baqarah (2: 42):

\begin{quote}
“Confound not truth with falsehood, nor knowingly conceal the truth”.
\end{quote}

Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) is known as Aṣ-Ṣādiq in his life, which means the truthful. His life is one of the living examples for Muslims to speak the truth. It is stated in Sūrat An-Nahl (16: 105) in the Holy Qur’ān:

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{422} Al Qur’ān, Sūrat Al Dhāriyyāt (51:56).
\end{quote}
“Only they forge the lies which do not believe in Allāh’s communications, and these are the liars”.

Telling lies has also been proven by science as having effects on the human body. Just like any other major illness, telling lies is also a “disease”. It comes with its own set of symptoms and signs. Various physical effects are seen in people when they lie which is central to a device called “The Lie Detector”. Saīdīnā ‘Alī Bin Abī Ṭālib said that when materializing things, the truth will stand beside bravery while lying will be beside fear. In addition to this, Saīyidina ‘Alī (A. S.) also commented that any kind of lying should be refrained from, whether it is a small lie or a big lie, may it be a serious lie or just for fun. He added that when petty matters are used for making small lies, it increases the audacity to the lie when important matters are dealt with. This shows why lies are prohibited even if they are in trivial matters and this is because it will urge people to lie more to escape the situation as they have escaped trivial situations with the help of a lie. It is in human nature that when a certain thing works outs in a small scenario, they try it in a big one. This is dangerous when matters are serious enough to cause harm or damage to others in terms of his/her life, wealth, property, and others.

4.2.2 Honesty, Reliability and Keeping the Promise

Being honest and reliable is the responsibility of every Muslim, and they are promised rewards for that. In Sūrat Al Mu’minūn (23: 8), Allāh has promised to those who have done good deeds the inheritance of Paradise. One of the good deeds mentioned in that

Sūrah is taking care of a pledge and keeping promises. This shows the importance of honesty in Islām:

“And who are shepherds of their pledge and their covenant”.

The life of the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) is an example when it comes to honesty. He was so honest that, despite his young age, he was the best tradesman who was called in by rich people to take their caravans from one place to another. He was famous for his honesty and reliability. Being extremely popular for his honesty and reliability, he was trusted the most among the people of his time426. One such incident that displays how much trust people had in him, even before the time that he became the Last Prophet, was when Al Ka'ba was being rebuilt in Makkah. Everyone was working together to get it completed in time when, finally, the time to place the Black Stone (Al Ḥajar Al Aswad) came. Since this was an all-important task, everyone wanted to take part in it.

Quarrels broke out on deciding who would get the golden opportunity to place it. The quarrels were about to lead to battle when they decided that they need an arbitrator for them. Consequently, the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) was chosen to be the arbitrator as everyone exclaimed him to be the most trustworthy of them all. After listening to the issue at hand, the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) suggested that all the big leaders of the tribes come together. He spread a cloak down and placed the precious stone on it. After that, he told all the leaders to hold the ends of the cloak and took it to where it needed to be placed. This is how the trust in Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) helped solve this matter of great concern427.

4.2.3 Sacrifice

The talk of sacrifice is in the Holy Qur’ān Sūrat Al Kawthar (108: 2):

“So pray unto thy Lord and sacrifice”.

Sacrifice, in the way of Allāh, is a concept in Islām from the early times. Sa’dinā ‘Ibrahīm was asked to sacrifice his son in the name of Allāh in a dream, and when he shared this with his son, Ismā‘il, Ismā‘il said do as Allāh commanded\(^{428}\). Then, as soon as the knife of ‘Ibrahīm touched the neck of Ismā‘il, he turned into a lamb. This is in the Holy Qur’ān in Sūrat Aṣ-Ṣāfīt (37: 102):

“And when (his son) was old enough to walk with him, (‘Ibrahīm) said: O my dear son, I have seen in a dream that I must sacrifice thee. So look, what thinkest thou? He said: O my father! Do that which thou art commanded. Allāh willing, thou shalt find me of the steadfast”.

Hence, the concept of sacrifice in the name of Allāh is one of the teachings in Islām.

4.2.4 Helping Poor

Allāh and His Prophet have always emphasized on helping the poor and being kind to the needy and the orphans. In Sūrat Al Mā‘ūn (107: 2-7), it is stated that:

“That is he who repellant the orphan, and urgeth not the feeding of the needy. Ah, woe unto worshippers. Who are heedless of their prayer; who would be seen (at worship), yet refuse small kindnesses!”

This shows that Allāh dislike those who offer prayers all the time but refuse to perform small acts of kindness. Those who show off that they are humble but fail to help the needy are not good doers in the eyes of Allāh. The concept of helping each other and, especially the poor, can be seen in many parts in the Holy Qur’ān. In one occasion, God said in Sūrat Al Mā‘ūn (107: 1 - 3) to the people through Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.):

“Have you seen him who belies the rewards and punishments of the Hereafter? He it is who drives away the orphan and does not urge giving away the food of the poor”.

In another part, God said in Sūrat Al Isrā’ (17: 26 - 27):

“Give to the near of kin his due, and also to the needy and the wayfarers. Do not squander your wealth wastefully; for those who squander wastefully are Satan's brothers, and Satan is ever ungrateful to his Lord”.

A Ḥadīth, in this regard, as narrated by Abū Ḥūraīrah, states that the Prophet of Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) said that “Allāh Almighty wants his followers to spend as in charity to the poor and He would in turn spend on his followers”429. The Ḥadīth states the basic principles of Zakāh which is an important pillar of Islām. This Ḥadīth clearly states that if followers spend in the way of Almighty and his followers, the poor, then they are rewarded greatly by Allāh which will be in multiples of what they have spent on the poor. It is a great

motivational aspect of Islām which urges followers to spend in the name of Islām and the Almighty Allāh. Islām cautions against hoarding, and that is why it is compulsory for Muslims to take out Zakāh from their properties so that it may be used for the betterment of poor.

The Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) said that there are certain things that a person should follow in order to become a perfect Muslim. A person should not sleep until he feeds his neighbour who is without food and hungry. Furthermore, a person who loves his Creator is a person who loves his fellow beings. This message shows that if a person wants to get Allāh’s love, he is bound to love his fellow men first. No matter how rich a man is, he has to obey God and has to take care of those people who are living nearby. Otherwise, being near God is not possible. The Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) said, “That it becomes difficult for a person who is loaded with riches to climb easily on the steep path that leads to the heaven”. However, this does not mean that the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) is stopping his believers from acquiring wealth. Instead, he (P.B.U.H.) is emphasizing the importance of lawful and honestly earned wealth and a good use of that wealth, especially for the progress of a poor person. Furthermore, he (P.B.U.H.) gave advice to the Muslims to never delay the wages of a labourer and provide it before his perspiration have dried.

The Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.), while addressing his wife, told her to love and respect the poor and allow them to reach her for food and God will bless her with endless happiness and place her near Him (Ṣaḥīḥ Bukhārī). Another example of caring for the poor was when a person named ‘Abād Bin Sharhabīl – man from Al Madīnah - was very hungry and was starving badly. While passing the orchard field, he picked some fruit to eat but, suddenly, the owner saw him and shouted badly and unclothed him as a punishment for eating the fruit from his orchard without permission. He complained in front of the Prophet
(P.B.U.H.), and the owner was called for. He asked him to be kind and supportive to the needy, as this man was ignorant and hungry, and he should have fed him instead of this act. His clothes were restored, and some grains were given to him for his leavings.430

4.2.5 Compassion and Forgiveness

_Allāh_ is compassionate, and the forgiver and this teaches humans to forgive as well. For those who forgive and the wrongdoer repeats the act, it is _Allāh_ who will punish the wrongdoer. There is a concept in Islām in which human beings have a strong faith in _Allāh_ that He will punish the wrongdoer. In case, the person with who is wronged forgives the wrongdoer and trusts _Allāh_. _Allāh_ will then take care of the matter.

Compassion and forgiveness can, very evidently, be seen in the whole life of the Prophet _Muḥammad_ (P.B.U.H.). His entire life is an example of compassion as well as forgiveness. One such incident where he was extremely kind and affectionate was reported when the Prophet _Muḥammad_ (P.B.U.H.) was in prostration saying his prayers when _Saīdīnā Al Ḥusayn_, his grandson, sat on his back. Since the grandson wanted to spend some more time on his grandfather’s back, the Prophet _Muḥammad_ (P.B.U.H.) continued being in that position till _Saīdīnā Al Ḥusayn_ got down from his back. This clearly shows the kindness and compassion the Apostle of _Allāh_ has towards anyone, especially towards children.431

Being compassionate and showing love and kindness is what is encouraged by the Prophet. There are many examples where loving others is commanded, and the Prophet _Muḥammad_ (P.B.U.H.) has even talked about loving their children that many of people take

430 _Abū Dawūd_ Kitāb al-Jihād
for granted. It is recounted by Abū Hūraīrah that while Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) kissed Al Ḥasan Bin ʿAlī, Al Aqraʿ Bin Ḥabīs who was sitting nearby, told the Prophet that he has 10 children but have never kissed any of them. The Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) looked at him for a moment and said those who do not show mercy will not be treated with mercy432.

This shows the importance of being compassionate and loving. Not only did the Prophet (P.B.U.H.) motivate Muslims to treat their equals with kindness and compassion, he also demonstrated how they should compassionately treat their women, slaves, orphans, and even non-believers. Compassion is not just a characteristic restricted to human beings, but also encompasses towards plants, trees, and even animals. The life of the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) and his family portrays many incidents when they have urged to take special care of animals. One such incident happened with Saīdinā Ḥasan where, while he had his food; a hungry dog came nearby looking at the food. When Saīdinā Ḥasan saw the dog, he threw some food at him which the dog readily ate and looked at him for more. This is when someone came to send off the dog so he could eat peacefully but Saīdinā Ḥasan replied in the negative, saying that this dog deserves to be there as much as he does as the Almighty loves these animals the same way as He loves humans433.

4.2.6 Being Kind to Old and Weak

There are the rights of the old and the weak in Islām, and those who are not much privileged should be helped by those who are. This is a system that Allāh has made mention of. Allāh reveres humans from childhood, when they cannot take care of themselves and are

dependent on others, to youths when they are lively and full of energy and, then again, to the aged when they are weak and have no strength. This cycle is to make humans realize that if they have the power today, then they must help the old and the weak for they also will be old one day. It is stated in Al Qur‘ān:\footnote{Al Qur‘ān, Sūrat Yā-Sīn (36: 68).}

\begin{quote}
“He whom we bring unto old age, we reverse him in creation (making him go back to weakness after strength). Have ye then no sense?”
\end{quote}

A very popular incident of how Islām motivates Muslims is when an old lady used to regularly throw rubbish when the Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) passed by her house and not once did the Apostle of Allāh get angry with the old lady or shout at her for throwing rubbish at him. When one day, Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) passed by the old lady’s house, she did not throw rubbish at him. This caused the Prophet of Allāh to inquire from a passer-by to find out why the lady has not come out today. Upon learning that the old lady is sick, he even went up to inquire about her health. When the old lady saw Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) at her house, she thought he was there to take maybe revenge for her behaviour but instead the Prophet responded that he was there to ask about her health as this is what the religion Islām teaches them, to take care of ill, old and weak. After hearing this, the old lady was very impressed with this teaching and embraced Islām\footnote{Islam Laws. Web. 15th Mar. 2012. < http://www.Islam-laws.com/MEboyscourse/>.}

\subsection{4.2.7 Serving Parents}

As discussed above, the Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) has always instructed his followers to serve their parents. It is also stated in the Holy Qur‘ān that\footnote{Al Qur‘ān, Sūrat Luqmān (31: 14).}:
And we have enjoined upon man concerning his partners - His mother beareth him in weakness upon weakness, and his weaning is in two years - Give thanks unto me and thy parents. Unto Me is the journeying”.

In this Āyah, Allāh has indicated the love of parents and the difficulties a mother bears in bearing her children in herself and then giving them nourishment from her body for two years. This, therefore, makes it compulsory for children to serve them when they are old. Even when they are not old, children are ordered to respect parents and must not say ‘no’ to them. Allāh has asked His believers to obey their parents in all circumstances except if they ask them to disobey Allāh. The importance of serving parents is evident from the narration of Abdullāh Bin ‘Amr when a man asked the Prophet if he can join the Jihād to which the Prophet asked if his parents were still alive. When the man replied ‘yes,’ the Prophet told him to serve his parents instead as it is better than taking part in Jihād437.

In a Ḥadīth in Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim, ‘Anas recounted that in speaking about major sins, the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) said major sins are partnering someone with Allāh, disobeying parents, murdering a person and false declaration438. In another Ḥadīth, the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.), as reported by Abū Hūraīrah, said, “Let him meek into dust, let him meek into dust”. Someone asked who is he? To which, the Prophet replied that “they are those who see either of his parents in old age or both of them but does not enter Jannah because of his disobedience and lack of dutifulness to his parents”439. Hence, disobedience is so disliked by Allāh and the Prophet that those who fail to obey and respect their parents are denied Jannah.

438 Muslim H. Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim, Book 1, Chapter 39, Number 159. Al Riyadh: Dār Ṭaybāh, 2006. Print.
Another incident reported by Abū Hūraïrah is when he saw a person ask the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) as to who should he should care for the most and who deserves the best care from him. Hearing this, the Prophet of Allāh replied that his mother deserves the best care from him. This same question was repeated twice more and the response was same. When this question was asked the fourth time, the Prophet (P.B.U.H.) replied that his father deserves care from him, on asking this question once again, he replied that his relatives deserved care from him\textsuperscript{440}.

Once, when Abū Bakr’s daughter, Asmā’, asked the Prophet (P.B.U.H.) that since her mother was not a Muslim and does not show any positivity towards Islām, should she be treating her with kindness and affection. On hearing this, the Prophet responded in the positive and asked to treat her mother with love, care and affection as this is one of the primary teachings of Islām\textsuperscript{441}.

\subsection*{4.3 Fear of Allāh as a Motivator}

Allāh is a divine power and to fear Him and His anger is due on all Muslims. It is not that one should have in his heart the fear of Allāh that he cannot breathe due to that fear, but the fear is there in Islām in the sense that he is being watched and whatever action he/she does, it is being looked upon by a supreme authority. This fear is instilled in Islām to keep Muslims on the right track. It is both a positive motivation as well as a negative motivation because people may perform good deeds because they are sure they are being watched and, similarly, they avoid bad things as they know there is someone who is the knower of everything. In Sūrat Al Hajj (22: 35), it is stated:

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{440} Muslim H. Șahîh Muslim, Book 32, Chapter 1, Number 6180. Al Riyadh: Dār Ṭaybāh, 2006. Print.
\end{footnotesize}
“Whose hearts fear when Allāh is mentioned, and the patient of whatever may befall them, and those who establish worship and who spend of that we have bestowed on them”.

It is so stated in the Holy Qurʾān that Allāh is to be feared if one is to have relief from doomsday and, for those who fear Allāh, He keeps a record of all good doings. In Sūrat Al Anʿām (6: 15), it is stated that:

“Say: I fear, if I rebel against my Lord, the retribution of an Awful Day”.

In another part of the Holy Qurʾān, in Sūrat Ar-Raʾd (13: 21), it is mentioned:

“Such as unite that which Allāh hath commandeth should be joined, and fear their Lord, and dread a woeful reckoning”.

Whereas, for those who fear Allāh, it is given in Sūrat Al Aḥzāb (33: 39):

“Who delivered the messages of Allāh and feared Him, and feared none save Allāh. Allāh keepeth good account”.

Muslims also should hasten to fearing Allāh, and they will see from Him nothing except what pleases them by His will. Ibn Al Jawzī said442: “I had a problem that caused me great constant grief, and I thought hard escape this grief by anyway but in vain. Then I remembered this verse443:

---

443 Al Qurʾān, Sūrat Al Ṭalāq (65: 1).
Thereupon, I realized that fearing Allāh is reason for getting out any grief. Then; when I began applying fearing Allāh, I found the way for getting out”.

Hence, the fear of Allāh works as a motivator for Muslims to do well and avoid evil. The real fear, as it is supposed to be considered, can be compared with how elders are feared in the younger people’s daily lives. If their elders have asked them to desist from the performance of certain acts, they do so due to their fear of their elders’ authority. However, at the same time, they respect their elders and have a love for them in their hearts. This is exactly how the fear of Allāh exists for Muslims where they are sure of the existence of a supreme power that knows everything and is Al Qadar.

4.4 Misguided Motivation

The religiously motivated terrorism that has threatened world peace is a form of misguided motivation. Besides being religiously motivated, this type of terrorism is also politically motivated\(^\text{444}\). Neumann and Smith blame the failure of secular governments for the politicisation of religion. According to Neumann and Smith, the developing and underdeveloped countries associate themselves with one of the two superpowers: the communist and the capitalist. Unfortunately, neither the communist nor the capitalist could provide relief from poverty, economic crisis, unemployment, corruption, failure of law and order, failure to get justice and various other dilemmas that plague these countries. With the failure of the secular government, religion is the only alternative, initiating the politicisation

of religion\textsuperscript{445}. As quoted by Leonard Weinberg, Neumann and Smith state that although most of the terrorist groups did not have violence on their agenda, they adopted violence when their political ambitions failed to make any impact. With acts of violence, they not only got the attention of the governments and the powerful kingmakers behind them but it also motivated people to take up arms as terror was the only language understood by the echelons of power\textsuperscript{446}.

4.5 Motivation Stories in Islām

This sub-chapter covers motivation in Islamic battles, motivation in the immigration from Makkah to Al Madīnah, and Islamic poetry and poem that motivate the Muslims to obey Allāh. It insists that the incidents and events that took place during the early days to clarify the concept of motivation more clearly by studying it in the light of Sunnah.

4.6 Motivation in Islamic Battles

4.6.1 The Battle of Badr

The Battle of Badr is, thus, named after the place this battle took place. There was a village called Badr. Each year, a fair took place at this village. This village is located about 80 miles away from Al Madīnah. The battle of Badr took place on the 17\textsuperscript{th} of Ramadān 2 AH.

It was one of the most famous battles of that time which boosted the morale of Muslims and motivated them to spread the word of Allāh. The concept of motivation in Islām is what leads these few Muslim soldiers with very few resources to attain victory over a huge


troop of enemy soldiers. The concept of Shahādah comes into play when Jihādist s fight battles in the name of Islām. Because of the importance of this battle and the motivation behind it, it is particularly mentioned in the Holy Qurʾān:\footnote{Al Qurʾān, Sūrat Al Anfāl (8: 75).}

“And those who accept Faith subsequently, and adopt exile, and fight for the Faith in your company, - they are of you. But kindred by blood have prior rights against each other in the Book of Allāh. Verily Allāh is well-acquainted with all things”.

Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.), Allāh’s Messenger, armed with a mere 305 to 315 companions, set off to the battlefield. They only had about 70 camels\footnote{Spencer, R. The Truth about Muḥammad: Founder of the World’s Most Intolerant Religion. Washington, D.C.: Regnery Publishing, p. 103, 2007. Print.}. For them, the small size of their troop did not matter as they were motivated by the eternal peace that they would get in Jannah. Martyrdom was eventually again that the Muslims get for fighting for their religion. This motivation alone is a driving force that led the Muslims to their victory in the battle of Badr. There is yet another battle, and that is the remembrance of Allāh which resulted in a task’s success. As it is promised in Sūrat Al Anfāl (8: 45), if one is faced with a force, he or she must remember Allāh, for He will give him/her success.

“O ye who believe! When ye meet an army, hold firm and think of Allāh much, that ye may be successful”.

The battle of Badr was the first battle where the new religion of that time, Islām, and its followers, the Muslims, were seriously put to the test. The victory of this battle was not just important for the followers of Islām, but also for the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) himself. Before starting the battle, the Prophet earnestly prayed to the Lord;
“Prophet prayed that Quraish (the enemy troop) has come to fight with their arrogance and looking upon the Muslim band with condescension. He prayed that the enemy loses the fight and may the Muslims win this battle. He anxiously added that if they did not win this battle tonight, then there might be no one remaining to worship the Lord (Allāh)”.

The Quraish forces, however, were 950 to 1000 in strength. This was approximately three times more than the Muslim forces. The enemies were out in full strength to get the Muslims by winning this battle. The Prophet (P.B.U.H.) realised that this was a huge force to battle, but he continued encouraging and motivating the Muslims that they, the Muslim forces, were the cream of the crop from Makkah, and that they should toughen up themselves. It is stated in Sūrat Al Anfāl (8: 7):

“Allāh has promised to grant your victory over one of the two bands (the caravan and those who had come to defend it), but you wished to fight the one that was unarmed. He sought to fulfil His promise and to annihilate the unbelievers, so that truth should triumph and falsehood be uprooted, though the wrongdoers wished otherwise”.

The onset of the battle took place when Quraish members asked the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) to send them three men for a one on one fight against them. Even though the Prophet had hundreds of men waiting for their call to battle it out, he chose the ones from his family. The Prophet (P.B.U.H.) sent Saʿīdīnā ‘Alī Bin Abi Ṭālib, Ḥamzah and ‘Obaydah for duels where they started off with a victory right from the beginning. It is stated in Sūrat Al Anfāl (8: 42) that:

“Remember ye were on the hither side of the valley, and they on the farther side, and the caravan on lower ground than ye. Even if ye had made a mutual appointment to meet, ye
As general attacking started, all the Muslims fought with all their might and heart, and the enemy kept on failing in their attempts even when they were triple in their strength than the followers of Islām. They lacked the motivation of Jihād and martyrdom as the Muslims had. It is stated in Sūrat Al Anfāl (8: 9):

“When you asked for help from your Lord, He answered you. Indeed I will aid you with a thousand of the angels in rows behind rows”.

Saīdinā ‘Alī Bin Abi Ṭālib proved himself a fighter by killing about more than 20 to 23 enemies himself. Soon, it became very clear that Muslims were winning this battle because of their pure hearts, and the motivation that they get from the Prophet backing them up at every step. When in the middle of the battle, Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) took some stones in his hand and threw them at the enemy, saying that “Their faces may be spoiled and may you feel fear in your hearts and annul your feet”. The enemy forces upon hearing the Prophet saying fled from the place without so much as turning back.\(^{449}\)

Out of the 300 plus Muslims, about 14 were martyred while 70 of the Mushrikīn were killed at the hands of Muslims forces. After the enemies had been made captive, they were treated with so much care and kindness that the Quraish readily converted to Islām with all their faith and heart. Winning this battle of Badr was a stepping stone in strengthening the

faith of many in Islām. This is where the foundation of the Islamic state was laid after this
great success by the followers of Islām.

What is it that made their success possible even after their strength was very minute
in comparison to their enemy? They found success due to the factor of motivation that is the
most important element of Islām. The followers of Islām are motivated to end up in Paradise
as the Prophet has instructed them. They are motivated to do as they are told due to the fear
in their hearts of ending up in hell as well as the motivation to sacrificing their lives for their
faith. They know deep down in their hearts that their eternal end is after death and not in this
world. Allāh promises them that even if they end up losing their lives in these battles, their
souls will be sent to Paradise, which is the ultimate destination for any Muslim’s soul to be in.

4.6.2 Battle of ’Uḥud

For the battle of ’Uḥud, the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) said that it is a mountain that
loves us, and we also love it450.

The battle of ’Uḥud took place about one year after the astounding success the
Muslims got at the hands of the enemy. After their defeat, revenge was the keyword all over
Makkah. The Quraishis were extremely angry over losing the people they used to make fun
of, and wanted to win by hook or by crook.

The battle of ’Uḥud took place in late 625 when the Quraish is had slowly started
sending soft signals to the Prophet’s troops that all they wanted was to defeat the Muslim in

whichever way they can. An army of about 3,000 men accompanied with around 200 horses made their way to the battlefield, taking some 12 days to reach Al Madīnah. This battle is named after the famous mountain of 'Uhud, about 5 miles from Al Madīnah, and as mentioned above, it was very dear to the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.)\textsuperscript{451}.

The Muslims in this battle of 'Uhud numbered about 1000 which was, once again, subtle in comparison to their enemy. After travelling a few miles, around 300 companions backed off which left only 700 of the followers, causing much confusion among the troop. Nevertheless, the Prophet, after consulting the remaining followers, the majority agreed to go and battle outside Al Madīnah at the Mount of 'Uhud. After the majority of them had been listened to, many came to the Prophet (P.B.U.H.) and requested him to remain inside the boundaries of Al Madīnah and not to listen to the majority. On this, he responded that: \textit{it does not suit a Prophet to change his words}\textsuperscript{452}.

The Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) was aware of the strategy he had to deploy in order to find success, and he instructed around 50 companions to stay put on the slope of 'Uhud. They were also instructed not to leave this strategic position until they were told to, even if they already won the battle. Until this moment, all the Prophet’s (P.B.U.H.) followers were motivated to do as they were told. The Prophet specifically told the men to be positioned on the slope. \textit{Not to leave the place. When they see them winning, do not come to celebrate and if they see them losing, not to come in order to help them}\textsuperscript{453}. This was an ample motivation for the Muslims to listen to the words of their leader. He had considered everything before positioning them at this strategic position.

\textsuperscript{453} Ibid.
This is the reason the Muslims started winning extremely easily, and the enemy started having fear in their hearts that this small troop are, again, giving them a run for their lives. Saīdinā ‘Alī Bin Abi Ṭālib managed to slay most of the Quraishi leaders as well as senior members of the troop. The followers of Islām were not one bit concerned about their lives and blindly fought with all their might. The faith and confidence in their eyes scared the enemy, and they started to flee back to Makkah. After the Quraishi’s had made a run out of their camps, the Muslims started raiding the camps and collecting the spoils from winning the battle. After the men had positioned on the slope of the mountain, they saw that they had apparently won the battle and that their brothers were raiding the camp and collecting the leftover spoils. They quickly left their position and ran to join the men in the collection. The Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) had strictly instructed them not to leave their positions, but they did not heed his words. The motivation behind this battle was quickly replaced by greed to get the spoils as soon as possible.

Approximately, about 10 of the men remained in that strategic position that was not an enough backup for the Muslims. The enemy, after seeing that the Muslim were busy collecting the spoils, and seeing the small number of men covering the slope of the mountain, attacked once again. This shocked the Muslims, who were sure that they had already won. This caused much confusion and caused a turning point in the whole battle. This is where the enemy, for the first time, got the Muslims under their control. Many of the Muslims were not even aware whom they were fighting with, thus ended up killing their brothers in Islām. After their confusion had worn off, they fled to the fields without so much as looking back or hearing the words of their Prophet (P.B.U.H.) who was calling out to them to get back in the battlefield, Sūrat Ālī ʿImrān (3: 151-52):
“God certainly made good His promise unto you when you routed them by His leave, until the moment when your courage failed you and ye disobeyed after He had showed that for which ye long. Among you are some that hanker after this world and some that desire the Hereafter. Then did He divert you from your foes in order to test you. But He forgave you. For God is full of grace to those who believe. Behold ye were climbing up (the high ground) without casting a side glance at anyone, and the Apostle was calling you back. There did God give you one distress after another by way of requital, to teach you not to grieve for what ye miss, or for (the ill) that had befallen you. For God is well aware of all that ye do”.

The victory of the Muslims was shockingly turned to defeat due to the greed of just a few men. They lacked the motivation to listen to the Prophet’s words and found death as their destiny. Had these men paid heed to the Prophet’s words and worked upon what they had been instructed to do, they would not have to encounter defeat in the face of victory. They had become over confident of their victory, whereby their fate shook, causing them to lose the battle, as well as their lives.

On the other hand, the enemy was more motivated to take revenge for its defeat in the Battle of Badr. They had mourned the death of their leaders and wanted nothing more than trample the Muslims in revenge. This was a psychological effect on them which led to their gaining victory after being defeated badly during the first stage of the battle of Badr. If they had wanted, the remaining members of the Quraishi troops could have easily fled the battleground after leaving their camps and not turned back. But the motivation inside them, the negative motivation to kill the Prophet (P.B.U.H.) and his followers, were enough for them to look back and notice that the Muslims did not have enough backing on the slope of Mount ’Uhud. This provided a golden opportunity for the enemy clan to attack the Muslims
from behind, and in confusion, the Muslims ended up losing a battle after winning it. They did not think twice that they were disobeying the words of their Prophet which, in other words, were also the instructions of their Lord, letting worldly greed overpower them and blind them from their final destination.

The Prophet (P.B.U.H.) had remarked before the onset of the battle to stay within the boundary of Al Madīnah but the majority of them were of the opinion to go and battle out in the field\textsuperscript{454}. He had also mentioned that he saw a dream in which he had moved his sword that came out with a broken blade, symbolising the men that got killed during the battle of 'Uḥud. He added that as he moved the sword again, it came back perfect, symbolising the victory of Muslims. He also saw cows in his dream, stating that Allāh knows what is best for his people. The cows symbolised those faithful followers of Islām who accepted martyrdom during the battle of 'Uḥud. The defeat in this battle also indicated that real men were those who backed the Prophet (P.B.U.H.) even in the face of defeat when all the Quraishis wanted to do were to avenge their defeat of Badr, and to kill the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.\textsuperscript{455}).

4.6.3 The Battle of Khanndaq (Trench)

The battle of the trench was one of its kinds in the history of Muslim battles. It took place in 627 CE – the 5\textsuperscript{th} year of Hijrah – and the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) himself present and fighting with the lot. The presence of their Prophet was an enough motivation for his followers to put blindly their hearts and souls in their battles, and to not let anyone

\textsuperscript{454} Ibn Kathīr. \textit{The Battles of the Prophet}. Egypt: Dār Al-Manārah, 2000. Print
lay even as much as a finger on the Prophet. Protecting him as well as the name of Islām is a huge motivation behind the Muslim battles that took place.⁴⁵⁶

After getting victory over the Muslims during the battle of 'Uḥud, the enemy wanted nothing less than to be able to kill the Prophet. Many Non-Quraish Tribes had also joined forces with them to finish the followers of Islām, greatly increasing their number. Furthermore, they were joined by the hypocrites of Al Madīnah who secretly wanted to end the life of Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.). After the Prophet, (P.B.U.H.) came to know that the Quraish was planning to attack the Muslim troops, he immediately called his companions and consulted them on how to strategies for this battle. Once again, the strength of Muslims was less as compared to the enemy. Muslims totalled to about 3,000, whereas the Quraish were about 24,000 in number. Once again, the Muslims did not get scared by the great number of enemy troops, and were motivated to win this battle after their shameful defeat in the battle of 'Uḥud where their victory was converted to defeat, where they wanted to make amends⁴⁵⁷.

The Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) consulted his Persian friend, Salmān Al Fārisī, who suggested that, in order to defeat the great number of enemy troops, they should make it impossible for them to make a direct attack at the Muslims. He suggested that they make a trench around the Al Madīnah in order to prevent and protect the enemy whereby they might invade Al Madīnah. The Prophet apparently liked his idea, and ordered his companion to start digging a trench ten cubits in breadth and five cubits in depth⁴⁵⁸.

This was a new way to fight a battle, and was unheard of in their time. The followers of Islām enthusiastically got to work digging that trench. They worked hard the whole day, only resting at night. Some hypocrites tried to create hurdles by working slowly but, on the other hand, some of the Muslims worked more and more zealously by digging more than their share. Salman alone managed to get the work done which equalled to that of around ten men. The fact that the Prophet was present each day and night at the trench was an extremely motivating factor that encouraged them that Allāh backed them. During the process of digging the trench, they were stopped by a huge rock that could be broken and was a hurdle in their digging. On consulting the Prophet as to whether they should stop working on the rock and start elsewhere, the Prophet answered a ‘No’ and stood up to go down the trench. What people saw then was that the Prophet had tied a small rock on his stomach as he and many of his companions had not eaten for some 2 to 3 days. This added to the motivation of Muslims that their Prophet had not eaten and was using this stone to curb his hunger, causing them to work even harder and faster. When one of the companions bought a few dates to eat, the few dates kept on multiplying until all of the men working on the trench were full, and still, the dates had not been finished. To put psychological pressure on the Muslims, the Quraysh kept on sending messengers to Al Madīnah that the enemy was tremendously preparing for this war. Even this pressure could not deter the true followers of Islām as they were blindly motivated to follow the instructions of their Prophet.

Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) strikes the stone thrice, and after sparking, the rock gave way and broke. The Prophet mentioned that the first spark meant that Yemen was opened to him; the second spark meant that Syria was opened on him, and the third spark

---

meant that the East was opened to him. The Muslims continued digging the trench in time to be prepared to face the huge enemy troop. It took the Islamic followers a mere six days to finish digging up the trench and get them prepared for the enemy’s attack.

The enemy troops were not at all prepared to face a trench when trying to get inside Al Madīnah. Muslims could only be attacked from one of the four sides which were protected by a trench, and this kind of a strategy has put the enemies off-track that they could not directly enter Al Madīnah. Unwillingly, the Quraishis had to stage a siege outside of Al Madīnah and, being the winter month, the siege of approximately 27 days was a tough one since they had not come prepared for it. The enemy then tried getting inside through the help of hypocrites residing inside the city.

Every day the enemy would try to find a way to cross over the trench but would not succeed as they were heavily guarded by the Muslims. Some of the enemy forces converted to Islām in the hands of Prophet and, when asked what they can do; the Prophet told them to try to break the allies of the enemy. These newly converted Muslims were able to plant suspicion in the heart of the enemy due to their break allies and not attacking Al Madīnah. The strategy of divide and conquer worked and, the next morning; the battleground was deserted.

Not many fights took place as the weather became bad and made it impossible to stay put. Young and seniors members of the enemy troops tried to cross the trench but were welcomed with stones that stopped their efforts. The victory of this battle of Trench was due to the intelligent strategy adopted by the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.). Also, the Muslims

---

were motivated that they would get the victory as they were fighting for the religion of Allāh since He is the only one who decides victory or loss. With this faith in the heart, they kept on fighting and waiting for the enemy to attack, not once getting scared or feeling hopeless. They were motivated that they were doing the right thing, and Allāh will support them when doing the right thing. Even when they feared the enemy using hypocrites within the city, the Prophet (P.B.U.H.) diplomatically handled the situation that further encouraged the Muslims that victory is theirs even with their meagre strength.

The motivation behind fighting every battle in the name of Islām is that of ending in Paradise with their dear Prophet. Even when the enemy kept challenging the Muslims to come and fight, the Prophet remained quiet. Thrice they were challenged, and thrice Saīdīnā ʿAlī Bin Abī Ṭālib asked the permission of Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.). After that, the Prophet, after seeing that no one else volunteered, sent ʿAlī where he once again came back victorious. These factors, in themselves, are their motivations for the rest of their companions, even young ʿAlī was motivated to do anything to protect the life of the Prophet (P.B.U.H.).

4.6.4 Battle of Ḥunayn

The battle of Ḥunayn is among the most famous battles of the Muslim era which took place after Makkah was successfully conquered in 8 A.H. Most of the people of Makkah had embraced Islām by then, so the Muslim followers had a huge force of soldiers. After the Quraish Tribes of Makkah successfully dealt with the previous battles, another tribe, the Hawazān Tribe, was planning to start a fight with the followers of Islām and, specifically, wanted to end the life of the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.).

---

The news of the battle preparations of the Hawazān Tribe reached the ears of Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.), and the Apostle of Allah quickly prepared to face them. The Muslim forces were an unmatched strength of around 12,000 men. The enemy forces then had even gone to the extent of bringing to the battlefield their women, cattle, and even their children. The strategic reason to include the women, cattle and children in this battle was to make sure that the soldiers do not think about turning their back towards the Muslims if they believe they are going to lose. They would be making sure that they stay put to protect their families and properties right behind them\textsuperscript{463}.

The followers of Islām, in this battle of Hunayn, were particularly proud of their great strength. They let the arrogance and pride take over the motivation that Islām taught and forgot that, in the previous battles, the strength of the enemy had never mattered because of the valour, fervour, and motivation that Muslims have. Some even commented that if they lose today, then it will not because of their strength\textsuperscript{464}.

When the Muslim forces, left by the Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.), met the enemy forces in the Hunayn’s valley, the encounter turned out to be a very disorganised and disappointing show of management. The enemy was aware that their strength was no match to the strength of Muslim followers, thus decided to do a surprise attack on them to cause panic and confusion to help them defeat the Muslim forces; this is exactly what happened. Half of the Muslim forces were stuck in the pass in the valley, and the rest were attacked by arrows and stones which caused much alarm and terror among the Muslims. Most of them got confused about what to do and started retreating. Many of the Muslims fled from the


battlefield during the Apostle of Allāh, accompanied by a few of his loyal companions, continued making their way toward the enemy.

The Prophet kept on saying to the enemy that “he is the Prophet and the son of ‘Abdul Muṭṭalib and that he was not lying”. Then he asked one of his companions with a rather loud voice to call out all those people who had promised to fight in the way of Islām. After hearing them being called, the spirit of motivation returned to them with full fervour. They quickly started turning back to the field and fighting in accordance to the instruction of the Prophet (P.B.U.H.). This was a great show of leadership by the Apostle of Allāh that, even in the midst of confusion and chaos, he did not lose his focus and was capable of converting a defeat into victory. This also displayed the immeasurable trust he had in Allāh, and the fact that he knew that he promised victory. So, he kept on fighting.

The Prophet kept on saying that Allāh has promised him victory and that He shall keep His promise. Hearing this, the motivation among the Muslims took to new heights, and their swords and arrows started working with an added energy. The light of courage in their eyes was enough to strike awe and scare the enemy forces. The enemy forces then started their retreat to save themselves and their families, as well as properties.

When the captured members of Hawazān Tribe willed to embrace Islām, they were forgiven and did not have to pay with their lives. This gave a very strong message of motivation for Islām. Thus, it quickly made its rounds among the enemy who came to the Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) to get back their prisoners. The prisoners were given back without being harmed. The events of this battle clearly show that even though Muslims were set back a little from their focus and lost their spirit of motivation for a while, they bounced back as soon as their Prophet declared his identity and called for them to join him in the
battle. The Holy Qurʾān talks about this battle with reference to the following Āyāt from Sūrat At-Tawbah (9: 25-6):

“Allāh has already helped you on many fields, and on the day of Hunayn, when your multitude was pleasing to you, but it availed you naught, and the land for all its breadth was straightened for you, and you turned about, retreating. Then Allāh sent down His Tranquillity upon His Messenger and the believers, and he sent down legions you did not see, and He chastised the unbelievers; that is the recompense of the unbelievers”.

4.6.5 The Battle of Khaybar

The battle of Khaybar took place in year 629 (7 AH) where the Jews thrown out of Al Madīnah where they had settled; they were very strong forts Khaybar. After the Quraish could not join the Jews of Al Madīnah in any treaty, the Jews were forced to take revenge from the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) themselves. Still, the Apostle of Allāh wanted to give them an opportunity to convert to Islām. After they had declined, the Prophet (P.B.U.H.) thought that the only way would be to conquer the forts of Khaybar. The enemies were surprised on seeing the strength of the followers of Islām. The Jews were once again asked to give up and surrender to the will of Allāh, but they instead made fun of the Muslims, commenting that they are not strong enough to conquer their solid forts. They added that it was impossible to conquer their forts, and shut themselves. The Muslims, therefore, had to siege out of the forts.

Slowly and gradually, they started conquering the smaller forts and striking terror in the heart of enemies. One particular fort was a strong one that was an important place for the

---

senior members of Jews. After days of effort and continuously changing leaders, that the fort could not be conquered. It was indeed a difficult fort to break open. This caused a little wave of anxiousness amongst the Muslims, but the great leadership of Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) held them in place when he announced that this robust fort would be conquered by his companion the next day.

The arrival of next day proved Saīdinā ‘Alī to be selected as the leader for conquering this fort. No doubt that Saīdinā ‘Alī conquered it by first dealing with the enemies who had unfortunately come out of the fort, and then when the Jews were trying to shut it back; Saīdinā ‘Alī stopped them from doing so by putting his sword on the gate of the fort. This gave the Muslims a golden opportunity to get inside the fort and start their fighting. Eventually, the Jews had to give in to the will of Allāh Almighty, thus submit to their defeat. The courage and motivation in Saīdinā ‘Alī were true signs that Islamic motivation stays with Muslims even in times of trouble and difficulty. This battle is also famous as after it, Islām started spreading beyond the boundaries of Al Madīnah and its suburbs.

4.7 Motivation in Immigration from Makkah to Al Madīnah

The year 619 A.D. was a year of sorrow for the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) as first his wife Khadijah and then his uncle Abū Ṭālib passed away. Both the figures were pillars of support for the Holy Prophet. With no one to protect him, the Quraish became bolder in their persecutions. They now openly insulted him and made lives of the Muslims difficult. Because of the growing persecution of the Muslims in Makkah, the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) advised the Muslims to migrate to Al Madīnah a city near Makkah.

---

Al Madīnah, at that time known as Yathrib, was inhabited by two main tribes: Aws and Khazraj, and many tribes of Jews.467 A group of people from the Khazraj Tribe had come to Makkah for the annual pilgrimage in 621 A.D; it should be noted that the people of Yathrib believed in one God unlike the pagans of Makkah who believed in many gods. When these people came to Makkah, they heard about the Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H.) and His teachings of Islām. They met the Prophet (P.B.U.H.) and discussed with him the religion Islām; a handful of these pilgrims converted to Islām. They promised to spread the word of God in Al Madīnah, and bring more people for conversion. True to their words, they came back the next year, and a larger group of people accepted Islām. At this time, the new converts also entered the Treaty of Al ‘Aqabah in which they pledged to protect and support the Muslims if they were exiled from Makkah. They also promised to defend the Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H.) as they would defend those who were dear to them.

When the sufferings and hardships of the Muslims became unbearable, the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) advised the Muslims to migrate secretly to Yathrib; only the Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H.), Saīdīnā Abū Bakr, and Saīdīnā ‘Alī stayed in Makkah. All except ‘Umar Bin Al Khattab migrated to Yathrib secretly; ‘Umar announced his intention of migrating to Yathrib, and challenged anyone to stop him. The Muslims left their families and properties in Makkah. The families joined the men in Yathrib, later while their properties were confiscated by the Makkah’s People (Makkans).

The migration of Muslims further enraged the Makkans as they now feared that Islām would be spread in other parts of Arabia. To stop Islām spreading any further, the people of Quraish decided to assassinate the Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H.)468. As the people of Quraish

also feared vengeance from the family of the Prophet (P.B.U.H.), they decided that one person from each tribe would be selected, and all of them will attack the Prophet (P.B.U.H.) simultaneously. In this way, all the tribes would share the bloodguilt instead of one person. The men selected for assassination hid in the bushes around the Prophet’s (P.B.U.H.) house with the intention of killing him as soon as he stepped out for *Fajr* prayers. *Allāh*, however, sent Archangel Gabriel to warn Prophet *Muḥammad* (P.B.U.H.) of the danger, and also to grant permission to migrate to *Yathrib*. Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H.) asked his cousin, ‘*Alī*, to sleep in his bed, and asked him to return the things people had entrusted him the next day, and then migrate to *Yathrib*. Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H.) together with his friend, *Abū Bakr*, left for *Yathrib* in the darkness of the night. *Muḥammad* (P.B.U.H.) walked part his assassins, and they did not see him; as mentioned in the Holy *Qur’ān* in *Sūrat Yā-Sīn* (36: 9):

“We have set a barrier before them and a barrier behind them and thus covered them so that they see not”.

Prophet *Muḥammad* (P.B.U.H.) and his companion, *Abū Bakr*, hid in a cave named “*Thaūr*” while the *Makkans* searched for them. The *Makkans* did not bother to look into the cave because a spider had woven its web over the entrance. After three days, the two guided by a Bedouin reached a place called *Qubā’*; ‘*Alī* the Prophet’s (P.B.U.H.) cousin joined the two men at *Qubā’. Here is the first mosque of *Islām* as built on a piece of land purchased from two orphans. After staying for two weeks, they headed towards *Yathrib* where he was warmly welcomed. *Yathrib* was renamed as “*Maḍīnات An-Nabī*” or the City of the Prophet. The *Al Anṣār* i.e. people of *Yathrib* were very happy. Upon the Prophet’s entry in to the Holy

---

City, overwhelmed with joy, children of Al Madīnah recited a poem (“Ṭala’a Al Badru ‘Alaynā”) in loud voices to welcome the Prophet to the city.

The hearts of the people of Al Madīnah are fulfilled with the Love of Prophet and Allāh as they believe that their city is graced by the arrival of Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.). They are ready to help the migrants, and they were asked by Allāh to do so; however, Allāh himself said if you don’t help migrants it won’t matter as I (Allāh) am here to help them, they won’t be alone. In the Holy Qur’ān, Allāh has described the migration of Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) to Al Madīnah in Sūrat At-Tawbah (9: 40) as follows:

“If ye help not (your leader, Muḥammad), it is not matter, for God did indeed help him, when the Unbelievers drove him out. He had no more than one companion. They two were in the cave, and he said to his companion: have no fear, God is with us”.

When the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) reached Al Madīnah, every Muslim wanted to be his guest, but the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) told them that the camel will stop at its own accord. The camel stopped at Abū Ayūb Al Anṣāri’s house who was also a distant relative of the Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H.)\(^{470}\). The migration of the Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H.) to Al Madīnah is crucial in the history of Islām. It also marks the beginning of the Muslim calendar known as “Hijrah”.

### 4.7.1 Establishment of Brotherhood

Many people from Al Madīnah had already accepted Islām, and the non-Muslims living there were quite tolerant and more receptive to the preaching of the Holy Prophet

The Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) also established a balanced Islamic society in Al Madīnah. The Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) paired one Muslim from Makkah with a Muslim from Al Madīnah. The people of Al Madīnah were called “Al Anṣār” or the helpers while the people of Makkah were called “Muhājirīn” or emigrants. The sacred bond of brotherhood binds the two, as the generous Ansār not only gave their Muhājirīn brothers half of their possessions but also made them an equal shareholder in their inheritance. This brotherhood signified the establishment of social order and a greater Islamic community. It also united the people divided into tribes under Islām. The brotherhood, between Al Anṣār and Al Muhājirīn, was according to the spirit of Islām which claims that all Muslims rich or poor, black or white, young or old are brothers of one another and were strongly bound by the religion. The Ansār were honoured to be of help to the Muhājirīn while the Muhājirīn also started earning so that they would not be a burden on their brothers.

The Muslims saw a motivating leader in Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.), one who would put an end to the feuding and would establish a balanced society. The Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) was recognised as the leader, and a treaty was chalked up which defined the different roles played by the various communities living in Al Madīnah and their relationship with the Muslims.

4.7.2 Migration of Muslims to Al Madīnah

The Muslims in Makkah had everything such as homes, property, family, and friends. As the maltreatment of the Muslims at the hands of Makkans grew, the Prophet Muḥammad
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(P.B.U.H.) asked them to migrate to Yathrib in small groups\textsuperscript{474}. The Muslims could have stayed back to look after their properties and other material possessions. They could have also given up their newly acquired faith to escape the harassment. Instead, they opted to leave everything behind and migrate to an unfamiliar place just because Allāh and his Prophet desired that. The desire to obey and please Allāh was the motivating force that compelled these people to move from a place where they were well established to a place where their future was unknown. They made the perilous journey for the sake of Allāh and Islām. Although the Al Annṣār offered them half of everything, the Muslims from Makkah lived a life of poverty. In fact, the Prophet Muḥammad (P.B.U.H.) himself endured poverty as long as he lived. The migration of Muslims to Al Madīnah infused a spirit of sacrifice, thus motivated people to leave their worldly belongings and luxuries for the sake of Allāh.

4.8 Islamic Model of Motivation – Hidden Perspectives

In light of the above findings grounded on the literature of psychic- spiritual motivation, we propose an Islamic model of motivation which serves as a guide to understanding the Islamic-oriented principles of motivation. The motivational module created by Pervez is a guideline for Islamic societies where students of any age can learn the concept of motivation in terms of his or her formation by Allāh\textsuperscript{475}. It teaches them to utilize the equipment given by God to remain motivated and focused in life. The main aspect of the motivational module is the four broad components also referred to as “Four M’s”. The Four M’s of motivation comprise of “Muḥāsabah”, “Murāqabah”, “Mutāba’ah” and

“Mujāhadah”476. These factors are based on the basic human physique, psychology and spirit.

4.8.1 Muḥāsabah

Muḥāsabah refers to the act of self-evaluation, the assessment of one’s strengths and weaknesses, desires and emotions, and recognition of the presence of spirit to change. Critically evaluating oneself is one of the most difficult stages in the motivational module as a person can easily ignore one’s mistakes and weaknesses. When such recognition is achieved about one self, the strengths should be identified so as to be kept while weaknesses need to be identified so as to be eliminated. In order to change and go through spiritual cleansing, it is important to clear this stage of Muḥāsabah477. This stage is completely missing from the prevalent vision of motivation and, therefore, lacks the element of identification of needs by employees or students themselves478. Instead, the secular theories tend to experiment on groups and classify the strengths and weaknesses themselves, or as they are deemed suitable. This loses the very essence of motivating any person; unless the individual himself wants to be motivated, there is nothing that the psychologists or managers can achieve in the long run.

On the other hand, Islām teaches self-evaluation at each stage of life through the verses and Ḥadīths. This prevents individuals from indulging in any wrong deeds or insincere acts. Unlike motivation theories, the Islamic approach to motivation gives
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accountability to employees or persons in general, at the very beginning with a promise of reward and punishment on the Day of Judgment.\textsuperscript{479}

\subsection{4.8.2 Mur\textsuperscript{a}qabah}

Mur\textsuperscript{a}qabah refers to the situation where a person is aware that All\textsuperscript{a}h keeps watch of every act he performs everywhere. The stage of Mur\textsuperscript{a}qabah holds due significance in the concept of motivation to Muslims, as their faith lies in the fact the God is everywhere and nothing in this universe is hidden from Him, as stated in the Holy Qur\textsuperscript{a}n:\textsuperscript{480}

\begin{quote}
"And All\textsuperscript{a}h knows what is in your hearts, so take heed of Him and know that All\textsuperscript{a}h is oft-forgiving, most forbearing".
\end{quote}

The verse clearly states that All\textsuperscript{a}h is aware of each human action and even of the intention behind it. Thus, a person is not only motivated for the rewards hereafter but he also pleases God constantly, who he strongly believes to be observant of his every action. This aspect of Islamic motivation again leaves secular theories behind, as in those theories, a person is focused on activities that are under observation of the organization and its management but wherever he can find escape, he might be dishonest or irresponsible with his duties. Such insincere behaviour is again a result of shallow beliefs on worldly theories that are being created for someone’s gain.\textsuperscript{481} However, in the Mur\textsuperscript{a}qabah stage of motivation, a human being is alert and respectful of All\textsuperscript{a}h’s presence and is highly motivated to show his love and respect by reaching his full potential at every job taken by him without showing any reluctance in performing his duties. This spiritual belief and faith provides

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{480} \textit{Al Qur’an, Sûrat Al Baqarah} (2: 235).
\end{footnotesize}
motivation for excellence till the end of life as even in the case of the end of worldly rewards, there is still the presence of Allāh that will keep the motivation of a Muslim alive.

4.8.3 Mutāba‘ah

Mutāba‘ah refers to the act of planning and scheduling so as to remain focused and determined towards the achievement of goals.\(^{482}\) Since it is the innate nature of human beings to do mistakes and be misled by evil thoughts, it is suggested in the Islamic teachings that one should design a clear plan of action for everything in life so that goals can be achieved with pure discipline and avoiding evil thoughts deviates one from the path of truth and reality. The Holy Qur‘ān places special emphasis on the fact that human beings, since the creation of Adam, have the tendency to commit mistakes and be misled by Satan. It reinforces again and again that Muslims should keep their actions focused towards the right path and foresee any bad thoughts or feelings that might be coming in the way.

4.8.4 Mujāhadah

Mujāhadah is the last aspect of motivation techniques. It implies that individuals need to fight hard and put maximum efforts to achieve their goals. Mujāhadah therefore, refers to the struggle and efforts that are necessary to achieve the goals.\(^{483}\) This aspect of motivation holds a special place near Allāh, as every effort made in the achievement of knowledge at work, for the society or any betterment of humankind, is placed in high regard near Allāh and rewards are promised for such a person. The concept of Mujāhadah

---


significantly affects the motivation level as understanding the concept of Mujāhadah will result in constant efforts, persistence, and perseverance to have an achievement.

Alawneh argued in his study that unlike the secular view, Islām contains such significant characteristics of motivating human beings that are hidden in his instincts and motives\textsuperscript{484}. Thus, this makes the Four M’s of motivation an already existing concept that demands constant and careful nurturing in human minds and souls. These factors should be a part of every human being’s upbringing so that they can remain motivated and accountable for their actions.

\textit{Īmān} known as faith is another important factor that contributes greatly towards increasing motivation, according to Islamic beliefs\textsuperscript{485}. Behind every intention to remain motivated towards goals and perform to the fullest potential is the faith that each Muslim has on Allāh and the hereafter that He has promised. Therefore, faith is considered to be the biggest motive behind every action that a firm believer takes. If the faith is absent, all four components of the motivation module will become useless since there will be no belief regarding rewards for good deeds and punishment for bad deeds.

\textit{Murāqabah} is useless without faith that can allow human beings to escape responsibilities when deemed. However, the concept of faith in Allāh and his teachings are the only elements that are missing from the core of motivation theories in this world. The missing element of faith and these motivating factors has led to a life occupied with worldly

\textsuperscript{485} Isawi, A. \textit{Components of Islamic and Arabic Personality and Methods of Their Development}. Cairo: Dār Al Fikr Al Jami‘i (Arabic), 1986. Print.
needs and desires and artificial stimulators that further deviates individuals from the right path.

There are various ways in which adult employees can learn how to do their Muḥāsabah and believe in Murāqabah. Various workshops and seminars can be helpful in instigating a well-provoked thought in individuals regarding their motives in life and how spiritual guidance can help them serve themselves as well as the world better than before. Teachers, as mentioned before, have a huge responsibility in Islām towards the society as they are placed in high regard in Islām.
CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

The concept of motivation from the Islamic perspective, is woefully underrepresented and often misunderstood in today’s society. Exposure on Islām and how it motivates its followers, especially in terms of helping its followers decide between good and evil acts as they are described by the Holy Qur‘ān and Hadīth is the central leitmotif of this thesis.

Throughout the exploration and research of this topic, I have been enlightened and encouraged by the similarities of Islām, Christianity and Judaism. While there exist fundamental and irrevocable differences – the extensible similarities of belief in one monotheistic being and the manner in which that loyalty to obey creates motivation to adhere to fundamental good and bad behaviour is undeniable.

Contextual research into the existence of our Soul or Nafs and the role it plays on daily motivation of one’s belief has led to deductions and assumptions presented in this thesis that are validated by example in three major world religions. Specifically noted is the role of the Islamic concept of motivation with its central theme that Allāh has created human beings for a purpose and forfeiture of an individual’s control of their own destiny will lead to dependence on Allāh and great reward in the afterlife.

It is difficult to believe in something that you don’t see or is not tangible in everyday life. The ambiguity of religion, in the sense that it does not manifest itself through perceptible and physical cause and effect, lead to misunderstanding and denial. However, the impact of religion on behaviour is obvious – yet so little attention from authors, researchers and scholars is a problem. Less explored in Islamic, Christian and Judaist
literature and culture is the actual impact of religious motivation on its followers, I present this thesis as a solution to this problem.

At the onset, the objective is to explore, identify, and conceptualize the inherent motivation in Islām and its similarities and discriminators compared to other single God religions. Islām endorses the concept of motivation. Christianity and Judaism, like Islām reinforce belief through the promise of reward or punishment that in turn guides the daily life of its followers and therefore also solidifies the role of motivation through faith. The most notable example of this theory prevalent in all three religious accounts (Islām, Christianity and Judaism) is the actions of Adam and Eve and the promise of everlasting tranquillity in the Garden of Eden versus the struggle of sin.

This researcher has attempted to be exhaustive in its examination of the role religions play to motivate its followers yet it is not without limitation. For example, this work is limited to the mainstream monotheistic religions and fails to address other major world religions like Buddhism and Hinduism or the lack of religion (Atheism) and the role it plays to motivate its followers. Further examination into other major and many minor religions, cultural norms and value systems or the lack of belief in Allāh is a deserving endeavour.

From existing literature and findings, critical consideration on how motivation exists is perceived and impacts human behaviour and activities are clear, we need more study. The comparative analysis performed on the concept of motivation, its perception and application in Islām, Christianity and Judaism has revealed certain minute, yet clear differences. Motivation in Islām is driven through rewards and punishment, and the afterlife, which plays a major role in guiding a Muslim to the right path. In Judaism, the concept of motivation is interlinked with conviction (one of the 13 standards) that the upright are repaid, and the
heathens are rebuffed. Similarly, in Christianity, motivation is linked with influence towards the love of God.

It can be observed that while the core concept horizons towards God, and to earn his Love, there are certain dissimilarities that constitute motivation across different religions. While one drives a believer towards good deeds through promises of a rewarding afterlife, and the love of Allāh, the other (in Christianity) coverage motivation into influence, that leads towards an action-oriented result and (in Judaism) to depend on the leader to light the path with a clear motive. The concept of a soul is identified all three religions though not directly synchronous with motivation but associated in an invisible form that drives an individual – a believer towards good deeds.

An analogy may clarify this point: when considering two people positioned on opposite sides of a room, it may be envisaged that both have different views of the same room, and both hold an opposite perspective. If the floor of this room is inclined, however, obviously such a contradiction would be illusory since it remains in the same place. This mirage was consolidated in Psychology, as there are still many theoretical debates about the various points of view. Each approach stands in a distinct dimension of man, and probably there is the apparent absence of reconciliation.

Relevance

Readers may question – ‘so what?’ There may be a good reason this topic is understudied, it may be self-evident or inconsequential as long as the grand result is heaven through faith. No need to examine motivating factors that lead to certain behaviour and the relationship to faith.
This researcher believes that it not only matters *what* we believe but *why* we believe and *how* our actions are guided (motivated) by reward or punishment. Maslow correctly pointed out that self-actualization can only occur once physiological needs, the need to secure one’s self, the need to belong and the need for self-esteem, in that order. Similarly as it pertains to Islām, *Maqāṣid Al Sharī‘ah* highlights *Aḍ-Ḍarūrīyat* (basic survival needs), *Aḥrārīyat* (complimentary needs) and *At-Taḥsīnyāt* (extra needs) – in that order is logical and conclusive that human beings are driven through purpose. Blind faith without a fundamental understanding of how and why we are motivated to believe is the equivalent of driving a car at night without headlights.

In *Islām*, there are different motivations, with a strong correlation with the theory of rewards both in this life and in the life hereafter with the promise of *Allāh*’s love towards the believer. The faith of the believers and the fear of *Allāh* are also the motivators for Muslims which constantly motivates them to perform good deeds and keeps them away from wrong doings.

Where subjectivity is involved, theories of motivation have been written from a scientific perspective, this paper represents the spiritual aspect of motivation that is very thinly investigated by scholars.

Motivation in *Islām* as represented in its similarity to Judaism and Christianity is the one essential element in the factors that lead to obedience in faith. It is this researcher’s recommendation that greater academic discipline and the establishment of the curriculum to address this topic is warranted. A clear and concise scientific approach in evaluating motivations that define the human condition from a religious viewpoint would prove beneficial to society.
Academic institutions would not only grant theological diplomas but also grant diplomas with specific disciplines that address the convergence of spiritual and secular convergence.

The implications of not understanding and belief in the basic drivers of motivation in Islām, Christianity and Judaism will lead to fundamental misinterpretation of the principles guiding the religions and constant revision of norms and values associated with the written word and the directives contained therein. It is this researcher’s opinion that this is at the heart of most interpersonal conflicts.

An example of this interpersonal conflict exists in the workplace where the faithful consistently wonders whether or not they should be in their current position, ignoring the fact that God has placed them in that position to serve his needs. The topic of motivation is very broad in nature and thus, invites subjectivity. Where subjectivity is involved, it also invites the participation of a wide range of psychological, scientific and religious researchers. This paper has analysed motivation from this researcher’s perspective.
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